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Only a moment; a 
moment of strength, 
of romance, of 
glamour - of 
youth! . . . A flick of 
sunshine upon a 
strange shore, the 
time to remember, 
the time for a sigh, 
and - good-bye! 
-Joseph Conrad 
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Anyone who walks into the English suite in lower A will know immediately which desk is Bill Ames. It is a mess, a 
pile , an absolute disaster area. This is merely to the untrained eye. Those who know him see it is just as busily kept as 
he himself is. I doubt anyone at Bangor High School can dispute Mr. Ames is in fact the most difficult person in the 
building to track down , because he is one of the most demanded. Teaching English allows him contact with many 
students , and he is always willing to stay the extra hour, or go over that second draft , again. Teaching is not only his 
profession , but his love. He inspires students to gain appreciation of literature with his own contagious love. This is 
obvious to anyone who has participated in his class or seen him in action. Those who haven't experienced his 
rendition of Beowulf, are able to see another part of him through their yearbook. Mr. Ames has been its advisor for 
8 years , each year getting better and better. His only request is to he sure to include every student and keep 
deadlines. He gave the encouragement and empowerment. 
This hook with his support , is our hook , the Class of 199.5. We would like to dedicate it to him , and thank him for all 
he's done. 
Life profile of William Ames by his wife , Laura Sholtz: 
William Nicholas Ames is a Scorpio , born in Hackensack , New j ersey 
on November 5, 1949. (This was the Chinese year of the OX - attrib-
utes: dependable , have very strong ideas. ) He graduated near the top of 
his class from Hackensack High School in 1967. While attending he was 
active in the Drama Club and was a member of the National Jlonor 
Society. He was one of the graduation speakers. 
Bill attended Seton Hall University for one year, then transferred to 
Northeastern University and graduated from there in 1972. He taught 
in a few states, and was a park ranger in Pennsylvania for awhile. He 
finall!J settled in the greater Boston area, sharing living space with other 
young professionals. (Some people called this communal living. ) 
Bill's interests have always been in teaching young people, civil 
rights, travelling , and public speaking. 
Bill taught in the Newton Public Schools in Massachusetts for many 
years before we decided to move to Maine for "the good life" in the fall of 
1987. He has heen teaching at Bangor High School ever since. 
A loving father and husband, Bill has been with his wife for fifteen 
years, and has two young daughters and a stepson who is an aeronauti-
cal engineer in California . In addition to his students at school and 
family at home, he tends to his cats , chickens, rabbits, and tadpoles - a 
full menagerie. 
His hobbies include travelling around the US and Canada , camping, 
hiking, snowshoeing, teaching, and eating. He is a vegetarian and 
sometimes homeopath , and a devout believer in "Early to bed and early 
to rise . . . ". Above all he is an adamant advocate of his students. 
As of now, his goals for the future are to publish a book on education 
refonn and to be still hiking with Laura in the W est when we're in our 
eighties. 
"He tells good stories and gives good 
piggy-back rides." - Ariel (11) 
"My daddy is good." - Laila (6) 
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885 BROADWAY BANGOR, MAINE 04401 
Dear Members of the Class of 1995, 
Congratulations for completing a very important milestone in your young 
life. Graduating from high school is just one of many accomplishments that will 
take place in your lifetime. If the staff at Bangor High School has done the job we 
think we have, you should all have the tools to choose a successful future. 
The ORACLE staff has, once again, put together a book of memories of your 
high school experiences. The staff deserves a tremendous pat on the back for all of 
the hours of hard work and dedication that go into making such a fine book. 
To the Class of 1995, I hope your future is one of great success and good 
health. 
s· rely, ~£ 
/J. - /? /I ~ (/ /,_,,,___-
is E. Njckerson 
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Iraqi leader Saddam Hussein 
orders his troops to the border 
of oil-rich Kuwait. The U.S. 
sends 350 warplanes to the 
area lo support the Kuwaiti 
ton:es. By October 11, Hussein 
orders the withdrawal ot most 
of his ton:es. 
Russian President Boris Yeltsin 
calls out his poorly trained 
military to subdue a rebellion 
in Chechnya, a southern 
republic the size of 
Connecticut. Critics accuse 
Yeltsin of resorting to total· 
itarian methods of the old 
communist Soviet regime to 
keep the shaky Russian 
Federation unified. 
···························· 
Europe's worst flood in this 
century kills at least 30 people 
across Europe. Inland floods 
caused by melting Alpine snow 
and relentless rains hit 
Belgium, France, Germany, 
and the Netherlands, whose 
famous dike system begins to 
crumble late in January 1995 in 
the lace of rampaging rivers. 
Dutch authorities evacuate 
250,000 people from the 
lowlands. 
Camilla Parl<er Bowles 
allegedly Prince Charl~s· 
mistress, announces her 
divorce from her husband 
Andrew Parl<er Bowles. ' 
Princess Diana is said to be 
negotiating a divorce from 
Charles, who will be free to 
remarry without giving up the 
throne-unless unhappy 
subjects lon:e a referendum on 
the monan:hy. 
More than 900 passengers die, 
140 are rescued when the 
Estonia, a 15,500-lon Bailie 
ferry sinks on the coast of 
Finland in a violent nighttime 
storm. The storm's 30-loot 
waves swamp the ship which 
lists and sinks in a matter of 
minutes. 
I 
After a peasant uprising in Chiapas 
and two major 
political murders, Mexico 
gets a new president. 
Ernesto Zedillo, an 
economist, assumes office 
only to face a stockmarket 
crash , a ruined economy, 
and a loss of international 
confidence in the wake of 
the North American Free 
Trade Agreement. 
On July 25, U.S. President Bill Clinton 
welcomes King 
Hussein ol Jordan, right, 
and Israeli Prime Minister 
Yitzhak Rabin to the 
While House, where the 
two sign a historic 
nonaggression pact that 
ends a 46-year state of 
belligerency between Israel 
and Jordan. 
Conservative religious 
groups and those who 
believe in indivi dual 
rights clash over 
issues of education 
for women and family 
planning at the U.N. 
International 
Conference on 
Population and 
Development in Cairo, 
Egypt, September 5. 
J oyful residents of Belfast celebrate 
after the Irish 
Republican Army (IRA) 
announces an end to its mili-
tary operations in Northern 
Ireland as of August 31 . 
After 25 years of British 
military presence and over 
3,000 killings, the IRA says 
it will now seek Irish union 
only through political 
channels. 
When their Army helicopter acciden-
tally strays into North 
Korea in December, Chief 
Warrant Officers Bobby 
Wayne Hall and David 
Hileman are shot down by 
the communists. Washington 
does not admit to espionage 
as the North Koreans want, 
but negotiates for survivor 
Bobby Hall 's release by 
expressing its sincere regret 
over the intrusion. 
Tipper Gore, wife of U.S. Vice President 
Al Gore, visits 
Rwandan refugee camps in 
Zaire in July. Thousands of 
refugees, fleeing ethnic 
conflict in Rwanda , die of 
cholera, dysentery, and other 
infectious diseases. Fresh 
water supplied by the United 
States military greatly 
reduces the number of 
cholera deaths. 
P alestine Liberation Organization 
chairman Yasir Arafat 
returns to Palestine in July 
1994 after 27 years of exile in 
Tunisia. Arafat kisses the 
ground in the Gaza Strip, now 
a Palestinian autonomous 
zone under the terms of a 
1993 peace accord with 
Israel. 
Mill!ons of S?uth African~ travel.weary hours and wail in mile-long Imes lo vote m the first all-race elections. 
After more than a century of white rule , the voters 
choose former political prisoner Nelson Mandela to preside 
over the dismantling of apartheid. 
Jimmy Carter, former 
U.S. president and 
self-styled global 
troubleshooter for 
peace, negotiates 
on behalf of the 
U.S. in Haiti, 
Bosnia, and North 
Korea. He even 
offers to help settle 
the baseball strike. 
I n Japan, an earthquake with a magnitude of 7 .2 collapses buildings, derails trains, buckles elevated 
expressways, and causes fires throughout the city of 
Kobe . Over 5,000 people are killed and 26,000 injured. The 
Japan quake occurs January 17, 1995, one year to the day 
after a quake devastated Los Angeles. 
US. President Bill Clinton, right, and 
British Prime Minister 
John Major take part in 
ceremonies in June 1994 at a 
military cemetery during the 
5Dlh anniversary commem-
oration of the Allied D-Day 
invasion of Europe, the event 
that sealed the late of Nazi 
Germany during World War II. 
India suffers an 
outbreak of pneumonic 
plague, carried by 
flea-infested vermin. 
Workers in Bombay earn 
five rupees for each 
exterminated rat; one 
thousand rat-tails 
earns a color TV. 
Chinese school children , dressed to look like Colonel Sanders, welcome the president of Kentucky Fried 
Chicken to Shanghai in May 1994. Few of the country's 
many foreign business ventures thrive, but KFC becomes a 
Chinese favorite . The linger-lickin' enterprise makes plans to 
expand its outlets from 28 to 200. 
A triumphant Jean-Bertrand Aristide 
reclaims his position 
as president and restores 
democracy lo Haiti with the 
help of U.S. troops. Haiti 
had suffered under the rule 
of a military junta led by 
General Raoul Cedras, who 
goes into exile after 
reaching an agreement with 
U.S. mediators. 
In one of the most ~ 
successful antiterrorist 
operations in aviation 1>. ~ 
history, French commandos 1 ~ ~ -~-~// 
storm an Air France ~ ~ 09 _, 
jet-liner and kill (;?~~ ~ #-~ 
four Algerian ~ '~ 
hijackers, freeing ~ l!I ~l 1~f'' 
the plane's « ~ ~ I;:!) ~ ,...., 1 
173 passengers ~~ ~ ~ 
and crew. 
Thousands of Cubans flee their economically depressed homeland, hoping for a better life in America. Many set 
off on homemade rafts and other small vessels only to 
be intercepted by the U.S. Coast Guard. The United States and 
Cuba reach an agreement in September that allows 20,000 
Cuban immigrants to enter the United Slates each year. 
In the wake ol the 1994 Los 
Angeles earthquake and the 
southern California wildfires ol 
1993, California experiences 
more natural disasters in 
January 1995 when rainstonns 
cause flooding that kills 11 
people and leaves 3,000 others 
homeless. Flooding is so high 
in Santa Barbara, tun-seeking 
teenagers dive oH a freeway 
overpass into 15 leet of water. 
President Clinton declares 34 
counties federal disaster areas. 
In 1994, the U.S. registers a 
one-year population growth ol 
2. 7 million. One-third of the 
increase is due to immigration, 
the largest such influx since 
1914. 
Author and humanities 
professor, Ralph Ellison, dies 
at age 80. His 1952 novel , 
Invisible Man, has been called 
the most powerful novel written 
about alienation, identity, and 
racism in America . 
A huge increase in kill ings by 
14- to 24-year-olds ra ises the 
nation's homicide rate, while 
violence blamed on preteens 
rocks communities nationwide. 
A boy, 13, is sentenced to life 
for strangling a lour-year-old. 
In Chicago, an 11-year-old boy 
kills a 14-year-old girl and is 
then executed by his own gang. 
In Washington state a pair ol 
12-year-olds shoot a migrant 
worller. 
............................ 
The death of Jacqueline Kennedy 
Onassis in May 1994 
marks the end of an era, a 
time when America was 
prosperous, fighting for civil 
rights, and heading for the 
moon. The former fi rst lady 
is buried next to her 
husband, President John 
F. Kennedy, in Arlington 
National Cemetery, 
Washington, D.C. 
Called the Republican 
revolution, November 
mid-term el ections put 
the Republ i can party 
and its anti-big 
government platform in 
control of Congress 
for the first time in 
40 years. Georgia's 
Newt Gingrich, author 
of the GOP's "Contract 
with America," is 
the new Speaker of 
the House. 
Heat, drought, and lightning combine to 
set Western states 
ablaze in late June and July. 
Fires consume 2,000 acres 
in Colorado's South 
Canyon when 50 mile-an-hour 
winds whip the flames into a 
firestorm, killing 14 specially 
trained firefighters; 10 men 
and four women. 
The volunteers for Silent March 
bring shoes from 
every state for one of the 
quietest demonstrations to 
ever take place in 
Washington, D.C. Each 
empty pair of shoes repre-
sents one of the more than 
40,000 Americans who have 
been killed by handguns. 
The prosecution seeks the death 
penalty in the 
case of Susan Smith, 
who dupes the nation with 
a frightening tale of the 
abduction of her two little 
boys. The community's early 
support grows quickly to 
hatred when Smith 
confesses to murder-
she sent her children to 
their deaths at the bottom 
of a lake. 
Despite powerful National Rifle 
Association lobby efforts, 
Congress passes a crime bill 
banning t he sale of 19 types of 
assault weapons. The 
Brady Law goes 
into effect ; in 
one month 23 ,610 
people with 
criminal records 
are denied the 
purchase of a handgun. 
The U.S . Food and Drug 
Administration bl asts 
t he tobacco company 
executives at a 
congressional hearing 
in March 1994 f or 
denying that nicotine , 
a drug found in 
cigarette smoke, i s 
addictive. Tobacco 
industry workers f ear 
losing their jobs if 
the FDA succeeds in 
classifying and 
restricting cigarettes 
as a drug . 
The37th U.S. President, 
Richard Nixon, dies 
in April 1994. Nixon was 
responsible for restoring 
normal lies with the 
People's Republic of 
China following the 
signing of the Shanghai 
Communique in 1972. 
The Flint River overflows, washing coffins out of a Georgia cemetery alter torrential rains from tropical storm Alberto 
flood Georgia and the Florida·Alabama panhandle. 
Thirty·two people die, 40,000 are temporarily homeless, and 
10,000 square miles are underwater, causing $100 million in 
crop damage . F armer football star 0.J. Simpson is 
charged with the 
June 12th stabbing death of 
his ex-wile Nicole and her 
friend Ronald Goldman , 
causing a non-stop media 
avalanche. The 
sensational case famil-
iarized watchers with 
spouse abuse. a tele-
vised ride in a white 
Ford Bronco . "Kato" 
Kaelin , and DNA les!ing. 
Simpson laces the jury 
in January. 
Arare white buffalo named Miracle draws 
crowds to the humble 
Wisconsin farm where it was 
born August 20. Native 
Americans believe the calf is 
the fulfillment of a Lakota 
Sioux prophecy. Five hundred 
years ago, White Buffalo 
Woman told her people that 
she would return as a white 
calf to usher in a new age of 
harmony between all races 
of mankind. 
P resident Clinton, with Republican leader 
Bob Dole, signs 
legislation implementing the 
U.S. role in an expanded 
General Agreement on Tariffs 
and Trade (GAIT), one of the 
most sweeping trade liberal-
ization pacts in history. The 
legislation makes the U.S. a 
member of a new 125-member 
World Trade Organization. 
Protectionists worry that GAIT 
may promote world trade but 
won 't sufficiently protect 
American jobs. 
The Secret Service considers restricting public 
access to the White House after a gunman f ires 27 
rounds at the building's facade in October. In 
September , a small Cessna airplane crashes on the 
South Lawn and comes to rest at the base of the 
White House below Presi dent Cli nton's bedroom, 
killing the pil ot. 
Tbe U.S. Interior Department 
moves the bald eagle from its 
endangered species list to the 
less critical "threatened" 
category. Tbe Pacific 
Northwest's spotted owl Is left 
lo lend for ilsell when in June a 
federal judge lifts the 1991 
injunction that halted logging in 
the owl's habitat. 
The fossil of a previously 
unknown dinosaur, the 25-foot-
long Cryolophosaurus ellioti, is 
found in Antarctica. 
Despite a so-called lilness 
craze, the National Center for 
Health Statistics confirms the 
American overabundance of 
food combined with a 
sedentary lifestyle is creating 
an epidemic of obesity. Since 
1980, the number of over-
weight adulls has ballooned to 
one-third of the population, 
with an alarming increase 
among children. 
Some of the 599 newly 
revealed secret ingredients 
major cigarette-makers add to 
improve taste and texlure: 
beeswax, butter, carrot oil, 
citronella oil, cocoa shells, 
com silk, dandelion root 
exlract, 31 chemicals that start 
with ethyl , oak chip oil, 
vinegar, and dimethyltetra-
hydrobenzofuranone. 
Three planets are discovered 
orbiting a pulsar star 3,000 
light-years away in the 
constellation Virgo. One is the 
size of the moon and two are 
three times more massive than 
Earth; all are rocky worlds 
wilhoul an atmosphere. 
............................ 
~ 
NASA's space shuttle mission 64 tests the operations of a Simplified Aid For Extravehicular 
Activity Rescue (SAFAR) device. Crew 
member Mark Lee maneuvers successfully 
outside the Discovery, while Carl Meade 
photographs him against the background of Earth. 
Martin Rodbell and 
Alfred Gilman are 
awarded the 1994 
Nobel Prize in 
Physiology or 
Medicine for tf 
developing a -
model of cell 
communication 
that has 
medical implications 
from cholera to 
cancer. 
The Food and Drug Administration 
institutes new food 
labeling on almost all foods 
in response to consumer 
protest against the many 
misleading claims of food 
producers. The new 
readable labels provide 
realistic serving sizes, list 
calories from fat, and allow 
you to compare different 
nutrient values. 
Autostereograms, popularly known as 
Magic Eye , cause 
legions of people to stare 
cross-eyed for long periods 
of lime. Based on a mystery 
of neurology and 
3-D objects, pattern 
elements fuse into left-eye 
and right-eye images of a 
single hidden object which 
appears to be 
lloating. 
The century's greatest chemist and 
antinuclear activist, 
Linus C. Pauling, winner of 
the Nobel Prize for Chemistry 
in 1954 and the Nobel Peace 
Prize in 1962, dies at the age 
ol 93. His work on DNA laid 
the foundation for Crick and 
Watson's discovery of the 
double helix. 
I n Ethiopia, anthro-pologists discover the 
skull of a human 
ancestor, Australopithecus 
ramidus, 4.4 mill ion years 
old. The new species has 
features midway between 
apes and humans and 
promises to provide clues to 
still earlier evolutionary 
stages. 
Japan's "Love 
Simulation" computer 
program allows 
couples to take a 
non-scientific look 
at future offspring 
by digitally 
combining their own 
photos to predict a 
child's appearance. 
Astronomers wait at every major telescope in the world to see the historic cosmic crack-up of the 21 big 
fragments of Comet Shoemaker-Levy 9 as it smacks 
into the atmosphere of Jupiter at 134,000 miles an hour. 
Plumes of fire shoot up hundreds of miles, high enough to 
become visible to telescopes on Earth. 
Internet activity 
rises sharply as 
surfers find their 
information 
superhighway. 
Advertisers, 
rock music 
reviewers, 
the worldly 
Voice of America, 
and others decide 
i t's time t o jump on. 
NASA publishes a new 
report supporting the 
theory that a giant 
comet hit Earth 65 
million years ago and 
vaporized 100 billion 
tons of sulphur to 
create the cloud 
barrier that froze 
Earth's atmosphere and 
killed the dinosaurs. 
Along-term study of radial keratotomy finds it generally safe and effective. For the nearsighted, tiny spokelike 
incisions into the eye improve focusing ability and 
eliminate the need for eyeglasses. The patient is awake for 
the procedure. 
A cave is found in southern France, full of 300 vivid paintings of woolly-haired rhinos, bears, mammoths, 
panthers, and owls made about 20,000 years ago. The 
Stone Age artists also left behind bear skulls, flint knives, 
footprints, and fireplaces. Experts call it the archaeological find 
The non-violent CD·RDM game Myst 
by Cyan, Inc. becomes 
a best-selling phenomenon, 
winning legions of devoted 
fans and spawning imitators. 
The fantasy-adventure 's 
graphic visuals are hyper· 
real ; the written word is the 
key to the mystery. 
of the century. 
0 ne of Lake Superior's enduring mysteries is solved by scientists and marine historians who explore the wreck of the Edmund Fitzgerald, an ore carrier that sank with its crew in a 1975 
storm. The ship, overused and in poor condition, was ripped apart by 90·mph winds and 
30-foot waves. Most of the 29 crewmen are entombed inside the wreckage, well preserved in the 
39° waters. 
Cutbacks in military spending force the U.S. Navy to reduce its elite 100-dolphin fleet trained for use in 
sonar research, mine sweeping, and underwater recov· 
ery. Too tame to be released in the open sea, the veterans of 
conflicts from Vietnam to the Persian Gulf retire to aquariums 
and water parks. 
I 
The most popular names for 
newborns lhis year are Ashley 
and Michael. 
Young people serve their 
country by volunteering under 
a new program called 
AmeriCorps, where 20,000 
people aged 17 and up work 
with community-based 
organizations in exchange for 
$7 ,500 plus money toward 
college tuition or loans. 
One percent of the nation 's 50 
million school-age children 
learn at home as families seek 
alternatives to public schools. 
In a handful of high-tech 
experiments, kids submit 
homework by modem, 
download books and artwork 
from the Internet, and 
collaborate on academic 
projects with other children 
around the world . 
A survey of college kids 
reveals their favori te sources 
of sugar and caffeine during 
all-night studying to be: 
powdered iced tea, peanut 
butter mixed with marsh-
mallow cream , baby food, 
ramen nood les, raw cookie 
dough, and trail mix made 
from chocolate chips, graham 
cracker bits, and mini-
marshmallows. 
A lively new cafe society centers around the 5,000 gourmet cotteeshops which 
spring up around the country. To the otten 
young and trendy patrons, the social interaction is 
just as important as the espresso. Some cafes otter 
full-time Internet links so patrons can sip and chat 
with other Internet latte-drinkers. 
Yoga, a Hindu system 
of stretching 
exercises for well-
being, surges in 
popularity, mostly 
because the older 
generation seeks a 
technique for 
alleviating stress 
and finds yoga better 
than aerobics. 
Aerobic boxing, with boxing-style leg and arm work, turns out to be one of the year's hot exercise trends, showing 
up in workout studios and attracting those who want to 
work off their aggression by throwing a right and a few jabs. 
Besides recycled 
clothing like license-
plate bustiers, 
bottle-cap jewelry, 
trash-bag and duct-
tape dresses, fashion 
trends include the 
schoolgirl look with 
thigh-highs, and the 
grunge-turned-beatnik 
look of long, straight 
hair and a goatee. 
A new survey shows that over 12 million 
Americans are 
vegetarians, choosing 
the no-meat lifestyle 
because of concern 
about animal cruelty, 
cost-efficiency, eco-
friendliness and/or 
improved health and 
fitness. 
The hottest merchandise around 
is Mighty Morphin 
Power Rangers, so hot 
Cabbage Patch dolls pale in 
comparison . Parents criticize 
Fox's super-violent TV show, 
but their kids crave Dragon 
Daggers, Megazords, and 
the 4-foot, $230 battery 
powered car. "Go, go, Power 
Rangers!" 
Ahal new collectible derives from an old 
household item. 
Milk caps, known in some 
regions as pogs, originally 
capped the bottles left by 
the milkman but have now 
gone funky with colorful 
printed designs and 
variations that are traded 
and used in games. 
Although most are forced to settle for 
Oakley wrap-
arounds, stylin ' kids, like 
in-line skaters and urban 
youth, clamor tor Arnet's 
$80 Ravens with the silver-
chrome frames. 
Led by brash young skate and surf types, two million snowboarders nationwide discover the joy of swooping 
down slopes on one board instead of two. No hard 
boots, no poles, no crossed lips, make it easier than skiing. 
• ··" Since their giant frozen wave is a ski hill, snowboarders annoy 
.;,;.• old-style skiers who want their slopes left undisturbed by 
shredders. 
The first generation to ignore colas in favor 
of fruit drinks, today's 
young people give Snapple 
popular cult status. The 
trend breeds juice wars as 
Snapple imitators like 
Fruitopia vie for youth 
market shares and inundate 
the airwaves with Generation 
X-type advertising. P ope John Paul II authors Crossing the 
Threshold of Hope, a 
blend of theology, evangelizing 
and personal remininiscene. 
It becomes a best-seller in 35 
countries. 
Remaining a virgin in the face of peer pressure finds new respect among teens who defend their freedom to Iorgo 
sex in a sex-crazy world. The movement is both a 
demand for real love and a reaction against unwanted 
pregnancy and health risks, since today one out ol lour kids are 
infected with sexually transmitted diseases by the age ol 21 . 
Kool-Aid makes a cheap hair-dye, an 
a lternalive to 
bleached hair with, say, 
Prizm Blue added for sheen. 
The "city lade" shaves the 
sides ol your head and 
leaves the top longer, and 
the matted hair look is 
achieved by leaving the soap 
in and forgetting to comb. 
It's called "the year 
of the cottage 
industry" as more 
Americans adopt 
different work 
arrangements in 
response to corporate 
downsizing, either by 
telecommuting or 
starting businesses 
out of their homes. 
The designer pets ol the year are African pigmy hedgehogs, and some 3,000 find homes with humans. 
They are gentle, like to be petted, and need a once-a-
day feeding of pet food or mealworms. They don't smell and 
will even eat your roaches. 
John TravoHa and Samuel L. 
Jackson star in Pulp Fiction, 
an "extravagantly demented 
low-lite lalapalooza with 
outlandish twists." The film's 
plot revolves around a watch, 
a briefcase. and a large 
syringe in a darkly humorous 
scene which reportedly causes 
a few audience members with 
needle-phobia to lall out of 
their seats in revulsion. 
John Candy, the large and 
lovable star of films Splash, 
Cool Runnings. Home Alone, 
and many other family 
lavorites, dies at the age of 
43. Whether Candy played 
jerks, slobs or loonies, his 
natural goodness came 
shining through. 
<D 
Every Tuesday night 20 million 
homes tune in to 
"Home Improvement, " 
television 's No. 1 show, 
starring comedian Tim 
Allen as Tim Taylor, the 
how-to host of "Tool 
Time," with his wile Jill and 
three kids. Fans love this 
funny real-life reflection of 
middle-class family life. 
With a tried-but-true storyline. the TV 
show "Me and the 
Boys," becomes an 
immediate family favorite, 
with stand-up comic Steve 
Harvey playing a widower 
who's left to raise three 
lively sons singlehandedly. 
Reality-based tele-
vision programs rule 
the tube with "Cops," 
"American Detective," 
"FBI: The Untold 
Stories ," "Top Cops," 
and "Rescue 911." 
"America's Most 
Wanted" and "Unsolved 
Mysteries" enlist 
Comedian Jim Carrey's career is s-s-smokin '. In The Mask, Carrey plays shy Stanley lpklss, who discovers 
that a mythical mask can turn him Into a very cool 
green-laced cartoon-like dude. While waiting for sequels to 
The Mask and Ace Ventura: Pel Detective. Carrey fans enjoy 
current hit Dumb and Dumber. 
S hameless prime-lime soap opera "Melrose 
Place," co-starring 
Heather Locklear and Grant 
Show, attracts legions of 
fans with its silly-sensational 
plollines and shallow-but-
beaulilul characters. Fans 
even buy the TV show's 
soundtrack and "MP" 
clothing. 
Tom Cruise biles as the elegantly evil 
vampire Lesia! in the 
film based on Anne Rice's 
novel Interview With the 
Vampire. Brad Pitt costars in 
the story that's been a favorite 
with millions of readers for 
twenty years. 
C omic Margaret Cho stars in the first all-
Asian sitcom "All-
American Girl," about a 
college girl who's not making 
enough money to move away 
from home and has to live 
with her rigidly traditional 
Korean immigrant parents. 
The animals aren 't cuddly, but Disney's 32nd animated feature The Lion King is still a box-office smash and a 
sure classic. The story of a young lion, Simba, on the 
path to maturity combines live Tim Rice/Elton John songs with 
comedy that leaves audiences roaring . Just say "Hakuna 
matata," Swahili for "no worries ." 
.. L iving Single" is hailed as a New 
York City version of 
"Designing Women ." The 
comedy is about lour 
women who share a big 
apartment, and features 
Kim Fields and rap star 
Queen Latilah, whose quiet 
presence and dignity 
singles her out as a star. 
Talented young Claire Danes stars as a 
savvy 15-year-old 
confronting adolescent 
anxieties in the ABC 
television series "My So-
Called Lile ," which receives 
critical acclaim . Danes also 
stars in the movie Little 
Women, with Winona Ryder. 
This year's Emmy for best comedy series 
goes to TV's "Frasier," 
the story of a radio psychi-
atrist with a dysfunctional 
family. Star of the critical 
and main-stream hit , 
Kelsey Grammer 
dedicates his 
best-actor award 
to the dog "Eddie" 
whose off-
Alter his villain in Shakespeare 's Much 
Ado About Nothing 
and his title role in Bertolucci 's 
Little Buddha, actor Keanu 
Reeves buffs up to play an 
action star in Speed, about a 
bomb and a runaway bus , 
one of the year's biggest box 
office hits. 
With the first female 
starship captain, TV's 
"Star Trek: Voyager" 
is the newest offshoot 
of the enduring Star 
Trek phenomenon, after 
"Deep Space Nine," 
"The Next Generation, " 
and thi s year's full-
l ength feature 
Star Trek: 
Although his action fans may prefer True Lies, Arnold Schwarzenegger, with co-star Danny DeVito , cracks up 
audiences in Junior, where the strongman plays a 
boringly-serious scientist who tests a fertility drug on himself, 
learns the joys of motherhood, and falls in love with the baby's 
mom , Emma Thompson . 
.. B aywatch ," the world 's most-watched syndicated TV show, is a feel-good action/adventure about a Malibu 
lifeguard, played by David Hasselholl. Sunny beach 
scenes take the pressure off plot or character development. In 
tribute to its popularity, Mattel , Inc. creates Baywatch Barbie . 
Generations. .~~~~~,~~~~~-~'~. ~ · ~ .,,,,,,,_. , ~r~~-,; '6.d~=--~~.:,.,.. 
= .. ,.."' ~i.JJ.·' ' 
Hoop Dreams is a documentary about 
two young Chicago 
athletes who dream of 
playing in the NBA. Arthur 
Agee and William Gates 
soon realize the dream will 
have to come at the expense 
of everything else. Hoop 
Dreams offers as much 
*81na, excitement, and 
lllillllonal ups and downs 
as anytlllng to come out of 
Hollywood. 
After their Woodstock '94 
pertormance scores them 
mass adulation and an 
onstage mudfight, punk-pop 
trio Green Day wins the title 
for this year's best new band. 
Their album Dookie, featuring 
"Basket Case," goes triple 
platinum. 
LPs make a comeback when 
major recording labels give in 
to pressure from artists and 
fans. New titles are released 
on vinyl , as well as CDs and 
tapes. Pronounced dead in the 
'80s, the revived 12-inch long· 
plays come complete with the 
art-covered sleeves and lyric· 
sheet inserts that make them 
collector's items. 
Liz Phair follows up Exile in 
Guyvil/e with Whip-smart and 
songs like "Super Nova" and 
"Jealousy." Her music is said 
to be about self-parody, 
defensiveness, beautiful 
flaws, and cluelessness. 
Futuristic noise mavens Nine 
Inch Nails and singer Trent 
Reznor drive home a point 
with their "Closer" single and 
hit video, from their album 
The Downward Spiral. 
Mosh pit heroes Bad Religion 
get plenty of play with "21st 
Century Boy" and their album 
Stranger Than Fiction. 
Beastie Boys release their 
fourth hip-hop album Ill 
Communication on the heels 
ot their highly popular Check 
Your Head. 
Superunknown, a 70-minute, 
15-song opus. debutes at 
No.1 on the Billboard charts. 
Fans and critics say it's the 
best record of metal band 
Soundgarden 's career. 
S inger Sheryl Crow hits paydirt with her debut 
album, Tuesday Night 
Music Club with the seedy· 
but-upbeat sounds of 
"Leaving Las Vegas" and 
"All I Wantto Do." 
odeci , two pairs of 
brothers whose funky 
..,. ...... ,.... ballads coined the 
term "Feenin:" bring gospel 
harmonies to their new 
album Diary of a Mad Band, 
which goes platinum. 
They dress alike and rul e Motown. It 
seems like Boyz II 
Men only makes mega-hits, 
like " On Bended Knee" and 
"I'll Make Love to You ." 
Their second album, //, goes 
straight to No. 1 on the R&B 
charts. 
With quirky lyrics and bass-voiced singing 
on hits like "Mmm, 
Mmm, Mmm, Mmm, " the 
Crash Test Dummies' album , 
God Shuffled His Feet, 
becomes a chart-topper in 
the U.S. and Europe. 
Although Madonna's 
bad-mannered appear-
ance on Letterman 
begets criticism, her 
album Bedtime St ories, 
with hits "Take a Bow" 
and "Secret," is a 
solid chart-topper . 
S eattle rock band Pearl Jam and front man Eddie Vedder give youthful angst a good name as they rock hard with 
their third album , Vitalogy, considered their strongest yet. 
Music, mashing, and lots of mud define 
J. Woodstock '94. The 
25th anniversary of the 
original 1969 "summer of 
love" has ATMs, Pepsi , and 
'90s prices: $135 lickets and 
$4 hamburgers. After 
happily grooving to every· 
thing from Bob Dylan 
to Nine Inch Nails, 350,000 
fans depart peacefully. 
P op-siren Janet Jackson's body 
language and lyrics 
draw large concert crowds 
to see her perform hits like 
"You Want Thisf70's Love 
Groove." Jackson wins an 
MTV Music Award for her 
video " If." 
S inger Vince Gill makes country music 
history by winning the 
Country Music Association 's 
award for top male vocalist 
four years in a row. The CMA 
also awards him 1994 
Entertainer of the Year. 
Nominated for best female vocalist, 
country singer Mary 
Chapin Carpenter croons at 
the Country Music Awards 
ceremony, but loses to Pam 
Tillis. Carpenter's album 
Stones in the Road tops the 
country charts. 
I l's a year of hits for buzz band, Gin 
Blossoms. Their top-
selling album New 
Miserable Experience, 
covers "Hey Jealousy, " 
"Found Out About You, " 
and "Until I Fall Away." 
Hailed as the crown prince of reggae , 
Buju Banton's album , 
Buju Banton: Voice of 
Jamaica, pumps the party 
with "Walk Like a 
Champion" and "Man a 
Look Yuh ." 
EMI Records releases 
Live at the BBC a 
two-disc set of radio 
concerts recor ded by 
the Beatles in the 
early ' 60s. "Free as 
a Bird," an original 
unfinished track by 
the late John Lennon , 
is f inished, mixed 
with the live voices 
of Paul, George, and 
Ringo, and included 
in the set. 
Dismissed as kiddie artists, three 12-year-
old rappers who go by 
the name of Immature, get a 
new sound. Album Playtime 
Is Over and hits "Never Lie" 
and "Constantly" pump them 
up to stardom. 
Hit single "Cryin"' wins MTV's Video of 
the Year award for 
singer Steven Tyler and 
metal band Aerosmith , who 
ride a wave of success and 
release their new album 
Big Ones. 
The rock-spectacle Rolling Stones tour, 
named after their 
album Voodoo Lounge, 
combines a light show, 
computer animation, video 
blowups, and gigantic 
inflatable props. Millions 
watch the Stones prance 
through their classic and 
current hits like "Love Is 
Strong." Voodoo Lounge 
becomes the highest 
grossing tour in history with 
$115 million in ticket sales. 
The Canadian band Cowboy Junkies, 
whose big hit this 
year is "Sweet James," 
sings of isolation and 
despair on their latest album 
Pale Sun/Crescent Moon. 
P owered lo the top with their pure pop 
sound, Swedish 
quartet Ace of Base tops the 
charts with The Sign. Their 
sound is a contagious blend 
of reggae-splashed pop 
known as "China Reggae. " 
J Masc is emerges as a prolific and versatile 
songwriter for the 
punk-rock band Dinosaur Jr. 
with "Dutta Hand " and major 
hit " Feel the Pain ," both on 
their latest album Without 
a Sound. 
The Benedictine Monks 
of Santo Domingo de 
of ancient Gregorian 
chants into an un- --_,.~,,. . ~..,,~~;;:::;:=-'~~ 
expected best-seller ,1 ·:--
I rish rock foursome, the Cranberries, tour the United States playing the sad, pretty melodies from their 
second hit album, No Need to Argue. 
Rappers with a self-reliant attitude, 
Salt-N-Pepa keep 
their Very Necessary vibe 
going this year with hits 
"Shoop" and "Whatta 
Man" which wins them, 
along with En Vogue , an 
MTV Music Award . 
Rapper Snoop Doggy Dogg's performance 
makes the movie 
soundtrack Above the Rim a 
best-seller. His video " It's a 
Doggy Dagg World ," which 
reunites all the '70s black 
exploitation film stars, wins 
an MTV Music Award . 
Ranked No.1, the University of 
Nebraska Cornhuskers finish 
their unbeaten season by 
defeating the Miami Hurricanes 
to win the national title. 
Quarterback Tommie Frazier 
earns MVP honors by guiding 
the Huskers to two fourth· 
quarter touchdowns and a 
lrenetic 24·17 victory. 
She was a pro at 13, a million· 
aire at 14, and out of the game 
at 17. Aller getting booked on 
charges of marijuana posses· 
sion, lennis star Jennifer 
Capriali enters a drug rehab 
program and makes a 
comeback in autumn where 
she plays well but loses her 
lirsl·round match. 
Former Wimbledon champ 
Andre Agassi wins the 1994 
U.S. Open and beats cham· 
pion Pele Sampras at the 1995 
Australian Open. Called the 
most popular tennis player in 
the world , the tennis phenom 
has a new girllriend, former 
model Brooke Shields. 
The National Hockey League 
plays only 48 of the 82 games 
in the season this year due to 
a lockout. Following 
baseball's example, hockey 
owners put salary caps on 
their players, who strike but 
lose out to the owner's rule. 
Track and field star Wilma 
Rudolph dies at the age of 54. 
The 20th of 22 children, she 
overcame polio, scarlet fever, 
and pneumonia to become a 
basketball star at 13, an 
Olympic bronze medalist al 16, 
and a winner ol three gold 
medals in the 1960 Rome 
Olympics. 
Whenever the Magic, led by 7'1 " 300-pound Shaquille O'Neal , score 110 points, the Orlando McDonald's 
restaurants redeem home game tickets for a free Big 
Mac. With the team selling out all 16,DDD seats, the Golden 
Arches supply a massive Mac attack, consoling fans for the lack 
of a playoff victory. 
P ilchman George Foreman, 45, 
wearing the same 
red trunks he sported 
when he fought 
Muhammad Ali 20 years 
earlier, wins the world 's 
heavyweight boxing title 
from Michael Moorer with a 
10th round knockout. 
The high rate of 
early burnout in 
women's pro tennis 
from media pressure, 
trainers, and 
sponsors causes the 
parents of Venus 
Williams, 14, to 
delay her pro debut. 
P ete Sampras defeats Gorn lvanisevic in 
the men's singles 
linal at Wimbledon in 
July 1994, for his second 
straight Wimbledon title. 
In January, pressure of 
defending the title causes 
him to break down in tears 
at the 1995 Auslralian Open. 
Having already announced her 
retirement from 
singles tennis, nine-lime 
Wimbledon champion 
Martina Navratilova waves 
good-bye to an emotional 
crowd, after losing to 
Conchita Martinez in her 
last Wimbledon match. 
I n July, Miguel lndurain of Spain makes a triumphant entry on the Champs Elysees in Paris to win the . 
Tour de France for the fourth straight time. He wins the 
3-week, 3,218 km contest easily, finishing five minutes . . 39 
seconds ahead of the field. Greg LeMond, the only American to 
win the Tour de France three times, retires from racing because 
of health problems. 
0 n June 14, the New York Rangers defeat the Vancouver Canucks 3 to 2 in the seventh game ol the Stanley Cup 
play-alls, winning the coveted hockey cup tor the first 
lime in 54 years. 
The Centennial 
Olympics will be in 
Atlanta, Georgia in 
1996. The city will 
emphasize its 
multicultural aspects 
to honor athletes 
from around the 
world. 
Dara Torres-Gowen becomes the first 
Olympic swimmer to 
model swimsuits in the 
Sports Illustrated annual 
swimsuit issue. Gold-
medalist Torres-Gawen's 
sporty looks break the 
"wails and glamazons" 
mold dictated by fashion. 
Fans are openly angry when a dispute between players and team owners over salary caps and other issues 
threatens to shut down baseball. A work stoppage 
begins on August 12, and no World Series is played tor the first 
lime since 1904. 
Tonya Harding, barred tor lite tram organized 
skating tor obstructing 
justice in the investigation 
of an assault on Nancy 
Kerrigan , is ottered $2 million 
by the All Japan Women's 
Pro Wrestling Association to 
wrestle as a baddie. 
In Super 
Bowl XXIX 
in Miami, 
the San 
Francisco 
49ers beat the 
San Diego Chargers 
49-26, in their 
record-breaking fifth 
Super Bowl win. 
Quart erback Steve 
Young passes for a 
record six touchdowns 
to win most valuable 
player . 
Basketball star Sheryl Swoopes -----'---.;-
leads ~.J'c:lllllllllif~~[!!r. 
the U.S. women's 
basketball team to a gold 
medal at the Goodwill Games 
in Russia. Earlier she led 
Texas Tech to an NCAA title 
and signed an endorsement 
deal with Nike. 
Alter 52 wins, lour PPG Cup titles, and 
$10 million in 
earnings, lndycar champion 
Mario Andretti races tor the 
final time in his 31-year 
career. The lour-time 
Indianapolis 500 champion 
retires in October 1994. 
Ernie Els wins the 
1994 U.S. Open golf 
t ournament in sudden-
death playoff. The 
U.S. women's golf 
team, led by Dottie 
Mochrie, beats 
Europe for the 1994 
Solheim Cup. 
World Cup soccer comes to the U.S. 
tor the first lime: 
24 teams play 52 World 
Cup games in nine cities 
to 3,567,415 fans, 
culminating in a title 
match between Brazil and 
Italy. Earlier the U.S. 
upset Colombia, but lost 
to the Brazilian team, who 
went on to win the cup. 
Supreme Court Justice Ha"l 
Blacllmun, 85, who wrute the 
majority opinion in Roe v. 
Wade, the landmarll 1973 case 
that guaranteed a woman's 
legal right to abortion, 
announces his retirement from 
the court after 24 years. 
The Charles and Diana fairy-
tale-turned-sordid-soap 
continues: A German news-
paper prints nude photos of 
Prince Charles; he publishes a 
confession saying he never 
loved his wile. Princess Diana 
is suspected of making crank 
phone calls; an old friend who 
claims to be her ex-lover hawks 
a trashy kiss-and-tell book. 
Tabitha the cat spends 12 days 
and 32,000 miles in the fuse-
lage of a Tower Air 747 jet when 
she escapes her cat carrier and 
gets lost in the cargo hold. 
Tabitha makes television 
appearances after her rescue 
with her aspiring-actress owner. 
Tabitha lost two pounds during 
the ordeal , her owner lost six. 
The Florida judge would not 
allow Paul Hill to use justi-
fiable homicide as a defense 
in the shootings of Dr. John 
Britton and his bodyguard 
outside a Pensacola abortion 
clinic. Hill is found guilty of 
murder in the first degree. 
···························· 
Anna Paquin , 11 , wins an 
Academy Award for her 
performance in The Piano. 
Says actor Gene Hackman , 
"I guess now you 'll have no 
trouble getting cast in your 
school play. " 
Ronald Reagan , 83 , announces he is in 
the early stages of 
Alzheimer's disease, which 
will cause him to rely 
increasingly on wife Nancy. 
Doctors say the easy-going 
ex-president should be able 
to function normally for 
several more years. 
Despite hurled obscenities and 
death threats, 
Shannon Faulkner, 19, 
battles the all-male Citadel 
for the right to become the 
first female cadet in the 
152-year history of the 
state-supported South 
Carolina military school. 
Nelson Mandela, an international 
hero who won the 
Nobel Peace Prize , writes 
his story. Long Walk to 
Freedom: The 
Autobiography of Nelson 
Mandela covers the author's 
27 years as a political 
prisoner, his release , and 
black Africans struggle for 
freedom. 
S ending a worthy message to pageanl-
watchers, Heather 
Whitestone, a deaf Alabama 
college junior who works 
with handicapped kids, is 
crowned 1994 Miss America 
by her predecessor 
Kimberly Aiken. 
I n Singapore, American teenager 
Michael Fay is 
convicted of vandalism and 
publicly caned lour limes by 
a martial arts master, despite 
pleas from his family and 
President Clinton . 
Applying his new lame to good works , 
actor Antonio 
Banderas, of Philadelphia 
and Interview With the 
Vampire, spends a week on 
a goodwill mission helping 
UNICEF draw attention to 
wartorn Somalia. 
Cartoonist Gary Larson announces th.al he will retire The Far Side, a feature that began m 1978 and has 
appeared in 1,500 newspapers. 
THEFARSIDE B GARY LARSON 
Why. 0.lry. yoo"e ~ f10tl 'Ifie 
power to tJ ~! .JUst cl~ your e~s, 
qua,/c: +IY~ t'"'S, ar.4 fh,nk-ro yourself, 
" 1'f.ere's fl) p/O<t! /;k'e mm@, fherf'J 
no place /.l(e honie •. " 
Prinled in U.S.A. ©1995 Joslens. Inc. and World Book 
95-047 (#2156) 
Former basketball i superstar Michael 'i' 
Jordan improves :.. ~ his game for the Arizona 
Scottsdale Scorpions, a j 
minor-league baseball _ 
team. He still has no plans 
to return to the hoops. 
I n about the most surprising event of 
the year, Michael 
Jackson weds Elvis' daugh-
ter, Lisa Marie Presley in a 
secret ceremony, May 1994. 
Journalists wonder ii the 
union isn't a business 
arrangement or an attempt 
to polish Michael's public 
image, tarnished by claims 
of child molestation. 
S crully movie idol Johnny Depp and 
wispy model Kate 
Moss have a headline-
making lovers quarrel. Depp 
is arrested for trashing the 
couple 's hotel room. 
Model Cindy Crawford and actor Richard 
Gere , dubbed the 
world's sexiest couple , 
announce their separation. 
Hollywood books Crawford 
for her first movie. 
Japanese earthquake cover pholo credil: AP/Wide World 
New! Gingrich cover pholo cred1I: Robert Visser. Sygma 
To see a world in a grain of sand, And a heaven in a wild flower, Hold 
infinity in the palm of your hand, And eternity in an hour. - William 
Blake 
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Joshua Timothy Abbott 
"It's just a box of rain, wind, and 
water, believe it if you need it, if 
you don't, just pass it on ." . 
- Robert Hunter, Jerry Garcia 
"There is a road, no simple high-
way, between the dawn and the 
dark of night. Let it be known, 
that no one may follow, that path 
is for your steps alone." . 
- Robert Hunter, Jerry Garcia 
VOC Carpentry 11; VOC Elec-
trical 12; Certificate of comple-
tion - electrical 12; Volunteer 
Construction 9,10,11,12; Out-
standing achievement in tech-
nology 10; voe electrical skill 
certificate 12; Service Star 
Award 12; Art Club 12. 
Kenny Allen 
"Great successes are built on tak-
ing the ne~atives in your life and 
turning tfiem around." 
- Summer Redstone 
Key Club 9, 10, 12; Journalism 
Club 12; French Club 10; Latin 
Club 9, 10; AFS Club 12; Golf 9 
(most improved); Varsity Soc-
cer 10; Freshmen Basketball 9; 
Varsity Basketball 10, 11, 12; 
Varsity Tennis 9,10 (MVP), 
11,12; Student Council 9,10; 
Ram Page 12. 
April Dawn Allingham 
"Too much credit is given to the 
end result. The true Lesson is in 
the struggle that takes place be-
tween the dream and reality. That 
struggle is a thing called life." 
- Garth Brooks 
Swimming 9, 10, 11, 12; Softball 
9,10, 11,12; Soccer9, 10; Volley-
ball 9,10; Student Council 
9,10. 
Tracie L. Ahearn 
"I have a rumble in my tumble." 
- Wi11n1e-the-Poo 
"If 11011 can't hold childre11 in you 
arms, please lzold them in you 
hearts." 
- Mother Clara Hal 
Soccer 10; VOC 11. 
Kirk Allen 
"Success is built upon chan~in 
negatives i11to positives." ' 
Varsity Soccer 9,10; Freshma 
Basketball 9; Outdoor Track 9 
Varsity Tennis 10; Varsit 
Basketball 10,11,12; Studeri 
Council 9, 10; Class Represent 
ative 9,.10; Key Club 9, 10, 12 
Journalism Club 12; Latin Clu 
9, 10; French Club 10. 
Jane W. April 
"Now this is not tire end. It is not 
£'<>en the beginning of the end. But 
it is perhaps, the end of the be-
xi11ni11g." 
- Winston Ch11rchltill 
National Jr. Honor Society 9; 
Softball 9; National Honor 
Society 11, 12; Interact Club 11; 
S.E.E.D. 12. 
Michael M. Arnold 
"If the future's looking dark , 
we're the ones who have to shine. 
If we live in trying we' re the ones 
who have to try. Though we know 
that time has wings, we're the 
ones have to fllf·" 
- Neil Peart, "RUSH" 
Football 10, 11, 12; Weightlift-
ing 10,11,12; Talent Show 
10,12; Intramural Basketball 
9,10,11,12; Intramural Floor 
Hockey 9,10. 
Leah Kristin Bagley 
"Be grateful and believe you de-
serve the 6est. You may have more 
today than you think. And tomor-
row may lie better than you can 
ima~ine." 
- Melodi{ Beattie 
"What lies behind and what lies 
ahead is of little importance com-
pared to what lies WITHIN. 
- Oliver Wendall Holmes 
JV Field Hockey 9,10 (Caft.); 
Varsity Field Hockey 1 ,12 
(Capt.); Swimming 9; Spring 
Track 9, 10; "Annie Get Your 
Gun" 10; Math Team 9; 
Chorus 9,10,11; Key Club 
10,11,12; Latin Club 10,11,12; 
Student AIDS Committee 
11, 12; Class Council 11, 12; 
National Honor Society 11,12; 
Hollin Science Summer Pro-
gram '94 11; PVC All Academ-
ic Field Hockey Team 11,12; 
PVC Junior-Senior Field 
Hockey Team 11,12; Senior 
Seminar 12. 
George Anthony Bailey 
"What you are is God's gift to 
lfOU; what lfOU become is 11ourg1ft 
to God." · · 
- Unknown 
"Good-bye says it all." 
- BlackHawk 
"Don't know what l{ou've got till 
it's gone." · 
- Cinderella 
"Sometimes I thank God for un-
answered prayers." 
- Garth Brooks 
"Time runs awal{ fast, good luck 
holding on." · 
- George A. Bailey 
Rifle Team 9, 10, 12; Military 
Ball Committee 9,10,11; Pla-
toon Leader 11; Company A9. 
Heather Lynn Arsenault 
"If we insist on being as sure as is 
conceivable, in every step of our 
course, we must be content to 
creep along the ground, and can 
never soar." 
- John Henry Newman 
Varsity Cross Country 
9,10,11,12 (captain); Varsity 
Spring Track 9,10,11,12 (cap-
tain); S.E.E.D. 9; Class Coun-
cil 10; Student Council 10; 
N.H.S. 11,12; Who's Who 
Among American High 
School Athletes 10,11,12; All-
State Cross Country Team 
10,11,12; All-PVC Cross 
Country Team 10,11,12. 
Erika Bailey 
"Ce qu'on aime avec 11iolence finit 
toujours par vous tuer." 
- Gulf de Maupassant 
''I'm an actor, f'm allowed to act 
like a 12 l{ear old. It's a role. 
. -J.R. 
S.E.E.D. 9,10,11,12; Drama 
Club 11,12; "Annie Get Your 
Gun" 10; "Man of La Mancha" 
11; "Unsinkable Molly Brown" 
12; National Honor Society 
11,12; Chorus 9,10,11,12. 
Charles Bard 
"Because I said so." 
- All the Mothers in the World 
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Erica Bassi 
"A small rock holds back a great 
wave." 
-Homer 
"To learn is to change. The path to 
enlightenment is rn the middle 
way." 
- The Little Buddha 
Gymnastics (independent) 
11, 12; Intramural weight lift-
ing 9, 10, 11, 12; Spring track 12. 
Sonja Kristen Benson 
"There is always one moment in 
childhood when the door opens 
and lets the future in. 
- Graham Greene 
Key Club 9,10,11; SEED 
10,11,12; Field Hockey 11; AFS 
12; Senior Seminar 12; Student 
AIDS Committee 12; Yearbook 
11. 
Lindsay Blaisdell 
"Don't ya put your drugs in my 
face or J'l/ put ya your f.lace - I 
don't want it no more. · 
- Candlebox 
"What's the matter with lfOur life, 
why you got to mess with mine, 
don't keep sweating what I do 
cause I'm going to fie just fine." 
- 5-N-P None of your Business 
Paulina Bedoya 
"yo11 said the world was magic i 
was wideeyed and lau<.;hing we 
were dancing up to the bright side 
forget about yo11 r ego forget about 
lfOUr pnde and you will never 
have to compromise ... " 
- llrdigo Girls 
Ecuador: Athletic team 9; 
Teach illiterate people 11; 
Help team 11; DAS Club 10, 11. 
Bangor: AFS Club 12. 
Cady Berke! 
"Yo11r memory is a monster; you 
forget- it doesn't. It simply files 
things away. It. keeps thmgs for 
you, or hides !lungs from you -
an.d summons them to your recall 
w1t/1 a will of its own. Y 011 think 
you have a memory; b11t it has 
lfOll. 
· - John Irving 
"A penn11 earned makes cents." 
-BBC 
Key Club 10,11; SEED 
10, 11, 12; Latin Club 11; Field 
Hockey 11,12; Yearbook 11; 
AFS 12; AIDS Committee 12. 
Tracy Louise Blanchard 
"ls there some meaning to this 
life?· What purpose lies behind the 
strife? W/1ence do we come. where ' 
are we bound? These cold q11es-
tio11s echo and resound throui,;h 
each day, each lonely night. We 
long to find the splendid light that 
will cast a revelatory beam upon 
the meaning of the human 
dream." 
- The Book of Counted Sorrows 
Chorus 10,11,12; 
Daniel "Logan" Blazier 
"We're all gonna die, baby. I'm 
just trying to make it a little more 
interesting." 
- Stephen King 
"You must be extremely bored to 
be reading these quotes." 
- Logan Blazier 
"Excuse me, have you ever danced 
with the devil by" the pale moon 
light?" 
- The Joker 
At Oxford Hills: Wrestling 
9,10; Drama 10; Football 10,11; 
Band 9, 10, 11. At Bangor High: 
J.R.O.T.C. 11,12; Football 12; 
Weight lifting 12. 
Anthony "Tony" Bogan 
"I believe that ima.i;ination is 
stronger than knowledge. That 
ml/th is more potent than histOTl/. 
That dreams are more powerful 
than facts. That hope always tri-
umpl1s over experience. That 
laughter is the only cure for grief. 
Ami I believe that1ove is stronger 
than death." 
- Unknown 
Freshman Football 9; Fresh-
man Basketball 9; Spring Track 
9,10,11,12 (Capt.); Winter 
Track 10,11,12 (Capt.); Cross 
Country 11,12; [it House 
11,12. 
Matthew D. Bouchea 
" 'Take that, you offal,' 
Ignatius cried, digging the cutlass 
into the cashmere sweater. The tip 
of the cutlass broke off and fell to 
the flagstone walk. 
" 'Oh dear,' the young man 
shrieked. 'You'll tear inl/ sweater, 
you big crazy thing.' " 
- from John Kennedy Too/e's 
/,A Confederacy of Dunces" 
Class Council 10, 11, 12; Soccer 
9,10,11,12; U.L.B.A. I0,11,12; 
Student Council 11. 
Heather Boehmer 
"Plant your own garden and dec-
orate your own soul, instead of 
waztzng [or someone to bring you flowers. ' 
- Unknown 
Key Club 10,11,12 (Sec.); Field 
Hocke}' 10, 11; Latin Club 
11,12 (V. Pres.); S.E.E.D. 
11, 12; Yearbook 11; Junior 
Classical League 11,12; Close-
Up Washington D.C. 11; AFS 
Martha Jo Bolduc 
"Jn the confrontation between the 
stream and the rock, the stream al-
ways wins - not through 
strength but by preserverance. 
- H. fackson Brown 
"I meant what I said, I said what J 
meant, an elephant is faithful one 
hundred percent." 
- Horton the Elephant 
Winter Track 10, 11; Spring 
Track 10; Key Club 10; Student 
AIDS Committee 12; Talent 
Show 11,12; Tae Kwon Do 
10, 11, 12; Varsity Field Hockey 
11,12 (Capt.). 
Christine Elizabeth Bragg 
"It {life] is a tale/Told bl! an idiot, 
full of sound and fury/Signifying 
nothzng." 
- Macbeth, V,v,26 
"A painting in a museum prob-
ably hears more foolish remarks 
than anything else in the world." 
- Edmund & fules Goncourt 
S.E.E.D. 9,10,11,12; Math 
Team 9,10,11,12; Latin Club 
9,10; Chorus 9, 10, 11, 12; Show 
Choir 9; District V 9,10,11; 
N.H.S. 10,11,12 (Treas.); 
Drama Club 11 (Treas.), 12; 
New England Math League 
9, 10; Senior Seminar 12; 
France Foreign Exchange 11; 
"Annie Get Your Gun" 10; 
"Man of La Mancha" 11; "The 
Unsinkable Molly Brown" 12; 
Society of Women Engineers 
11; Rensselaer Excellence in 
Math and Science Award 11. 
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Emily H. Bragg 
"I hope life isn't a big joke, because 
I don't get it." 
- jack Handey 
"I saw a man pursuing the hor-
izon; 
Round and round they sped. 
I was disturbed at this; 
I accosted the man. 
'It is futile,' I said, 
'You can never-' 
'You lie,' he cried, 
And ran on." 
- Stephen Crane 
Soccer 9,10 (J.V. Captain), 
11, 12 (Captain); Basketball 
9, 10; Varsity Winter Track 
11,12; N.H.S. 10,11,12 (Vice 
President); S.E.E.D. 
9,10,11,12; Latin Club 9,10; 
Drama Club 10,11,12; Chorus 
9, 11; "The Unsinkable Molly 
Brown" 12; "Annie Get Your 
Gun" (backstage) 10. 
David Briggs 
"Winning isn't everything. It's 
the only thing." 
- Vince Lombardi 
"There is the good, the bad, and 
the vulgar." 
- Pantera 
Voe Ed 11; Intramural sports 
10,12; Co-op 12. 
Eric Brown 
Scott Brecht 
Andrew Brown 
Matthias Busch 
"The ~ost beautiful thing we can 
experience zs the mysterious. It is 
the source of all true art and sci-
ence. 
- Albert Einstein 
"What I Believe" Forum 
October 1930 
Varsity Soccer 12; AFS Club 
12; Swim Team 12. 
Heather Carlisle 
"Everybody's dancing in a ring 
around the sun, 
Nobody's finished, we ain't even 
begun. 
So take care of your shoes child 
and take off your hat, 
T111 on l{our win!(s and find out 
·where it's at."-
- Grateful Dead 
Class Council 9 (Treas.), 
10,11,12; Student AIDS 
Comm. 10, 11; Field Hockey 
9,10, 11 (Jr./Sr. All-Star); 
Spring Track 9,10. 
Amanda Cerbone 
"Happiness is like a buHerfly 
which, when pursued, 1s 1ust 
beyond your grasp. But if you sit 
back, ii will quietly light upon 
you." 
- Van Dyke 
Football Cheering 9; Basket-
ball 9; Swimming 10,11,12 
(Captain). 
Jayson Chabre 
Eugene "Geno" Carr 
"Life is a jest; and all things show 
it. I thought so once; but now I 
know it." 
- John Gay 
"If all the world is a stage - I 
want better lighting." 
-Anonymous 
Drama Club 9,10,11,12 (Pres-
ident); Concert Choir 10, 11, 12; 
Chamber Choir 10, 11; Musical 
IO (lead), 12 (lead); All-State 
10, 11, 12; Pres. of Soph. Cla~s 
10; Band 10, 1L12; Men s 
Choir 10,11,12; Vice Pres. 
Junior Class 11; District Choral 
Festival 11,12; State One-Act 
Stage Manager 11; Dinner 
Theatre 11, 12; Talent Show 12. 
Gregory Cerini 
Jason Chatfield 
ROTC 10,11,12 (Command 
Sgt. Major); Football 11,12; 
Band 11,12; Raiders 11,12; In-
door Track 12. 
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Cali Clark 
"The most wasted day of all is that 
on which we have not laughed." 
- Cliamfort 
"The best mirror is an old friend." 
- George Herbert 
J.V. Soccer 9,10,11 (Captain); 
Varsity Soccer 12; I ennis 
10, 11, 12; Softball 9; Latin Club 
11; Freshman Basketball 9; 
"Annie Get Your Gun" 10; 
Class Council 10,11,12; 
Chorus 12; Senior Seminar 12. 
Kaleern Shakir Clarkson 
"Praise the Lord because even 
nuns get stuck." 
- Onyx 
"The speed limit is 55 and thou 
that shall pass, shall perish." 
- Marvin Jones 
Student Council 12; Football 
9,10,11,12; Weightlifting 
9,10,11,12; Intramural Basket-
ball 9,10,11. 
Kenny Roland Condon 
"Life is an offensive directed 
against the repetitious mechanism 
of the universe." 
- Alfred North Whitehead 
"Impressions" 10; "Man of La 
Mancha" 11; "Studio B" 11; 
"Unsinkable Molly Brown" 
12. 
Nathaniel L. Clark 
"If you think you are beaten, you 
are 
If you think you dare 11ot, you 
rlo11't 
If you like to win, but you think 
11ou can't It's almost certain you won't." 
- Author Unknown 
Football 10,11,12 (Captain); 
Basketball 9,10,11,12 (Cap-
tain); Tennis 11; Class Council 
10; Student Council 12. 
Roy Oliver Collum 
"What doesn't kill me only makes 
me stro11ger." · 
- Doodad of Shiallia 
Senior Editor of the Lit House 
Magazine 12; Art Club 12. 
MariAnna Conlon 
"A laugh, to be joyous, must flow 
from a joyous heart, for without 
kmrlness there can /Je 1w true jo11." 
- Thomas Carlyle 
Harland J. Conners III 
"I have a burning desire to be the 
best, but if I don't make it that's 
okay, because I'm reaching for 
something so astronomically high 
I figure if l shoot for the moon and 
miss, l will still be among the 
stars." 
- Marcus Allen 
"Success is not only for the elite. 
Success is there for those who 
want it, plan for it and take action 
to achieve it." 
-fim Brown 
Football 9, 10, 11, 12; Basketball 
9, 10; Baseball 10; Weightlifting 
11, 12; Intramural Basketball 
11, 12; Intramural Volleyball 
10. 
Jessica J. Constantine 
"We laushed until we had to cry; 
we lovea right down to our last 
good-bye." 
- St. Elmo's Fire 
Speech Team 9; Peer Support 
10; Yearbook 12. 
Matthew Cook 
"Nothing is new and nothing is 
old 
under the sun 
So every one thing is everything 
A clock is a collective ship, 
but every individual number 
holds its own space 
Because, even though your fin-
gers, your eves, 
your ears are all part of your col-
lective bodl(. 
They all work individually 
That's why each person is sup-
posed . . . 
to get along with their own mdr-
vidual self. 
Because the wal( you destroy any 
type ..... d t 
of negat1v1ty rs to es roy 
it first within yourself." 
....:.... feru the Damaja 
Angela Lynn Conrad 
"You will find as you look back 
upon your life that tire moments 
when you hm1e really lived are the 
moments when you have done 
tirings in tire spirit of love." 
- Henry Drummond 
Spring Track 10; Winter track 
11, 12; Class Council 9, 11; 
Senior Seminar 12; Yearbook 
9; Key Club 9, 10, 11. 
Matthew J. Constantine 
"But I never intended all this 
madness, never, and nobody 
real/I( understood, how coulit 
they1 That all I ever wanted was 
to bring them something great . 
Why does nothini1 ever turn out 
like it should? 
"Well, what the !reek, I went and 
did my best. And, by God, I really 
tasted sometlrin!I s1vell. And for a 
moment, why, T even touched the 
sky. And at least I left some stories 
they can tell, I did." 
· - jack Skelington 
"God bless those pagans." 
- Homer 
Art Club 11, 12; Lit House 
10, 11. 
Elizabeth Anne Cote 
"By the time it came to the edge of 
the forest tire stream had grown up 
so that it was almost a rrver, and, 
being grown up, it did not run 
and jump and sparkle along as it 
used to do when it was younger, 
but moved more slowly. For it 
knew now where it was going and 
it said to itself, 'There is no hurry. 
We shall get there someday.' " 
- Benjarmn Hoff 
Varsity Field Hockey 11,12 
(Capt.); Swimming 10, 11; 
Drama Club 10, 11 (~ec.), 12 
(V.P.); Speech Team 9, 10; One 
Act "Impressions" 10; Hamlet 
10; Mucn Ado About Murder 
11; Model United Nations 11; 
Key Club 9,10; A.F.S. 10,11; 
Class Representative 9; France 
Exchange 11; National Honor 
Society 11, 12; MERITS Scholar 
11. 
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Brett Elizabeth Cough 
"The hardest thing in life to learn 
is which bridge to cross and which 
to burn." 
- David Russell 
Class Council 9,10,11,12 
(Treasurer); Key Club 9,10,11; 
Yearbook 10, 11, 12 (Senior Edi-
tor); Spring Track 10; Tennis 
11, 12; BDN Midweek Writer 
11; Latin Club 11; Student 
AIDS Committee 11; National 
Honor Society 11, 12; Ram-
Page 11,12. 
Tina Marie Crowe 
"Judge your success by the degree 
that you're enjoying peace, health 
and love." 
J. Daniel Dahl 
"The problem with being a good 
sport is that you have to lose to 
prove it." 
"They call it a court because it is 
where you get judged." 
Houlton High School: Varsity 
Basketball 9,10 (Captain); Var-
sity5occer9,10; KeyClub9, 10; 
Bangor High School: Varsity 
Basl<etball 11,12; Varsity Golf 
12. 
Andrew Crawford 
"None are more hope/esslu en-
slaved than those who falsely be-
lieve they are free." 
- Johan Wolfgan!i Van Goethe 
"A grade is an 111adeq11ate report 
of an inaccurate j11dge111ent vy a 
biased and variable judge of tire ex-
tent to which a student has 
attained an 111utefined level of 
mastery of an unknown propor-
tion Of an indefinite amount of 
material." 
- Paul Dresser. Basic Colle,"{e 
Quarter1y 
Art Club 11, 12; Spring Track 
11, 12; Winter Track 12; 
S.E.E.D. 12; R.O.T.C. 12. 
Eliza Currie 
"Always have somethin"{ beauti-
ful ir1 si)iht . even if it's just a daislf 
in a jelly glass. " · 
- A11onymo11s 
J.V. Field Hockey 9; Band 9; 
Varsity Swimming 9 , 10; 
A.F.S. Club 9,10 (Secretary); 
Envirothon Club 10; Year 
Abroad in Brazil 11. 
Roger L. Davis 
My plan for life, ''I'm just going 
to kee11 1t simple, use common 
sense. don't party too m11ch, stay 
awalf from stray women. don t 
say 'yes to anything, a.11d don't 
sign anyth111g , and I II be all 
ri)(ht ." 
- Shaq11i/le O'Neal 
Patricia Mary Day 
"Things may come to those who 
wait, but only th~ things left by 
those who hustle. 
- Abraham Lincoln 
"The mind is the limit. As long as 
the mind can envision the fact that 
you can do something, you can do 
it - as long as you really believe 
100 percent." 
- Arnold Schwarzenegger 
Cross Country 9; Soccer 10; 
Basketball 9, 10, 11; Spring 
Track 9, 10, 12; Latin Club 10. 
Kristie Lee Denner 
"Now the night is gone 
A new da11 is dawning 
And our fiomeless dreams 
Go back to the street 
Another time or place 
Another civilization 
Would really make this life 
Feel so complete." 
- Neil Young 
J.V. Soccer 9,11; J.V. Softball 
9, 10 (Co-Captain); Cross 
Country 12; Class Council 
9,10,11,12; Student AIDS 
Committee 11,12; Latin Club 
11,12 (Treasurer); Leadership 
Convention 12; Latin Conven-
tion 11,12; Daughter of the 
American Revolution 12. 
Kelly E. Donovan 
"I wanna go home . .. " 
- Pink Flo11d 
"Three acres and a cow." · 
- Unknown 
Spring Track 9; Swimming 
9,10,11,12; Maine Youth Ap-
prenticeship Program 11, 12; 
Yearbook 12. 
Brooks Catherine Deering 
''Times are far between, and few I 
bet, when we can look upon our 
lives without regret of all the 
things I have done, you think I'm 
proud of euel1{ one without excep-
tion?" · 
- 10,000 Maniacs 
"All 1 ask is to live each moment 
free from the last." 
- Crowded House 
Soccer 9,10,11,12 (Capt.); 
Basketball 9, 10 (Capt.); Wmter 
Track 11, 12 (Capt.); Spring 
Track 9, 10, 11; Student Council 
9,10,11 ,12; Class Council 9 
(Treas.), 10, 11 (V.P.), 12 
(Sec.); Yearbook 10,11,12; Key 
C lub 9 (Class di r .), 10,11 
(Class dir.), 12; Latin Club 11; 
Girls' State 11. 
Daniel Deveau 
Jodi Alyse Dube 
"l desire no future tlzat will break 
the ties of the past." 
- George Elliot 
Swimming 9; Track & Field 9; 
Swimming & Diving 10,11,12. 
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Elizabeth Flynn Dudley 
"Aerodynamicallv the bumble bee 
should not be able to fly, but the 
bumble bee does not know that so 
it keeps on flying anyways." 
- Mary Kay Ash 
"Everything you know is wrong. 
Believe everything." 
- Bono Vax 
Class Council 9; Key Club 9; 
Varsity Field Hockey 9,10,11; 
Spring Track 9,10,11 (Capt.), 
12 (Capt.); Indoor Track lD,11 
(Capt.), 12 (Capt.); Yearbook 
12. 
Charles "Chuck" Dwelley 
"Keep your face to the sunshine 
and you cannot see the shadow." 
Waseem El-Begearmi 
"I shall pass this way but once; 
any good thing therefore that I can 
do, or any kindness that 1 can 
show, let me do it now. Let me not 
defer it or neglect it, for I shall not 
pass this way again." 
Freshmen Football 9; Varsity 
Football 10, 11, 12; Intramural 
Weightlifting 10, 11, 12; Spring 
Track 9,10. 
Lee Dunton 
Silvia Eberhard 
"One path leads to paradise 
one path leads to pain 
one path leads to freedom 
they all look the same." 
- Caluin Russel 
AFS Club 12; Latin Club 12; 
Basketball 12. 
Jessica Jill Fahey 
"Don't walk in front of me, 1 may 
not follow, don't waif: in back of 
me, I may not lead, just walk be-
side me and be my friend." 
- Anonymous 
Chorus 9, JO, 11, 12; Manager 
Girls Varsity Basketball 
10, 11, 12. 
Timothy Fairbrother 
John Alan Fidler, Jr. 
"The man on top of the mountain 
didn't fall there." 
- Unknown 
Cross-Country 10, 11, 12 
(Capt.); Winter Track 10,11,12 
(Capt.); Spring Track 
9,10,11,12; Swimming 9. 
Shawn Fitzgerald 
"God put me on earth to accom-
plish a certain number of things; 
right now I am so far behind, I will 
never die." 
-Calvin 
Swimming 9,10; Spring Track 
9,10; Chorus 10,11,12; District 
V Chorus 11, 12; All State 
Chorus 10,11,12; Show Choir 
11, 12; Talent Show 11, 12; 
Drama 11, 12; "Man of La 
Mancha" 11; "The Cave" 11; 
"The Unsinkable Molly 
Brown" 12; Key Club 12; "The 
Serpant" 12; Jazz All State 
Chorus 12; Jazz Choir 12; Win-
ter Track 12. 
Scott D. Ferguson 
"It's been such a long time 
I think I should be going, yeah! 
And time doesn't wait for me, it 
keeps on rolling. 
Sail on, on the distant highway, 
yeah! · 
I've got to keep on chasin that 
dream 
I've got to be on my way 
Wish there was something I could 
say." 
- Boston 
"I know life sometimes can get 
tough! 
And Iknowlifesometimescan bea 
drag! 
But l!eople we have been given a 
gift . .. 
We have been given a road. 
And that road's name is ... Rock 
and Roll!'' 
- Kiss 
Kelly Field 
"Remember when you were 
yoi.mg, you shone like the sun ... 
slime 011 you crazy diamond." 
- Pink Floyd 
"I believe all heroic deeds were 
conceiv'd in the open air, and all free poems also." 
- Walt Whitman 
Cross-Country 11, 12; 
Swimming 9, 10, 11, 12 (Capt.); 
Spring Track 9,10,11,12; Year-
book 9; Key Club 10,11,12; 
S.E.E.D. 11; Journalism Club 
12; "A Mid Summer Night's 
Dream" 9; C.C.Y.M. 12; CISV 
9 
Steve Foley 
'.'There is something going on now 
m Mexico that I happen to think is 
cruelty to animals. What I'm talk-
ing about, of course, is cat ju~-
glmg." ' 
- Stelle Martin 
"Commit the oldest sins the 
newest kind of ways." 
- Shakespeare 
Swimming 9,10,11 
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Kristen (Kiki) Froelich 
"Yeder Mann muss steaben 
feuiher oder gleich. Yedes hat die 
hosen voll. R ietter odes weich." 
- Westembagen 
"The only thing that matters, is 
that we live now and that we 
change the things we can." 
- Catima Kemper 
AFS 12; Drama Club 12; Art 
Club 12 
Tim Gallon 
"Tired of llfi11g i11 t/1e sw1shi11e 
stm1i11'\ lzome to w11tclz the mm be-
cmise 'you 11re yo1111g and life is 
1011'.i( and there is time to kill the 
daJ and then one d11v vo11 find ten 
years !rave gone behind you vo om• 
told lfOll wl1en to ru11 you missed 
tire starting gun." . 
- Pmk Floyd 
Jill Bacon Gardner 
"And the trouble is if you don't 
risk anything you risk even 
more." 
-Anonymous 
"How do I know who I am seeing 
for the last time? 
How do you halt your life to 
gather and keep all those around 
you? 
All those you have ever known, 
And how· do you keep fairytales 
from losing their magic?" 
-Anonymous 
Soccer 9,10, 11,12; Class Coun-
cil 9 (VP), 10 (VP), 11 (Treas.), 
12; Student Council 9,10, 11,12 
(VP); Latin Club 10,11,12 
(Treas.); Basketball 9, 10, 11; 
Spring Track 10,11; Yearbook 
9; S.E.E. D. 11; Key Club 10, 11; 
Girl's State 12 (Sena tor); 
N.H.S. 11,12 
Margo Michelle Gallant 
"Love is not blind- it sees more, 
not less. But because it sees more, 
it is willing to see less." 
- fulius Gordon 
"Each departed friend is a magnet 
that attracts us to the next 
world." 
- fean Paul Richter 
Diving 9,10,12; Talent Show 
10 
Crystal Raye Gans 
"Look at a d1111 wizen vo11 are ~u­
premely satisfied at the end. It's 
not a day when you lounge aro1111d 
doing nothing. It's when you've 
had ei>erythi11g to do, and i{o11'i>e 
done it.'' · 
- Margaret Thatcher 
"You may nei>er know who 1101/pe 
reached with the message you've 
brought forth." 
- Denis Cranson 
Student Aids Committee 
10,12; Key Club 10,12; 
S.E.E.D. 10 
Sara Gelfand 
"One of the secrets of I ife is to 
make stepping stones out of 
stumbling blocks." 
- fack Penn 
"Some people cha11ge. their ways 
wizen tliey see the light; others 
when thelt feel the heat." 
· - Caroline Schoeder 
Varsity Football Cheerleading 
9,10,11,12; Varsity Basketball 
Cheerleading 9, 10, 11, 12 (Cap-
tain); Comfctition Cheerlead-
ing 9,10,1 ,12; Key Club 11; 
Yearbook 11. 
Swimming 9, 10, 11, 12; Spring 
Track 9; Key Club 9; U.L.B.A. 
10, 11, 12 
Sarah Elizabeth Glanville 
"Life moves r.retty fast. If you 
don't stopana look around once in 
a while, you could miss it." 
- Ferris Bueller's Day Off 
Key Club 9,10,11,12; S.E.E.D. 
9,10,11,12; NHS 10,11,12; AFS 
12 (Secretary); Leadership 
Conference 12; Yearbook 11; 
Freshman Basketball 9; Var-
sity Basketball 10 (Mgr.); Or-
chestra 9,10,11,12. 
Shane Goggins 
"I would rather live a short fun life 
than a long miserable one." 
· - Unknown 
Pat "Flash" Gordon 
''The universe is a void in which 
there is a dream hole the dream 
disappears the hole closes." 
- A. Ginsberg 
"The world is a will to power and 
nothing besides." 
- F. Z1etzche 
(Thank You R.C.J 
Varsity Ice Hockey 10, 11, 12. 
Travis Rathbun Godsoe 
'Tm so glad you came, so glad you 
remembered to see how we're end-
ing our last dance together ex-
pectant, too punctual, but prettier 
than ever." 
- Robert Smith 
(The Cure) 
"They airbrushed my face." 
- Michael Stipe 
Soccer 9,10,11,12 (Capt.); 
Basketb~ll 9,10; Spring :rack 
10,11,12, Yearbook 11,12, Stu-
dent Council 9; Math Team 
9,10,11,12; N.E. Math and Sci-
ence Symposium 11; Boy's 
State 11; NHS 11,12; MERITS 
Program 12; U.L.B.A. 
10, 11, 12. 
Jesse Levine Goldsmith 
"I am bored with it all." 
- Winston Chuvelell 
(Last W:irds) 
"The man who views his life at 
fifty the same as he did at twen~ 
has wasted thirty years of his life. ' 
- Muhammed Ali 
"I love mankind - it's people l 
can't stand." 
- Cartoonist of Charlie Brown 
"What did thecitt/Of New York do 
with Kin~ Kon.R's bodlf?" 
- 13.K. Liban 
Indoor Track 10,11,12 (Capt.); 
Spring Track 10,11; Cross-
Cou n try 11; Key Club 
10, 11, 12; Peer Support 10; 
Yearbook 10; Student Aids 
Committee 10, 11 (Pub. City 
Cha.irman), 12 (Pub. City 
Chairman); D.A.R.E. 10,11, 
12; Middle School Asst. Track 
Coach 12. 
Elizabeth M. Gould 
"Do not go 
Where the path 
May lead 
Go instead 
Where there is no path 
and leave a trail." 
- Emerson 
Freshman Football Cheerlead-
ing 9; J.V. Basketball Cheer-
leading 9; J.V. Football Cheer-
leading 10 (Capt.); Varsity 
Basketball Cheerleading 10; 
Competition Cheerleading 10; 
Spring Track 9,10,11,12; 
Chorus 9,10,11. 
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Lesley Michelle Gould 
"There are IOI/al hearts, there are 
spirits 17Yave: 
There are souls pure and true. 
Then give the world the best you 
have, 
and the best will come to y_ou." 
- Barlett's Famous Quotes 
Justin Grey 
"Goodbye cruel world, I'm leav-
ing you today. Goodbye, 
Goodbye, Goodbye. Goodbye all 
you people, there is nothing you 
can say to make me change my 
mind. Goodbye. 
- Pink Floyd 
FFLD High: J.V. Soccer, Ping 
Pong Club, Ski Club; John 
Bapst: Football, Woodland 
High: Varsity Soccer. 
Jennifer Lynne Grover 
"All I ask is a Tall ship - and a 
star to steer her by." 
- Unknown 
"Tenn ifer-Wen n ifer-H iggi ns 
Mcgee." 
- Thanks pop. 
Band 9. 
Christopher Gray 
"/ am what I am, and that's all 
that lam. " 
"Veni, uidi, uici." 
- Popeye 
- Caesar 
"At college age, you ca11 tell who 
is best at taking tests and going to 
school, but you can't tell who the 
best people are. That worries the 
hell out of me." 
- Barnaby C. Keeney 
JROTC 9, 10, 11,12; Battalion 5-
2 11; Company a Commander 
12; Honor Guard 10; Drill 
Team 10. 
Patrick "Turbo" Griffin 
"/went out there, in search of ex-
perience. To taste and to touch, 
and to feel as much, as a man can 
before lie repents." 
- Senor Vox 
Key Club 9,10,11 (Sec.), 12 
(Pres.); Swimming 9, 10, 11; 
Spring Track 9; Yearbook 10; 
U.L.B.A. 10,11,12. 
Jason Guerette 
Jennifer Lynn Guerin 
"The future belongs to those wh_o 
believe in the beauty of their 
dreams." 
Yearbook 9,10,11,12 (Copy 
Editor); Soccer 10; Basketball 
9, 10, 11; Softball 9, 10, 11, 12; 
Class Council 9,10,11,12; Key 
Club 10, 11; Latin Club 11; Stu-
dent AIDS Committee 11; 
French Foreign Exchange 11. 
Mark C. Guyer 
"Many dreams come true 
And some have silver linings 
1 live for my dream 
And a pocketful of gold." 
- Led Zeppelin 
"Life is short, play hard." 
· - Reebok 
Golf 9,10,11,12; Winter Track 
9, 10, 11,12; Spring Track 9, 10; 
Tennis 11,12. 
Jonathan Jay Halperyn 
"/sometimes hold it half a sin to 
put in words the grief I feel; for 
words like Nature, half reveal 
and hdlf conceal the Soul withi11." 
-Tennyson 
"Black a11d white was so easy for 
me but shades of grey are the 
colors I see. " 
- Billy Joel 
Buffalo: Track 9; School Paper 
(Co-editor) 9,10; French Clu~ 
9 10· Intramurals 9, 10; Ski 
Club 10; Christian Services 10; 
Bangor: National Hono_r 
Society 11, 12; Oracle (Busi-
ness + Circulation Ed. 12) 
11,12; Boys' State 11. 
Jullii Guerrette 
"Courage is one of the most im-
portant virtues because without 
it, it's impossible to practice the 
others consistently." 
(Col.) Volleyball 9; Student 
Council 10; Swimming 10; 
(Bangor) J.V. Soccer 11; Drill 
Team 11; JROTC 11,12; 
Swimming 11, 12; Honor 
Guard 12. 
Kelly Lynn Hallahan 
"Friends who haue touched our 
lives, remain forever in our 
hearts." 
- Unknown 
To: D. W., P.M., S.S., S.L., 
A.L., K.F. and M. V. 
"Thanks and 1 love lfOU all!!" 
. -K.H. 
Jason L. Hancock 
"Yesterday the sky was blue, 
and I stil[ feel the same, 
Nothing left for me to do, 
and I still feel the same, 
I wish, I wish I could fly 
I wish, I wish I could lie 
I will, I will try 
I will, I will j?Ood!1tJe." 
- ::,mashmg Pumpkins 
Baseball 9, 10,12; Football 9,10; 
Cross-Country 11; Chorus 
9,10,11,12; Winter Track 10; 
Senior Seminar 12; Talent 
Show 10, 12; Int. Floor Hockey 
9, 10, 12; District VI Chorus 11. 
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Hannah Bronwen Haney 
"Out of all the flags I've flown, 
one flies high and stands alone. 
Only love." 
- Wynonna Judd 
<To: S.L.) 
"How can anyone pass up, a Junior 
Mint? It's chocolate. Its mmt. 
It's delicious." 
- Kramer 
Freshman Football Cheerlead-
ing 9; Varsity Basketball 
Cheerleading 9,10,11; Varsity 
Football Cheerleading 
10, 11,12; Comfetition Cheer-
leading 9,10,1 ,12; Key Club 
11,12; Ram Page 11; Jour-
nalism Club 12; latent Show 
11,12. 
Travis Harrington 
Kelly Ann Hatch 
"Somewhere, Somehow, Some-
way, Someday." 
-Anonymous 
"Although the world is full of suf-
fering, 11 is also full of the over-
coming of it." 
- Helen Keller 
JV Football Cheering 10 
(Capt.); Basketball Cheering 
9,10,11. 
Meaghan Patricia Hannan 
"Speak in French when you can't 
remember the English for a thing 
- turn out 11011r toes when you 
walk - and· remember who you 
are." 
- Lewis Carroll 
"Alice in Wonderland" 
"l shall never believe that God 
plays dice with the uni1>erse." . 
- Albert E111stem 
Yearbook 9,10,11,12 (Co-
Editor-In-Chief); Student 
Council 9, 10, 11; Class Council 
9,10,11,12; Key Club 9,10,11; 
Soccer 9, 10 (Capt.)_ 11,12; 
Tennis 9,10,11,12; Sw1mmmg 
9; Chorus 9, 10, 11, 12; District 
V Chorus 10, 11; All-State 
Chorus 10,12; Show Choir 
11,12; NHS 11,12; Latin Club 
11; "Annie Get Your Gun" 10; 
Talent Show 10; Dirigo Girls' 
State 11; Student Exchange in 
France 11; Duke Creative 
Writers' Workshop 11. 
Michael Hart 
"Manifold the renewal of my birth 
.. . 1 come and go, and · come. 
When ri51hteousness declines, 0 
Bhavata!'When the wickedness is 
strong, 1 vise, from a'?e to n'?e and 
take visible shape, and move, a 
man witlr men, succoring the 
good, tlurstmg the evil back, and 
setting virtue on her scat again." 
- Bhagnrnd-Gita 
"Virtue's an ass." 
- Sir fohn Vanbrugh 
The Provok'd Wife 
Swimming 9; Ice Hockey 
10, 11; Football 11; Talent 
Show 9,12; "The Unsinkable 
Molly Brown" 12; Band 
9,10,12; Jazz Band 12. 
Skye Oriana Healy 
"By any means necessary." 
-Malcolm X 
"The only man who never makes a 
mistake, is the man who llL'l'er 
does an11thing." 
· - Theodore Roosevelt 
John Bapst: Freshman Basket-
ba 11 9; Varsity Soccer 10; 
Chorus 9, 10 (Most Improved 
Musician); B.H.S.: J.V. Soccer 
9; Basketball 11; Chorus 11; 
Spring Track 12; Student Aids 
Committee 12. 
Jerry M. Hess 
"You never know what you got 
Till they take it away. 
I'm comin' ready or not 
I'm gonna get you someday." 
- Steven Tyler 
Ice Hockey 11; Math League 
9,11,12; fnt. Floor Hockey 
9,10; Spring Track 10,11,12; 
Winter Track 12; Band 
9, 10, 11, 12; Teenage Repub-
licans 10; Volunteer for Re-
publican Convention 9,10. 
Alfred Hincks 
Erin Lee Hughes 
"You'll /earn more about a road bl/ 
traveling it than by consulting alI 
the maps in the world." Luck is 
like a chameleon. Give it a little 
time and it will surely change. 
- H. fackson Brown, Jr. 
Varsity Football Cheering 
9, 10, 11, 12; Varsity Basketban 
Cheering 10,11; Competition 
Squad f0,11,12; JV Softball 
9, 10 (Capt.); Varsity Softball 
11, 12; Key Club 11. 
Michael Hetley 
"For every action there is an equal 
and opposite criticism." 
- Arthur Bloch 
(Murphy's Law Book Two) 
Art Club 10,11,12. 
Jarrod N. Holman 
"If, of all the words of tongue and 
pen, 
The saddest are, 'It mi~ht ha11e 
been.' ' 
More sad are those we daily see 
'It is but hadn't ought to be.' " 
- Bret Harte 
Freshman Football 9; Varsity 
Football 10, 11, 12; Weightlift-
ing 9,10,11,12; Ram Page 12. 
Sheri DeNeige Hunt 
"People ask you for criticism but 
they only want praise." 
- W. Somerset Maugham 
Voe. Ed. Marketing 11; Voe. 
Ed. Health Occupations 12. 
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Nguyen Huynh 
"I suroived!" 
-Anonymous 
"On life's ocean diversely we sail 
Reason is the card but Passion the 
gale." 
-Anonymous 
S.E.E.D. 12; Art Club 12; Jour-
nalism 12; Yearbook 12; AFS 
12. 
Aaron Bryce Ivers 
"Life is a line of sled dogs, if you 
aren't the lead dog the view never 
changes." 
-Anonymous 
"If you don't look where you are 
going you will never know where 
you've been." 
-Anonymous 
Football 9,11; Winter Track 11; 
Spring Track 12; Hockey 12; 
Basketball Manager 9. 
Shannon Marie Jenkins 
"Cover me when I walk alone, 
cover me when my stance it 
stumbles home. Cover me we'll 
trip on through the sands of time. 
And cover me cause I've been 
branded I've lost my mind." 
- Candlebox 
"GSXR Came/toe." 
- S./., E.B., S.G., H.S. 
Freshman Football Cheering; 
Freshman Basketball Cheer-
ing. 
Erika Leslie Illingworth 
"May the road rise to meet you. 
May the wind be always at your 
back. May the sun shine warm 
upon your face, the rain fall soft 
upon your fields a11d, until we 
meet a8ain, may God hold you in 
the palm of his hand." 
- An Irish Blessi11g 
Soccer 9,10,11; Field Hockey 
12; Spring Track 9; Key Club 
9, 10, 11, 12; Journalism Club 
l 0, 11, 12 (Editor); Student 
Aids Committee 11,12; Senior 
Seminar 12. 
Josh Jamieson 
"We'pe got to change our own 
minds about each other. We have 
to see each other with new eyes. 
We have to see each other as 
brothers and sisters." 
-Malcolm X 
Freshman Football 9; Varsitv 
Football 10,11,12 (Capt.); J.V. 
Basketball 10; Varsity Basket-
ball 11.12; Varsity Baseball 
10,11,12. 
Jennifer Johnson 
" 'Rabbit's clever' said Pooh 
thoughtjully. 'Yes,' said Piglet. 
'Rabbits clever.' 'And lie has a 
Brain.' 'Yes,' said Piglet. 'Rabbit 
has a Brain.' There was 11 Ion$. si-
lence. 'I suppose,' said Pooh, that 
that's why he 11ever 11ndersta11ds 
anl{thing.' " 
-THE HOUSE AT 
POOH CORNER 
Swimming 10; Yearbook 
10,11,12 (Cofy Editor); Jour-
nalism Club 1; Student AIDS 
Committee 11,12. 
Kristen Brooks Johnston 
"Show what you're made of! Now 
is the time beiore all is lost! This is 
your moment to say the word, set 
the pace show your utter lack or 
your real power. Emerge from the 
wings. No more promises, it's 
time to act. Yourapprenticeship is 
over!" 
- Henri Frederic Amie/ 
"Getting an inch of snow is like 
winning 10t in the lottery." 
- Calvin and Hobbes 
Diving 9; S.E.E.D. 11,12; Latin 
Club 10,11 (Parliamentarian), 
12; N.H.S. 10,11,12 (Pres.); 
"Annie Get Your Gun" 10; 
"The Sneetches" (crew) 10; 
"The Unsinkable Molly 
Brown" 12; Yearbook Layout 
Staff 9, 11; Photography Eaitor 
12; Indeeendant Athlete 
(Gymnastics) 11, 12; French 
Exchange 11; Chorus 
9,10,11,12; Middlebury 
Summer Seminar 12. 
Kenneth Kelly 
"Science is a great piece of furni-
ture for a man's upper cfuimber, 
provided he has common sense on 
the ground floor." 
- Oliver Wendell Holmes 
Spring Track 9; "Annie Get 
Your Gun" 10; "Man of La 
Mancha" 11; One Act 11; "Un-
sinkable Molly Brown" 12. 
Owen King 
"Horatio: 'Oday and ni;<ht, but 
this is wondrous strange7" 
Hamlet: "And therefore as a 
stranger give it welcome. There 
are more things in heaven and 
earth, Horatio, Than are dreamt 
of in your philosophy.' " 
- Shakespeare, Hamlet 
National Honor Society 11, 12; 
Freshman Basketball 9; J. V. 
Basketball 10, 11; Varsity 
Basketball 12; J. V. Baseball 
9, 10; Varsity Baseball 11, 12; 
Senior Class V.P. 12; Yearbook 
11,12; Lit House 10,11,12; 
ULBA 12. 
Steve Jones 
"Wherever you go, there you 
are." 
- Peter Weller from 
"Buckaroo Banzai" 
"When a man's fight begins with 
himself, he is then worth some-
thing." 
- Robert Browning 
"Character is what you are in the 
dark." 
- Dwight L.Moody 
"Annie Get Your Gun" 10; 
Drama Club 11; ROTC 10,11. 
Stacie Accelia Kelly 
"Things are made to be used, 
people are made to be /oped. We 
get in trouble when people are 
being used and tlungs are being 
fovea." 
K.C. Kinney 
"If a man empties his purse into 
his head, no man can take it awalf 
from him. An investment iii 
~nowled!!,e always pays the best 
mterest. ' 
- Ben Franklin 
Golf 10; Intramural Basketball 
9, 10; Intramural Floor Hockey 
9, 10; Journalism Club 12; 
Senior Seminar 12. 
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Matthew Kinney 
"Baseball is a simple game, you 
throw the ball, you catch the ball, 
and you hit the ball. Sometimes 
you win, sometimes you lose, 
sometimes it rains." 
- Bull Durham 
Class Council 9; Varsity Base-
ball 9, 10, 11, 12; Varsity Basket-
ba 11 10, 11, 12; Freshman 
Basketball 9; Freshman Foot-
ball 9; Varsity Golf 10,11,12 
(Capt.). 
Scarlett H. Langway 
"Peaceful waters, raging seas 
It's al{ the same to me, 
I can close my eyes and still be 
free. 
When the waves come crashing 
down 
Thunder rolls around, 
I can feel my feet on solid vound. 
Only Love." 
-W11no11a 
H.H. _:_ S.L. 
Freshman Football Cheering 
9; Varsity Football Cheering 
10,11,12 (Capt.); Spring Tracl< 
11; Competition Cheering 
9,10,11,12; Yearbook 11; Key 
Club 11,12; Varsity Basketball 
Cheering 9, 10, 11, 12; Talent 
Show 11,12; Senior Seminar 
12. 
Natalie Lavin 
"Though it takes all the strength 
in me 
And all the world can see 
I'm losing such a sanctual part of 
me." 
- P. Gabriel 
Outdoor Track 9, 10; Indoor 
Track 11, 12; Cross Country 
9,10,11,12 (Capt.); Orchestra 
9,10,11,12; Pit Orchestra 12; 
Key Club 12; Student AIDS 
Committee 12. 
Shane LaGross 
Julia Lary 
"A friend is someone who under-
stands your past, believes in your 
future and accepts you today just 
the way yo11 are." · 
Mitch Lawrence 
"We've got to change 011r own 
minds about each other. We lzave 
to see each other with new eyes. 
We have to see each other as 
brotlzers and sisters." 
-Malcolm X 
Debate 10. 
Ronald E. Lawson 
"We receive three educations, one 
from our parents, one from our 
schoolmasters, and one from the 
world. The third contradicts all 
that the first two teach us." 
- Montesq11ieu 
Indoor Track 10, 1 l,12; Spring 
Track 9, 10, 12; Football 12; 
R.O.T.C. 9,10,11,12; Battalion 
Commander 11, 12; Drill Team 
10, 11,12; Color Guard 9, Raid-
er Team 10,11,12. 
Jesse Joseph William 
Legassie 
"It isn't through boasting or otlrer 
self conscious acts that one bu rids 
character. It is through silent 
inner pride from the hard work 
one has done." Le . 
_ Jesse gass1e 
Intramural floor hockey 9, 10; 
Intramural volleyball 10; 
Spring Track 10. 
Michael T. Leonard 
"Let us put an end to the anxiety 
of the Romans who tho11ght it too 
difficult and lengthy a task to wait 
for the death of a hated old man." 
- Ha11nibal of Carthage 
Golf 9,10,11,12. 
Jennifer Lee LeBlanc 
"The world is full of words, the 
stro11gest of these are said in si-
lence. Listen to yo11 r silence for 
there you will find the directwn 
11ou need to speak words for all to 
hear." 
- Origi11al 
Winter Track 10; Spring Track 
11; JV Basketball Cheering 11; 
Competition Cheering 11, 12; 
Varsity Football Cheering 12. 
Wendy Leighton 
Anya Katherine Lewis 
"twirli11g 
imagining 
whispering 
flying 
creatmg 
reflect in:(' 
On a cold summer night 
When twilight meets aawn 
Tlze rivers stop running 
And 011 it rains. 
The ca11dles go out 
As the flame b11rns bright, 
Once in an ora11ge moon 
On a cold s11mmer night." 
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Michael Patrick Libby 
"All thinl),s in moderation, none 
in excess. ' 
- Katherine Robinson 
"We're all born mad, it's just that 
some of us stay that way." 
-Anonymous 
"It's crazy what you could of 
had." 
- Michael Stive 
''I'm waiting for nothing, but de-
termined for something." 
- Anon!fmous 
"Draw but not just a line, vut an 
inspired line." 
- Robert Henri 
Brewer High School: Art Club 
9,10; Teen Theater 11; AIDS 
Team 11; Yearbook 11; Bangor 
High School: Art Club 12. 
Brian Long 
"See the happy moron 
He doesn't give a damn! 
I wish I were a moron 
My God! Perhaps I am!" 
-Anonymous 
"What I want to know is, are you 
kind." 
-Jerry G. 
Key Club 9,10,11,12; Track 
9,10,11,12; Soccer 9,10; 
Swimming 9,10,11,12 (Capt.); 
Class Council 10,11; Student 
Council 11,12; U.L.B.A. 
10,11,12. 
Jennifer Maher 
"Ne faites pas a autrui ce que vous 
ne voudrez pas qu 'on vous fasse a 
vous-meme." 
- French Proverb 
"It matters not what goal you seek 
Its secret her reposes . 
You've got to dig from week to 
week 
To get Results of Roses." 
- Edgar Guest 
Hampden Academy: Chorus 
9,10; Cheering 9,10; Drama 
Club 10; Bangor High; Drama 
Club 11, 12; Key Club 11; 
S.E.E.D. 11; "Man of La 
Mancha" 11; "Studio B" 11; 
Close Up Washington 11; 
Girls' State 11; "The Unsink-
able Molly Brown" (costumer 
and cast) 12; "The Serpent" 12; 
Talent Show 12; Penobscot 
Theatre Intern 11,12. 
Rene Ellen Lisheness 
"Forever and a day, we'll have 
e11es like twins A.S." 
. -Rel 
"K.M . - you all that and much 
more!" 
- Ener 
"When you're standing at the 
crossroads, don' t know which 
path to choose, let me come a/on$,, 
'cause even if you're wrong, 111 
stand by you.'' 
- Pretenders 
"You don't have to try, you just 
!rave to be." 
- Dm•id Viscott 
Laurie MacDonald 
Christina Marie Mallett 
''I've learned tltat education , ex-
perience, and memories are three 
things no one can take away from 
you ." 
Peer Support 9; Key Club 
10, 11 , 12; Yearbook 10,11; 
SEED 10, 11; AFS 10,11 (V.P.), 
12 (Pres. ); Swim Team 9,10; 
Student Exchange to Paraguay 
11. 
Louise Mallory 
"I love idleness. I love to busv 
myself about trifles, to begin a 
hundred things and not finisn one 
of them, to come and go as my 
fancy bids me, to cha11ge my plan 
every moment, to follow a fly mall 
its circlings, to try to uproot a rock 
and see what is 'underneath, ea-
gerly to begin a ten years' task and 
give it up after ten minutes: in 
short to fritter away the whole day 
inconsequentially and incoher-
ently, and to follow nothing but 
the whim of the moment." 
- jean jacques rousseau 
"Imagine the possibilities!" 
- David Brown 
Art Club 11, 12; AFS 12 (Treas.) 
Lynn Martin 
"I imprison myself and stay in a 
shell 
I won't let 11ou in to have a story to 
tell." -
- Pa11tera 
"You can't be something you're 
not. 
Be yourself by yo~rself and stay 
awa11 from me. 
· - Pantera 
"No need to hear things they say 
Life is for my own, to live my own 
way" 
- Metallica 
Holly Mccann 
"Ru11ning through the halls i11 
your head, 
Never looking to what's ahead. 
One of these days you will see 
What vou were always meant to 
b " e. 
- Holly McCann 
Alison Louise Manowski 
"Some people come into our lives 
and quickly go, others stay awhile 
leaving footprints on our hearts 
and we are never the same." 
-unknown 
"There is nothing permanent ex-
cept change." 
- Heraclitus 
Soccer 9,10,11,12; Indoor 
Track 10, 11; Spring Track 
10, 11; NHS 11, 12; Class Coun-
cil 9; Key Club 10,11; SEED 
10,11; Latin Club 11,12 (Par-
liamentarian); Band 9,10 
(Sec.), 11 (Treas.), 12; "The 
Unsinkable Molly Brown" 
(Stage Manager.) 
Venus Mayes 
Jaime L. McCarter 
"Hakuna Matata, life witl1011t 
worry" 
- Till.' Lio11 King 
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Ryan "Bear" McCarthy 
"In the corner stands a boxer and a 
fighter by his trade, who carries 
tfie reminder of every glove that 
laid him down and knocked out till 
he cried out in his anger and his 
pain. I am leaving I am leaving 
but the fighter still remains." 
-Paul Simon 
Int. Floor Hockey 10; Int. 
Basketball 10. 
Chris McGillicuddy 
Jeffrey McGrath 
"If you ever look in the mirror and 
think you're not special, look 
deeper, your character is only felt 
never seen. " 
-anonymous 
Football 9,10,11; Spring Track 
10, 11, 12; Winter Track 12; 
V.I.C.A. 12 (Pres.) 
Mark Alan McEwen 
"What lies behind and what lies 
ahead of us is of little importance 
when compared to what lies 
WITHIN." 
- Oliver Wendell Holmes 
Varsity Football 9,10,11,12 
(CaEJt.); Freshman Basketball; 
JV Hasketball 10; Varsity 
Basketball 11, 12; JV Baseball 9; 
Varsity Baseball 10,11,12; Stu-
dent Council 9,10,12. 
George McGlauflin II 
"I love. dead lines, I love the 
whooshing sound they make as 
they fly by." . 
- Douglass Adams 
"If you have to ask, you don't 
want to know." · 
- George McG/a11fli11 II 
Problem Solving 11; Int. 
Hockey 10. 
Kimberly Jean Merry 
"There are two ways of spreading 
light: To be the candle or the 
mirror that reflects it." 
- Edith Wharton 
"A da11 without laugl1ter is a day 
wasteii. " 
- Charlie Chaplin 
Varsity Basketball Cheering 
9,10,11,12; Competition 
Cheering 10,11,12; Varsity 
Football Cheering 11,12; 
Spring Track 9, 12 
Anthony Michaud 
Rebecca Jean Millar 
''I'm sorry to say so 
but, sadly it's true 
that Bang-ups 
and Hang-ups " 
can happen to you. - Dr. Seuss 
"Just nez•er forget to be. dexterous 
and deft. And never ~.1x HP your 
rioht foot with your left. 
'' · - Dr. Seuss 
Diving 9,10,11,12; Football 
Cheering 9; Track 9; AFS 12 
Mayumi Miyachi 
AFS 12 
Maggie McRea Michaud 
"hi ho" 
- Kurt Vonnegut 
Field Hockey 9, 10, 11; Winter 
Track 9; Spring Track 9, 10; 
Yearbook 10,l l; Art Club IO; 
Creative Writing 11; Jour-
nalism 12; AIDS Committee 12 
Brent Mingo 
"We busted out of class had to get 
away from those fools, 
We learned more from a three 
minute record than we ever 
learned i11 school." 
- Bruce S11ri11gstee11 
Football 9, IO, 11 
Alan Christopher Mogridge 
"We laughed 1111til we had to 
CYl{ 
Amt"we /oped rig/It down to our 
last Gvod-bye 
Somedal{ 111hen we all reminisce, 
We'll all say there wasn't tvo 
much we missed 
And through the tears we'll 
smile w)1c11 we recall. 
We had it all. for j11st a 
moment. 
Time goes on. people touch and 
the11 let go." . 
- St. Elmos Fm: 
Swimming 9, 10,11,12; ROTC 
9; Winter Track 11; Leadership 
10; T.V. Studio 10,11; Water 
polo 10,11 
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Frederick C. Moore 
"I shall pass this way but once -
anything I can do, I will do." 
- Vince Lombardi 
Football 9, IO, 11,12; Basketball 
9,10; Baseball 9,10,11,12; 
Weightlifting 9,10,11,12; Stu-
dent Council 12. 
Samuel W. Moring 
"Goodbye to all my friends at 
home, Goodbye to people I've 
trusted. I've got to go out and 
make my way, I might get rich, 
you know, I might get busted. But 
my heart keeps calling me back-
wards, As I get on the seven 'o' 
seven. Riding high, I've g~t tears 
m my eyes, You 7cnow you ve got 
to go through hell before you get to 
heaven." 
- the Steve Miller Band 
Varsit)'. .Football 11, 12; 
We1ghthfting 10, 11, 12; Senior 
Class Counal 12; Dirigo Boy's 
State 12; Bigelow Labs Ocea-
nography Research Program 
11; Key Club 10, 11, 12; AFS 12. 
Anne-Marie Mosher 
"Life is ,,a journey, enjoy the 
rrde . .. 
- Unknown 
JROTC 11; Key Club 9,10; 
HOSA 12 (Pres.) 
Kristen Evelyn Moore 
"Remember, there is a little bit of 
jerk in all of us. Under a given set 
of circumstances, that jerk we all 
have appears from time to time." 
-R.W.M. 
"I hope if dogs ever take over. the 
world, and they choose a kmg, 
they don't go by size, because l bet 
there are some Chihuahuas with 
some good ideas." 
-J.H. 
Freshman Cheering (Capt.) 9; 
Varsity Cheering 10,fl,12; 
Yearbook 12. 
Kevin Morneault 
Amy May Muncey 
"Rather than love, than mone11, 
than fame: Giue me truth." · 
- Henrv David Thoreau 
"O God, thou hast taught me from 
my youth . .. " 
- Psalms 71:17 
Maine Youth Apprenticeship 
Program 11,12 (V.P.); Year-
book 12. 
Ryan Jeffry Norton 
"It's been real and it's been fun, 
but was it all real fun? Let's nuke 
the bridge we've tourched two 
thousand times before, this time 
we'll blast it all to hell." 
- Billy Joe 
"Knowledge is man-made." 
- fames Burke 
"Is it luck?" 
- Les Claypool 
Varsity Ice Hockey9,10,11,12; 
"The Unsinkable Molly 
Brown". 
Daniel Gregory O'Connell 
"I shall pass this way but once; 
any good thing therefore that I can 
do 'or any kindness that I can 
sh~w, let me du it now. Let me not 
neglect it, f~r I shall not pass tlus 
way agam. - Unknown 
"Potential is inte~esti,~g; Per-
formance is everything. 
- Unknown 
Freshman Football 9 (Capt.); 
Freshman Basketball 9; JV 
Basketball 10, 11 (Capt.); 
Weightlifting 9,10,11,12; Var-
sity Football 10, 11,12 (Capt.). 
Peter Ogilvie 
"I wanna be as big as a mountain 
1 wanna fly as high as the sun 
I wanna know what the rent's like 
in heaven 
I wa11na know where the river 
goes." 
-5.TP. 
Soccer 9,10,11,12; Hockey 
9, 10, 11, 12; Spring Track 10; 
Floor Hockey 10,11,12. 
Amanda Nye 
"Beauty and wisdom are rarel11 
conjoined." · 
-Mom and Dad 
Key Club 10,11; Yearbook 
10, 11. 
Timothy James Ogden 
"Lose the concept of time and liPe 
eternal/11; lose the co11cept of free-
dom a nil live etemal/11 in hell." 
- Nicki Jacques 
"The name Webster alone is no 
g11arantee of excellence. It is used 
by a number of publishers and 
ma11 serve main/11 to mislead an 
uniuary buyer." · 
"A Merriam-Webster is the regis-
tered trademark you should look 
for when yo11 consider the pur-
chase of dictionaries or other fine 
reference books. It carries the rep-
utation of a company that has been 
publishing since 1831 and is 11011r 
assurance of quality and auilwr-
it11." 
_:_A Genuine Merriam-Webster 
Freshman Football 9; Cross 
Country 10,11,12 (Capt.); 
Speech 9; Indoor Track 11; 
Spring Track 9,10; )ROTC 
9,10,lf,12. 
Marisha Renee Ouellette 
.. I don't believe in taking 
Foolish chances, 
But nothing 
Can be accomplished 
Without taking 
An11 chances at all." 
- Charles A11gustus Lindbergh 
Florida '94 
"There are victories of the so11/ and 
spirit. Sometimes, even if 11ou 
lose, you win." · 
- Elie Wiesel 
Freshman Football Cheering 9 
(Capt.); Varsity Basketball 
Cheering 9,10,11,12 (Ca{'t.); 
Competition Cheering 
9,10,11,12; Varsity Football 
Cheering 10,11,12 (Capt.); 
Class Council 10, 11, 12; Latin 
Club 11; Yearbook 11; Key 
Club 11,12. 
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Jamie Cathleen Owens 
"And now here is my secret, a 
very simple secret: It is only with 
the heart that one can see rightly; 
what is essential is invisible to the 
eye." 
- Antoine de St. Exupery 
The Little Prince 
"Be not afraid of life. Believe that 
life is worth living, and your belzef 
will create the fact." 
- William fames 
Class Council 9; Soccer 
9,10,11; Basketball 9,10; Soft-
ball 9,10,11,12 (Capt.); Key 
Club I I; SEED 11; Student 
AIDS Committee 11,12; Latin 
Club 11,12. 
Corey Alexander Paradise 
"Memory, prophecy and fantasy 
- the past, the future and the 
dreaming moment between - are 
all in one country, living one im-
mortal day. To know that is wis-
dom. To use it is the art." 
- Clive Barker 
''I've been waiting for a ti1!1e when 
I can finally say, that this has all 
been wonderful, but now I'm on 
my way . .. " 
-T.A. 
"And I am perpetually awaiting a 
rebirth of wonder ... " 
- Lawrence Ferlinghetti 
Track 9; Art Club 10, 11, 12; 
Class Council 12 (Pres.); Stu-
dent Council 12. 
Sara Parker 
"Your biggest challenge isn't 
someone else. It's the ache in your 
lungs, and the burning in your 
legs, and the voice inside Y.ou that 
yells 'can't'. But you don t listen. 
You just push harder. And then 
you near the voice whisper 'can'. 
And you discover that the person 
you thought you were is no match 
for the one you really are. " 
- Unknown 
Class Council 9 (Sec.), IO 
(Sec.), 11, 12; Student Council 
12 (Sec.); Key Club 9,10,12; 
National Honor Society 11, 12; 
JV Soccer 9; Varsity Soccer 
10, 11, 12; Varsity Basketball 
9,10,11,12 (Capt.); Spring 
Track 9, 10, 11 (Capt.), 12 
(Capt.). 
Lorri Page 
"Live for today, as long as livinW 
for today doesn't ruin tomorrow. 
-Anonymous 
Chorus 9,10,ll,I2; Softball IO; 
AFS 11,12; All State Chorus 
10,11,12; Show Choir 11,12; 
Foreign Exchange Student 12. 
Kevin A. Parke 
"To me, boxing is like a ballet, ex-
cept there's 110 music, 110 choreog-
raphy, and the dancers hit each 
other." 
"It takes a big man to cry, but it 
takes an even bigger man ta laugh 
at that man." 
- Jack Handey 
Varsity Ice Hockey 9; JV 
Basketball 10; Varsity Basket-
ball 11, 12; JV Soccer 9 (Capt.), 
10 (Capt.); Varsity Soccer 11; 
Track and Field 11; Class 
Council 10 (V.P.), 11,12; Boys' 
State 11; Intramural Volleyball 
10. 
Darrell Parks 
Jill Maria Partridge 
"The people who get on in this 
world are the people who get up 
and look for the circumstances 
they want, and, if they can't find 
them, make them." · 
- G.B. Shaw 
JV Soccer 9; Varsity Soccer 
10,11,12; JV Basketball 9; Var-
sity Basketball 10, 11, 12 
(Capt.); Spring Track 9,10,11; 
Key Club 9,10,11; Class Coun-
cil 11,12; Yearbook 9,10,11. 
Kristy Kathleen Peavey 
"Ml/ interest is in the future be-
cause I'm going .!o spend the rest 
of my life there. 
Sysongkham Chou Phanthay 
"A tree, though cut down, can 
grow again if its roots are un-
aamageif." 
- The Flowers of Life, 
Dhammapoda 
Spring Track 9, 10; Indoor 
Track 10, 11, 12; Cross Country 
11; Art Club 12; Oracle 11. 
Carla-Rae J. Peavey 
"It is difficult to live in the pres-
ent, ridiculous to live in the 
f11ture, and impossible to live in 
the past. Nothing is as far away as 
one minute ago." 
- Jim Bishop 
SEED 9; Latin Club 9; Key 
Club 12; AIDS Committee 12. 
Tobias Stephen Petros 
"A da11 is what you make of it -
as is the rest of your life." 
- Unknown 
Varsity Football 10; Awana 11; 
Chorus 11; Raiders (JROTC) 
11, 12; Drill Team (JROTC) 
11, 12; Color Guard (JROTC) 
11,12; Color Guard Com-
mander 12; Battalion Civil 
Affairs Officer (S-5) 12. 
Kyna Lynne Pitula 
"There is something for all who 
look, there's a story m every book. 
All of the Pages, between all the 
lines, so mucfi that you can find." 
- Kansas 
Yearbook 10, 11; Lithouse 
10,11; National Honor Society 
10,11,12; Softball 9,10 (Capt.); 
Basketball 9, 10; Key Club 
10, 11; Art Club 12; Haystack 
11; Marie Walsh Sharpe Art 
Seminar 11; AIDS committee 
12. 
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George L. Polley 
"The best and most beautiful 
things in the world can't be seen or 
even touched ... they must be felt 
from the heart." 
- Helen Keller 
Christina M. Query 
"A sure sign of growth is the day 
one finds humor in himself." 
- D.R. M.E. 
"Our Strengths are composed of 
the weaknesses that we are 
damned if we are going to show." 
- M. McLaughlin 
"My true friends have always 
given me that supreme proof of de-
votion, a spontanious aversion for 
the man I loved." 
- Colette 
Latin Club 9, 10; S.E.E.D. 9,10; 
Yearbook 9,10,11,12; Lit 
House 12 (Editor); Swim 
10, 11, 12; Hollinsummer Pre-
College Program Creative 
Writing 11; Key Club 11,12; 
Senior Seminar 12; Close-up 
12. 
Carl Ramsberger 
"l' ve got better th in gs to do like 
catch ainosaurs." 
- Bob Dylan 
Basketball 9,11. 
Nathan Reed Pusey 
"We are all in the gutter, but some 
of us are looking at the stars." 
- Oscar Wilde 
Soccer 9; Cross Country 
10, 11, 12; Spring Track 9, 10; 
Winter Track 10,11; Class 
Council 9 (Pres.), IO (Treas.), 
11,12; Student Council 9,10; 
National Honor Society 11,12; 
Math Team 10, 11, 12; Year-
book Business Staff 11; Key 
Club9; U.L.B.A. 9,10,11,12. 
Amanda Rebecca Raker 
"Solitude stands in the doorway. 
I'm struck, once again, blf her 
black sillio11ette, By.lier long cool 
stare and her silence. f'pe 
suddenly remembered each time 
we've met As she turns to me witlr 
lier hand extended . " 
- Suzanne Vega 
"Don't ever tell anl{bodlf anl{-
thing; if you do, you'll just start 
missing everybody." 
- Holden Caufield 
Cross Country 9, 10, 11, 12; Key 
Club 10, 11, 12; Student AIDS 
Committee 11,12; Yearbook 
11; Swimming 9; Tennis 10; 
Student Council 9; Chorus 9; 
Senior Seminar 12; Foreign Ex-
change 12. 
Daniel B. Reid 
"Tile time to relax is when you 
don't have time for it." · 
- Sydney/. Harris 
Swimming 9,10,11,12 (Capt.); 
Student Council 11,12 (Pres.); 
Class Council 11 (Pres.); 
N.H.S. 11,12 (Parliamentar· 
ian); Key Club 9, 10; Spring 
Track 9; Regional Student 
Council 12 (V.P.); Math Team 
II; New England Math 
League 9,10,11,12. 
Sara Beth Rexrode 
"What is real? Real isn't how you 
were made ... It's a thing that 
happens to 11ou. When a child 
loves you for a long, long time, 
not just to p/alf with, but real/11 
loves 11011, then.you become real." 
· - Margery Williams 
"No one is ever alone, pick 11p a 
book that's entitled BIBLE and 
you' II find a friend. " 
- Bill Fisk 
Key Club 11; "Man of La 
Mancha" 11; Chorus 9, 10, 11, 
12; Show Choir 11,12; Choral 
Workshop 10; Volleyball 10; 
AIM Volunteer work in Do-
minican Republic 10; AIM Vol-
unteer work in Mexico 11. 
Bethany Riedel 
"In the night rain, 11111 dreams are 
cast to the tremblin,~ glimmer of 
the lamp." 
- Nguyen Trai 
S.E.E.D. 9; Latin Club 9; De-
bate 11; Speech 12. 
Benjamin Bryce Robertson 
"If lfOUr ship doesn't come in, 
swim out to it." 
- Jonathan Winters 
Class Council 9, 12; Swim 
Team 9,10,11,12; Close-Up in 
Washington D.C. 11; Jour-
nalism Club 11,12; Yearbook 
11; Boys' State 11; G.E. Work-
shop 11. 
Cory Ricker 
"Tomorrow is a da11 that never 
comes. Lii>e for today and ne?>er 
look back." 
- Cory Ricker 
Freshman Football 9; Cross 
Country 11; VICA 11,12. 
John M. Roberts 
"The worst thing in life isn't fail-
ing, the worst thml? in life is being 
afraid to fail ." 
- Coach Gabbi/ Price 
"You're gonna miss this· aren't 
you?" 
- John Conners, #1 
I get by with a little help from my friends." 
- The Beatles 
Freshman Football 9; Varsity 
Football 10,11,12; Weightlift-
ing 9,10,11,12. 
James Ross 
"The greatest war is the war with 
yo11rself, your greatest foe your 
past; you can act for reasons that 
serve 11ou well." 
. -SBC 
Cross Country 10, 11; Talent 
Show 10, 11, 12. 
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Anjali Rozario 
"Man11 a time I have wanted to 
stop talking and find out what I 
really be/ ieved. " 
- Walter Lippmann 
Latin Club 9,10 (Sec.), 11,12 
(Pres.); Yearbook 11,12 
(Photography Editor); N.H.S. 
10,11,12 (Sec.): S.E.E.D. 
9,10,11,12; Varsity Tennis 
11,12; Winter Track 11,12; 
Chorus 11; Choate Spain For-
eign Exchange 12; A.F.S. 12; 
Student AIDS Committee 10; 
"The Unsinkable Molly 
Brown" 12; "A Midsummer 
Nights Dream" 9; Middlebury 
Summer Seminar 12; Class 
Marshal 11; All-State Or-
chestra 12. 
Laura Sabal 
"Then she will talk- good Gods! 
How she will talk!" 
- Nathaniel Lee 
David Saul 
"Stay true to }/ourself and you 
will never fall. 
-Mike D. 
"Nuestra poder es ta creciendo 
mas rapido que nuestra sabi-
duria." 
-Pher 
Football 9,10; Track 9,11; Jazz 
Band 12. 
lshi Rudell 
"I don't recall ever graduating at 
all, sometimes I feel I'm just a l~I 
dissa point ment to y'all. Every, 
day I just la11 around then I can t 
be.found, always asking give me 
some, living life like a bum." 
' -CEE-LO 
"Respect me, and /' ll respect you 
back." 
Sara Sabal 
"If you want something z>er11 
badly, leh~ go . . . if it comes back 
to you , 1t s yours forei>er. If it 
doesn't , it was never 11ours to 
begin with." · 
- /esse Lair 
"Happiness isn't something 11ou 
experience; it's something you re-
member." ' 
- Oscar Levant 
JV Soccer 9; Freshman Basket-
ball 9; Latin Club 11, 12; Key 
Club 12; AIDS Committee 12. 
Heather F. Scott 
"Cover me when I walk alone 
Cover 111e when m11 stance 
stumbles home · 
Cover me, we'll trip on through 
t/1e sands of time." 
- Candlebox 
Key Club 9. 
Keith Sewall 
Dominic Sickles 
Dawn Simpson 
Daniel Shubert 
"Whoa man, see that steerin~ 
wheel, that thing is huge, man. 
-Tiny Elvis 
JV Soccer 9,10 (Capt.); Varsity 
Soccer 11,12; Freshman 
Basketball 9; Spring Track 
9,10; Swimming 11,12; Key 
Club 10, 11,12; Yearbook 11, 12; 
Math Team 9,10,11,12; New 
England Math League9,10,ll; 
JV Math League 9, 10; Yale 
Summer Program 11; Phillips 
Exeter Summer Program IO; 
Presidential Classroom 11; 
U.L.B.A. 10,11,12 (Treas.). 
Dan "Skippy" Silver 
"Some people call me Maurice." 
- Steve Miller 
ULBA 10, 11, 12; Swimming 
9,10,11,12; N.H.S. 11,12; Stu-
dent Council 9,10; Class 
Council 9,10 (Pres.), 11,12. 
Matt Skipper 
"I got wide staring eves and I've 
got a strong urge ~~fly, but I got 
nowhere to fly to. 
- Pink Floyd 
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Brian Sklenar 
"A world without heroes is like a 
world without sun you can't look 
up to anyone without heroes 
A world without heroes is like a 
never ending race is like a time 
without a place a pointless thing, 
devoid of grace 
Where you don't know what 
you're after, or if something's 
after you 
and you don't know what you 
don't know, a world without 
heroes." 
-Kiss 
Golf 9,10; Art Club 10. 
Audrey Elizabeth Smith 
"Who are you to judge? There's 
only one true judge and that's 
God, so just chill and let m11 father 
do his job." · 
- Salt 'n' Pepa 
"Be an original. If that means 
being a little eccentric, so be it." 
- H. Jackson Brown, Jr. 
"Even when everything is falling 
apart, don't quit trying, rely on 
yourself, and follow your heart." 
-Als 
David Smith 
"I think life would be a lot better if 
it wa_s like you' re always making a 
movie. You mess up, somebody 
just walks on the set and stops the 
whole shot." 
- Jerry Seinfeld 
Golf 9,10,11,12 (Co-Captain); 
Tennis 9, 10; Winter Track 
10, 11; AIDS Committee 11. 
Ryan Taylor Small 
"The story of life is quicker than 
the wink of an eye, thestoryoflo1>e 
is hello and goodbye, until we 
meet agam, ralk to ya." 
- fimi Hendrix 
Charles Smith 
Hannah Louise Smith 
"These are the times to remember 
because the11 will not last fom.>er. 
These are tlze da11s to hold onto be-
cause we won't" or will not want 
to. This is the time, the time is 
gonna chanxe. You've giPen me 
the best of 11ou, but not T need the 
rest of 11ou·. " 
- Billy Joel 
Fr. Football Cheering 9; V. 
Football Cheering 10,11.12; V. 
Basketball Cheering 9, 10, 11; 
Comfetition Cheering 
9,10,1 . 
C. Matthew Snow 
"Life's been good for me so far." 
-foe Walsh 
"I just want something l can 
never have." 
- Trent Reznor 
"When l have an idea for a film, 
I'll go through my record collec-
tion and just start playing songs, 
trying to find the spirit of the 
movie. Music gives me the 
handle." 
- Quentin Tarantine 
Soccer 9,10 (JV); Key Club 
10,11; Intramural Floor 
Hockey 9,10; Ram Page 12; 
Senior Seminar 12. 
Aimee N. Soucie 
"The heart is the temple wherein 
all truth resides." 
-Anonymous 
"Just living is not enough ... 
One must have suns/tine, free-
dom, and a little flower." 
- Hans Christian Andersen 
Swimming 9,10,11,12 (Capt.); 
JV Softball 9, 10 (Capt.); Na-
tional Honor Society 11, 12; 
Key Club 10,11,12; Yearbook 
11; Math Team 11, 12; Lit 
House (illus.) 10; U.M.O. 
Summer Program 11; D.O.E. 
Summer Program 11. 
Matthew Spearing 
Lewis Snyder 
"God grant me the serenity to ac-
cept the things I cannot change; 
the courage to change the things I 
can; and the wisdom to know the 
difference. Amen." 
:'Annie Get Your Gun" 10; 
'Man of La Mancha" 11; 
Drama Club 11,12; "Much 
Ado About Murder" 11; "The 
Unsinkable Molly Brown" 12; 
Chorus 10,11,12; Guidance 
Aid 12. 
Brock Soucie 
"l may hai•e implied on several 
occas1011s to several different 
people that I may have been Jesus 
Christ, but l haven't decided 11et 
what I am, or who I am." · 
-Manson 
"lt's a great day for hockey." 
- Badger Bob Johnson 
Varsity Ice Hockey 10,11,12 
(Capt.); JV Baseball 9,10; Intra-
mural Floor Hockey 9,10. 
Scott Anthony Speck 
"We walk the narrow path be-
tween the smoking sklf and the ash 
covered earth, barely able to dis-
tinguish the difference between 
darkness and liglit. The courage to 
rise from the darkness and em-
brace the light is undemonstrated 
by those of weak will." 
- The Shesheir 
Drill Team 9,10,11,12; Color 
Guard 9; Color Guard Com-
mander 10; Raider Team 10; 
Raider Team Commander 
11, 12; Rifle Team 10; ROTC 
Staff 10,11,12. 
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Patrick Spekhardt 
"I will never put off until tomor-
row what I can forget about for-
ever." 
- The Procrastinator's 
Creed 
Winter Track 10; "Im-
pressions" 10; "Studio B" 11; 
'The Serr,ent" 12; "Man of La 
Mancha' 11; "Unsinkable 
Molly Brown" 12; Chorus 
11,12. 
Heidi Marie Steeves 
"Life is a series of lessons and 
all lessons will be re,peated 
until they are learned. 
-A. Nash 
Girls Varsity Basketball 10; 
Key Club 12. 
Christopher Swartz 
"And if I go, while you're still 
here ... know that I live on ... 
behind a veil vou cannot see 
through. I wait for the time when 
we can soar together again . . . 
until then . .. when you need me, 
just whisper my name in vour 
heart . . . I will be there." · 
- for Grandma (Tom Clancey) 
Band 9, 10,11, 12; Jazz Band 11; 
Brass Choir 10; Wind En-
semble 11; Debate 9; JV Base-
ball Manager 9; Intramural 
Volleyball 10. 
Cheryl E. St. Lawrence 
"What made us friends in the long 
ago when we first met? 
Well, I think I know 
The best in me and the best in you. 
Hailed each other because "they 
kmw 
That always and always since life 
began 
Our being friends was part of 
God's plan." 
"Memories of yesterday last a life-
time. We'll take the best, forget 
the rest and someday find these are 
the best of times." 
-Styx 
JV Football Cheering 9; Varsity 
Basketball Cheering 9. 
Jessica Ruth Sudborough 
"Where your pleasure is, there is 
your treasure. Where yo11r 
treasure is, there is yo11r heart. 
Where your heart is, there is 11011r 
happiness." · 
- Saint Augustine 
Freshman Football Cheering 
9; JV Basketball Cheering 9; 
Orono High Varsity Football 
Cheering I 1. 
Katie Szal 
"I don't know anythin~. 1 don't 
even s11spect anythmg. 
- Yogi Berra 
"Sweet sounds, oh, beautiful 
m11sic, do not cease! 
Reject me not into the world 
again. 
With you alone is excellence and 
peace. . . 
Mankind made plausible, !us pur-
pose plain." 
- Edna St. Vincent Millay 
Chorus 9, 10, 11, 12; Show 
Choir 9; Concert Choir 11; All-
Sta te Chorus 10, 11, 12; "A 
Midsummer Night's Dream" 
9; "Annie Get Your Gun" 10; 
"Impressions" 10; "Man of La 
Mancha" 11; "The Cave" 11; 
"The Unsinkable Molly 
Brown" 12; Drama Club 11,12 
(Treas.); National Honor 
Society 10, 11, 12; Maine 
Scholars Achievement Award 
11; Math Team 11, 12; French 
Foreign Exchange Program 11. 
Jeremy Dylan Tanis 
"Politics is the control of wealth 
and power 
You are being conditioned to con-
demn them as petty, and bor-
ing... · 
Thus granting all the more the 
control to the powers that 
be ... 
You are either a part of the prob-
lem, or a part of the solution. 
The choice is yours . . . " 
-C.O.C. 
Freshman Football 9; JV Soccer 
10; Varsity Soccer 11; Varsity 
Football 12; Varsity Ice Hockey 
10,11,12. 
Jennifer Lynn Tear 
"Live your life, be yourself, go in 
your own way, zn your own 
time." 
-Anonymous 
"Some people come into our lives 
then quickly go; some stay for a 
while, leave footprints in our 
hearts, and we are never, ever the 
same." 
-Anonymous 
Basketball Cheering 9, 10; 
Vocational School-Computer 
Informational Processing 
11,12. 
David Charles Thayer 
"If your best isn't good enough do 
bet/er." 
-Anonymous 
"I am rather like a mosquito in a 
nudist camp; I know what I ought 
to do, but 1 don't know where to 
begin." 
- Stephen Bayne 
Varsity Football .10, 11; }ROTC 
9,10,11,12; Dnll Team 10; 
Honor Guard 11; Intramural 
Basketball 10. 
Eric Taylor 
"Life is what you want it to be 
So don't get tangled up trying to 
be free 
And don't worry what the other 
people see 
... It's nothing." 
- Fugazi 
Marketing Voe. 11. 
Elizabeth Louise Teixeira 
"If I had choice of weapons with 
you, sir, I'd choose grammar." 
- Halliwell Hobbes 
"Oh, I'm sorry. I didn't realize I 
was disturbii1g you. You see, 
every once in awhile I suddenly 
find myself- dancing." 
- Fred Astaire 
Speech Team 9, 10, 11, 12; 
Chorus 9,10,11,12; NHS 
10,11,12; Key Club 10; Year-
book 10; SEED 10,11,12; 
Drama Club (Co-Founder) 
101,11 (V.P.), 12; "Annie Get 
Your Gun" (Crew) 10; "Im-
pressions" (Crew) 10; "Man of 
La Mancha" (Stage Manger) 
11; "Studio B" (Crew) 11; 
"Hamlet" 10; "Unsinkable 
Molly Brown" (Crew Chief) 
12; "The Serpent" 12; Talent 
Show 11,12; AFS 12; Speakout 
Competition 9,10,11,12; Girls' 
State 11; Middlebury Summer 
Seminar 12. 
Frances Thibodeau 
"Even tlwugh my posies are dead, 
nothing is the same. Rings around 
my vultures head, I'm not here to 
blame." 
- Frances 
"I hop from one head to the next. I 
finally found my home, school." 
..:.._Alfred 0. Lice 
''f'pe been looking everywhere for 
a friend, I found my place in 
society and I like it."· 
. -Bob 
"No time to search the world 
around cuz you know where I' II be 
found, wizen I come around." 
- Green Day 
Art Club 11, 12. 
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Christianna Thomas 
"Listening to your heart, finding 
out who you are, is not simple. ft 
takes time for the chatter to quiet 
down. In the silence of 'not 
doing" we begin to know what we 
feel. If we listen and hear what is 
being offered, then anything in life 
can be our guide. 
Listen. 
- Anonymous 
"A Midsummer's Night 
Dream" 9; S.E.E.D. 9,10,12; 
M.M.A. Sailing Educational 
Experience 11; Math Team 12; 
Envirothon 12. 
Matthew C. Thompson 
"When the going g,ets tough and 
the stomach acziis flow 
The cold wind of conformity is 
nipping at your nose 
When some trendy new atrocity 
has brought you to 11our knees 
Come with us we'll sai[ the Seas of 
Cheese!" 
- Les Claypool, Primus 
"I love it when you talk dirty to 
me!" 
- ferry Bradford 
JV Football IO; Varsity Football 
11,12; Basketball 9,10; Baseball 
9,10; Chorus 10,11,12; Volley-
ball 10,12; Int. Basketball 11 
(All-Star), 12; Weightlifting 
11, 12; Talent Show 10, 12. 
Sara Anne Trafton 
"Success is a journey, not a des-
tination. 
-Anonymous 
"To stand apart is not to stand 
alone." 
-Anonymous 
Basketball Mgr. 9, 10; Key Club 
11,12; VOC Health Occu-
pations 12; HOSA 12. 
Michelle Thomas 
"Did a large processio11 wave their 
torches as my head fell in the 
basket, and was everybody danc-
ing on the casket? Now it's over, 
I'm dead, I haven't done anything 
I want, or I'm still alive, a11ii 
there's nothing I want to do." 
- They Might Be Gaints 
voe 11,12. 
Emese Toth 
Nicholas Trazskos 
Melora Star Vardamis 
"Silence often says much more 
than trying to say what's been 
said before." 
- George Harrison 
"When God closes a door, re-
member, he opens a window." 
"All that is necessary for the tri-
umph of evil is that good men do 
nothing." 
- Edmund Burke 
"Many important people have had 
rough begmnings, yet persevered 
and went on to greatness. Beetho-
ven's music teacher said, 'As a 
composer, he is hopeless.' Edi-
son's teacher told him he was un-
able to learn. Walt Disney was 
fired by a newspaper editor be-
cause he had 'no good ideas', 
Louisa May Alcot was told by an 
editor that her writings would 
never appeal to the public, Henry 
Ford was evaluated as 'showing 
no promise', Don't give up." 
"A Midsummer Night's 
Dream" 9; Peer Support 10. 
Christopher Vespoli 
"The man who removes a 
mountain begins by carrying 
away small stones. " 
- Chinese Proverb 
Int. Floor Hockey 9, 10 (Capt.); 
Voe Ed 11,12. 
Kelly Anne Waterman 
"If a man does not keep pace with 
hzs companions, perhaps it is be-
cause he hears a different 
drummer, let him step to the 
music which he hears, however 
measured or far awaif." 
- Henry David Thoreau 
Cross Country 10, 11; Basket-
ball 9, 10, 11,12 (Capt.) 
Travis Veilleux 
"I offered to pay her well for her 
trouble." 
- Edgar Allen Poe 
"O heat, dry up my brains." 
- Shakespeare 
Floor Hockey 9, IO, 11; Spring 
Track 9, 12; Winter Track 12; 
Envirothon Team 10; Volley-
ball 9,10,11; Key Club 9. 
Nicole Daniela Waggoner 
"Happiness is not hm•ing what 
lfOu want but wanting wfzat lfOU 
have." · 
- RAMS FOOTBALL 1993 
"Adults are nothing but kids 
grown up." 
-A. Monk 
JV Footba II Cheering 10, 11 
(Capt.); JV Basketball Cheer-
ing 9,10,11 (Capt.); Varsity 
Ritle Team 9,10,11; JROTC 
9,10,11; Spring Track 10. 
Liza Noelle Watts 
"Come quickly, I am tasting 
stars!" 
- Dom Perignon at his discovery 
of champagn'e 
JV Soccer 9; Varsity Soccer 
10,11,12; Softball 9; Key Club 
9,10,11,12; Latin Club 11 
(Sec.), 12; Yearbook 9,10,11 
(Assistant Business Editor), 12 
(Co-Editor); Drop Out Preven-
tion Team 9, 10; Hugh O'Brian 
Youth Leadership Conference 
10; "A Midsummer Night's 
Dream" 9; "Annie Get Your 
Gun" 10; AIDS Committee 11; 
Speech Team 9, 10; Class 
Council 9,10,11,12; Exchange 
to Australia 11. 
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Charles Stewart Wellman 
"While drawing, l feel as if l were 
a spiritualistic medium, con-
trolled by the creatures that l am 
conjuring up, and it is as if they 
themselves decide on the shape in 
which they like to appear." 
- M.C. Escher 
Yearbook 10, 11,12 (layout edi-
tor); Art Club (founder) 10 
(Pres.), 11, 12; Latin Club 10, 11 
(Aedila: Program Coordina-
tor); Lit House 9,10,11,12; 
"Annie Get Your Gun" 10; 
Teenage Republicans 10; 
Eastern Maine Youth Leader-
ship Conference 10; 1992 Re-
publican Convention Volun-
teer 9, 10; Junior Classical 
League 10, 11. 
Philip Wheeler 
Peter K. White 
"The world! - it is a wilderness, 
Where tears are hung on every 
tree." 
- Thomas Hood 
JROTC 9,10,11,12; Rifle team 
11,12; Drill team 11. 
Cori Melissa Wheelden 
"Be enriched by the simple~t 
things. Walk close to the waters 
edge. Let it run onto your feet. 
Don't roll up your pants. Don't 
sidestep experience. Shut your 
eyes. Never shut vour eyes. Run 
fast. Walk slow. Whatever takes 
you somewhere. Roam. Choose 
lfOltr moment. Aspire to lead an 
extraordinaTI{ life ... 
. - B.R. 
Soccer 9,10,11,12; Basketball 
9, 10, 1I,12; Softball 9, 10; 
Spring Track 11; Softball 9, 10; 
Key Club 10, 11, 12; Student 
AIDS Committee 10, 11, 12; 
Class Council 9, 10, 11, 12; Stu-
dent Council 9, 10, 11, 12; 
Eastern Maine Regional Stu-
dent Council 11; Close Up 
Foundation 11; Senior 
Seminar 12; Yearbook 9, 10, 11. 
Melissa Joyce White 
"Pooh /ookt·d at his two paws. He 
kmw that om• of them was the 
right, and he knew that when 11ou 
had decided which Ont' of them u>as 
the right, then the other one was 
tire left, but he never could re-
member how to begin." 
- The House at Pooh Corner 
Class Council 9; Yearbook 
10,11; Midweek Writer 11; 
Ram-Page! 11,12. 
James Allen Whitmore 
"Who needs the sun 
When the rain's so full of life 
Wlw needs the sky when the 
~round' s op1•n wide 
It'~ here in vour soul 
l want to b1; carried 
You are 11111 sanctuary." 
· Madonna 
Ram-Page! 11; "Much Ado 
About Murder" (Stage mgr.); 
Band 11, 12; Chorus 12. 
B. David Whitney 
"In life there are two choices, you 
can ride the winds of what others 
set for you, or you can take control 
and live the way you want to live 
your life." 
-Anonymous 
Art Club 10,11,12. 
Joseph G. Wilcox 
"Entonces" 
-Norm 
Freshman Basketball; JV Base-
ball 9; Diving 12. 
Greg Willoughby 
"The greatest achievement is not 
in never falling, but in rising 
again after you fall." . 
- Vince Lombardi 
"War is an ugly thing, but not the 
ugliest of thi11gs. The decayed and 
degraded state of mi11d that t~inks 
nothinJ!. 1s wortfz fight mg for 1s far 
worse. 
- Joh11 Stuart Mill 
ROTC 9,10,11,12; Baseball 11 
(mngr.), 12 (mngr.); Basket-
ball 11 (mngr.), 12 (mngr.); 
Football 11 (mngr.), 12. 
Nicole J. Whittlesey 
"If you love something, set it free. 
If it comes back to you, it is vours. 
ff it doesn't, it never was.'' 
- Unknown 
Concert Band 9,10,11; Pep 
Band 9,10,11; Intramural Vol-
leyball 9, 10; Library Aide 11; 
Guidance Aide 12. 
Rachael Williams 
"No one is 8uaranteed happiness. 
Life just gives each person time 
and space. It's up to us to fill it 
with joy." 
- H. Jackson Brown 
"As you climb up the ladder of 
success be sure it's leaning against 
the right building." ' 
- H. Jackson Brown 
JV Soccer 9,10; Varsity Soccer 
11, 12; Indoor Track 10, 11; OU 
Outdoor Track 10; Student 
AIDS Committee 10; AIDS 
Conference 10. 
Christopher Randolph 
Winstead 
"Life reflects our emotions, our 
feelings, our friendships, and our 
experiences. '1 
-C.R.W. 
"What we make of life is shaped by 
what we make of death; for we live 
in the presence of the inevitability 
of death a11d we dedicated our lives 
to the proof of the proposition that 
death is 11ot what it seems to be: 
The irrevocable end of our exist-
ence. We search for immortality, 
a11d the kind of immortalitv we 
seek determines the kind of life we 
lead." 
- Hans Morganthou 
S.E.E.D. 9,10,11,12; Key Club 
10,11; Drama Club 11; En-
virothon 10,11,12; Spring 
Track 10; "Man of La 
Mancha"; Speech Team 11,12; 
Debate Team 12. 
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Emily Melita Woodman 
"A dream is like a river, ever 
changing as it flows, And a 
dreamer's just a vessel who must 
follow where it goes. Tr11ing to 
learn from what's behind him and 
never knowing what's in store, it 
makes each day a constant battle 
just to stay between the shores." 
-G.B. 
Cross Country 9,10,11,12; 
Winter Track 9,10,11,12; 
Spring Track 9; Chorus 9,10; 
Student A.I.D.S. Committee 
11, 12; Class Council 12; Senior 
Seminar 12. 
Tena-Maria H. Young 
"Like ashes on the water 
1 drift awa11 in sorrow 
Knowing that the day 
My lesson's finally learned. 
I' /I be standing at a river 
Staring out across tomorrow 
And Ifie bridge I need to get there 
Will be a f5ridge that I have 
burned." 
- Garth Brooks 
Cross Country 9,10,11,12; In-
door Track 9,10,11,12; Spring 
Track 9,10,11,12; Key Club 
10,11; AIDS Committee 11,12; 
Class Council 11,12; Yearbook 
10. 
Christiana Elizabeth 
Woodward 
"A friend is a person with whom I 
may be sincere. Before them, I 
mav think aloud." 
· - Ralph Waldo Emerson 
"If there bt memory in the world 
to come, lf thought recur to some 
things silenced here, Then sl1al/ 
the deep heart be no longer dumb, 
But find expression in· that hap-
pier sphere." 
- jean Inge/ow 
Soccer 9,10,11,12; Spring 
Track 10, 11; Class Council 
9,10,11,12; Key Club 9,10,11; 
Yearbook 10,11; Latin Club 11; 
Student AIDS Committee 11. 
Nicole Marie Jacques 
"What lies behi11d us and what lies 
before us are tiny matters com-
pared to what lzes within us." 
- Ralph Waldo Emerson 
Lit House II; Music Lab Band 
11; University of Maine 
Admissions Program 12. 
Class Council 
The Class of 1995 started out with a great success by making a sweep during 
homecoming for the second year in a row. Seniors worked long and hard on projects such 
as the Banquet, the Prom, the Talent Show, and dances. Under the leadership of Corey 
Paradise the Class of 1995 had a successful year. 
Row 1: Kevin Parke Row 2: Marisha Oullette, Sara Parker, Jill Partridge, Cori Wheel-
den, Cali Clark, Liza Watts Row 3: Sam Moring, Leah Bagley Row 4: Scarlett Lang-
way, Jill Gardner 
" It would be here, at 
the end of such a long 
road that one would 
choose a path to walk 
or a breeze to ride. 
And with those first 
steps one has to won-
der, what's on the 
other side?" 
Corey 
Bump, 
Bump, 
Bump, 
Down the funny stairs. 
- Richard Farina -
Homecoming Review 
1991 1st place float 
1992 1st place float 
1993 lstplacefloat, 
decorations, and poster 
1994 - 1st place float , 
decorations, and poster 
Officers: Secretary Brooks Deering, Treasurer Brett Cough, Vice President 
Owen King, President Corey Paradise 
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Time For 
Jill Partridge - Maine Select Soccer Team to 
England 
Geno Carr - Accomplished Actor 
64 
Some seniors can be found week to week in the limelight. Others are unsung 
heroes, striving to achieve in their individual interests and activities. Through their 
perseverence and dedication they accomplish that which others only dream of. 
These standout seniors deserve our respect, admiration, and most of all, 
recognition. Their works represent truly noble qualities, not just of academics and 
athletics, but of life. These are by no means all the seniors who have done 
extraordinary things, merely the few we were fortunate enough to know of. 
The Class of 1995 proved itself over and over again to be achievers, doers, and 
believers. These are the select few who represent the whole. In a glimpse, we see 
the diversity, the accomplishment, and the heart of Bangor High School's Class of 
1995. 
Erin Hughes - NCA All American Cheerleader 
Heather Arsenault - All State, All PVC runner, 
2 mile 11 :30 1 mile 5:20 
Christina Mallett - Semester Abroad to 
Paraguay 
Katie Szal - Eton College Choral Award; St. 
Cecilia Award 
Recognition 
Dan Silver - Presidential Scholar 
Sara Rexrode - Built houses in Mexico and the 
Dominican Republic for underprivileged families 
Lyzzi Teixeira - Took first place in 7 speech 
meets, 4th in the state for poetry reading 
Eliza Currie - Year Abroad to Brazil 
Kyna Pitula - Art Dept. Award, Marie Walsh 
Sftarp Scholarship 
Corey Paradise - Artiste Extraordinaire 
Josh Jamieson - All State Football; 34 career 
touchdowns 1300 rushing yards in one season 
Liza Watts - Semester Abroad to Australia 
Matt Kinney - Class A "Player of the Year," PVC 
"Player of the Year." Has a pitch exceeding 80 mph 
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David ul Kelly Fi Id Sonja Benson 
·stie nner Erin Hughes Sam orin 
..-~~ 1111"""""~9'.""" ..... 
lshi Rudell 
Anya Lewis Cali Clark Patty Day Tracy Blanchard Frances Thibodeau 
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Lyzzi Teixeira Chris Vespoli Jennifer Roberts Carla-Rae Peavey 
67 
Travis God.soe · k d en All n 
Chris Winstead Mark Guyer John Fidler Jason Hancock 
68 
Sarah Trafton 
AJic:un Manowski Kelly Waterman Martha Bolduc Brian Sklenar Aimee Soucie 
69 
Sar Sabal 
Ji Ross 
Scarlett Langway Chris McCillicuddy Mark McEwen Cheryl St. Lawrence Tracie Ahearn 
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A BHS ··oisco Inferno • • • 
Senior class president and respected community member Corey Paradise in his 
natural attire. 
Look out Club Roxy, here we come! 
Dan Reid trying to teach his friends to Lambada . 
TOGA DAY 
Aliquando et insanire iuncundum est. - Seneca 
Sometimes it's fun to be crazy. 
Forsan et haec olim meminisse iuvabit - Vergil 
Perhaps someday it will be pleasant to 
remember these things. 
75 
The BHS hause af harrars ... Haunted Hause Day 
Straight from D4B. 
A witch pretending to be Anju. 
Four tardies. "What do you mean you've already got a date to the prom?" 
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King & Queen 
1 
9 
9 
5 L-------~ ------~ 
Kelly Waterman & Fred Moore 
Ram-Pride 




Nathaniel Achorn. Caterina Anderson. Kence Anderson. Serena Andrews. Matthew Antini. Jeremy Ashe. Emily Ayer. Paul Banville. Jessica Barker. Scott Baxter. 
Melissa Beebe. Ben Bigney. Sean Birkel. Terry Bogan. Nicole Boutilier. Stephen Boutwell. Mark Bower. Jared Bowman. Jerry Bradford. Wanthani Briggs. James 
Brown. William Bruns. Joseph Bushey. John Butterfield. John Campbell. Tony Caristi. Eric Carlisle. Nekia Carr. Chris Carroll. Heather Carter. Casey Catell. Matt 
Chadbourne. Karen Clark. Katie Clark. Craig Coffin. Dawn Colson. Aimee Coltart. Sean Comer. Darryl Commeau. Matt Cook. Mike Cooper. Joel Cough. Robert 
Couturier. Ben Cyr. Jesse Cyr. Jeff Dauphinee. Steven Dauphinee. Sherri Davenport. Kelly Davis. Robert Davis. Melissa Day. Richie Day. Nicole Dayton. Wendy 
LaRoche. Erika Desjardins. Andrea Devoe. Esia Do. Tim Dodge. Nicole Doherty. May Dorr. Tubba Dorr. Jason Drake. Kevin Dunton. Angela Edger. Andrew 
England. Rob Ervin. Brad Eslin. David Estey. Leah Fader. Heather Fairbrother. Chris Falk. Michael Fay. Jonathan Ferland. Matt Ferrell. Matt Fessenden. Sean 
Fidler. Craig Fishburn. Matt Foley. Andrew Ford. Shawn Foren. Kate Fortier. Kim Fournier. Sean Fowle. Ryan Franklin. Terri Free. Amy Freidenberg. Kim Fye. 
Chad Gagnon . Crystal Gans. Abel Gleason. Jason Goldsmith. Angela Gowen. Andy Graham. Ana Granado. Kyle Grey. Katherine Griffin. Sara Grover. Carrie 
Gruber. Jamie Guevera. Tricia Guiggey. Erika Haley. Kellie Hancock. Pat Haney. Julie Harris. Jennifer Harrison. Brian Hartery. Jarrod Harvey. Christopher 
Haskell. Matt Haskell. Heather Haslam. Adam Hathorn. Shawn Hewes. Sheena Hoyt. Alicia Hughes. Jesse Hunnefeld. Christina Hunt. Christina Hurd. Heather 
Hurd. Jodi Hynes, Toby Inman. Julie Ivers. Cirene Jackson. Abby Johnson. Matthew Johnston . Tim Karam. Maria Karris. Shawn Keenan. Jillianne Kinkead. Becca 
Kinney. Julie Kirstein. Danielle Knowlton. Andrea Kristiansson. Brian Lang. Alison Langen. Justin Langlais. Casey Larcombe. Nicole Larson. Tari Lawless. Crystal 
Leathers. James Lee. Michelle Leen. Samuel Lenfest. Eric Libbey. Monika Libby. Sarah Limberis. Kevin Lindstam. James Lorenzen. Jason Lowe. Shawna Lydick. 
Holly MacKay. Josh Madore. Christopher Mahan. Niki Makris. Jody Malley. Jennifer Malmstrom. Mark Manowski. Reta Margaronis. Mack Marquis. Gavin 
McCarthy. William McDougal. Richard McGouldrick. Lindsay McGrath. Molly McLean. Glen Mclellan. Eric McManus. Whitney McManus. Taryn McNichol. 
Maria Mendoza. Michelle Merrill. Jessica Michaud. Christopher Miller. Kate Moore. Isaac Moran. Liz Morse. Josh Morse. Tony Mosca. Julie Murray. John Nadeau . 
Shana Nelson. Michelle Nill. Matt O'Connell. Justine Owen. Megan Owen. Jonathan Peithman. Mike Pelkey. James Pelletier. Caroline Perryman. Steve Philbrook. 
Megan Phillips. Monica Pires. Angela Pooler. Ginge ressey. Tim Rexrode . Toni Richardson. Andy Robichaud. Angela Robinson. Jill Robinson. Timothy Rolland . 
Douglass Rolnick. Kari Rosenthal. Eric Rutherford. J y Ryan. Nicole Ryan. Matt Ryder. Micah San Antonio. Gary Sargeant. Phil Savage. Summer Schafer. Kate 
Schlegal. Heidi Seger. Wayne Slade. Dale Smal ith. Kate Spearing. Michael Spinney. Christopher Sprague. Kathryn Squire. Scott St. Louis. Brandi 
Starbird. Josh Stevens. Katie Stevens. Ryan St 'tham. Jill Svoboda. Ian Swett. Audrey Tarr. Galen Tewes. Vi Thai. Julie Thayer. Jenn Thompson. Amy 
•Townsend. Brian Tracy. Andrew Travers Turner YanDorn. Charles Villard. Albert Violette. Damon Vogell. Jill Wadlington. Chris Wakely. Jeremy 
Walsh. Tom Ward. Heather Wat . ellma rlene Wheeler. Essla Wheelock. George White. Bruce Whitney. Bridgett Wiley. Christy Wilkes. Jamie 
Willette. Amy Woodbury. April Wn . hris W · im Wright. Debra Yates. Eric York. Allen Zeigler. Nathaniel Achorn. Caterina Anderson. KenceAnderson. 
Serena Andrews. Matthew Antini. Jeremy As mily Ayer. Pau anville. Jessica Barker. Scott Baxter. Melissa Beebe. Ben Bigney. Sean Birkel. Terry Bogan. 
Nicole Boutilier. Stephen Boutwell. Mark Bowe ared Bowman. radford. Wanthani Briggs. James Brown. William Bruns. Joseph Bushey. John Butterfield. 
John Campbell. Tony Caristi. Eric Carlisle. Nekia rr. Chris oil. Hea er Carter. Casey Ca tell. Matt Chadbourne. Karen Clark. Katie Clark. Craig Coffin. Dawn 
Colson. Aimee Coltart. Sean Comer. Darryl Co u. t Cook. Cooper. Joel Cough. Robert Couturier. Ben Cyr. Jesse Cyr. Jeff Dauphinee. Steven 
Dauphinee. Sherri Davenport. Kelly Davis. Robert Dav . elissa ie Day. Nicole Dayton. Wendy LaRoche. Erika Desjardins. Andrea Devoe. Esia Do. Tim 
Dodge. Nicole Doherty. May Dorr. Tubba Dorr. Jason Drake. ton. Angela Edger. Andrew England. Rob Ervin. Brad Eslin. David Estey. Leah Fader. 
Heather Fairbrother. Chris Falk. Michael Fay. Jonathan rrell. t Fessenden. Sean Fidler. Craig Fishburn. Matt Foley. Andrew Ford. Shawn 
Foren. Kate Fortier. Kim Fournier. Sean Fowle. Ryan Frankli Terri Fr '.Amy Fr · erg. Kim Fye. Chad Gagnon. Crystal Gans. Abel Gleason. Jason Goldsmith. 
Angela Gowen. Andy Graham. Ana Granado. Kyle Grey. Katheri riffi ara G ver. Carrie Gruber. Jamie Guevera. Tricia Guiggey. Erika Haley. Kellie 
Hancock. Pat Haney. Julie Harris. Jennifer Harrison. Brian Hartery. opher Haskell. Matt Haskell. Heather Haslam. Adam Hathorn. Shawn 
Hewes. Sheena Hoyt. Alicia Hughes. Jesse Hunnefeld. Christina Hu ther Hurd. Jodi Hynes, Toby Inman. Julie Ivers. Cirene Jackson. Abby 
Johnson. Matthew Johnston. Tim Karam. Maria Karris. Shawn Keen . Jillian ead. Becca Kinney. Julie Kirstein. Danielle Knowlton. Andrea Kristiansson. 
Brian Lang. Alison Langen. Justin Langlais. Casey Larcombe. Nicole Lars awle eathers. James Lee. Michelle Leen. Samuel Lenfest. Eric Libbey. 
Monika Libby. Sarah Limberis. Kevin Lindstam. James Lorenzen. Jason Lo . haw acKay. Josh Madore. Christopher Mahan. Niki Makris. Jody 
Malley. Jennifer Malmstrom. Mark Manowski. Reta Margaronis. Mack Mar is. 'lliam McDougal. Richard McGouldrick. Lindsay McGrath. 
Molly McLean. Glen Mclellan. Eric McManus. Whitney McManus. Taryn McNic ichelle Merrill. Jessica Michaud. Christopher Miller. Kate 
Moore. Isaac Moran. Liz Morse. Josh Morse. Tony Mosca. Julie Murray. John Nad . Shana Nelso ichelle Nill. Matt O'Connell . Justine Owen. Megan Owen. 
Jonathan Peithman. Mike Pelkey. James Pelletier. Caroline Perryman. Steve Philbro . Megan Phi ·Mon Pires. Angela Pooler. Ginger Pressey. Tim Rexrode. 
Toni Richardson. Andy Robichaud. Angela Robinson. Jill Robinson. Timothy Rollan o olnic · Rosenthal. Eric Rutherford. Jeremy Ryan. Nicole 
Ryan. Matt Ryder. Micah San Antonio. Gary Sargeant. Phil Savage. Summer Schafer. chleg er. Wayne Slade. Dale Small. Joel Smith. Kate 
Spearing. Michael Spinney. Christopher Sprague. Kathryn Squire. Scott St. Louis. Brandi Starbird atie Stevens. Ryan Stevens. Jamie Stitham. Jill 
Svoboda. Ian Swett. Audrey Tarr. Galen Tewes. Vi Thai. Julie Thayer. Jenn Thompson. Amy · Andrew Travers. Keith Turner. Bill Van Dorn. 
Charles Villard. Albert Violette. Damon Vogell. Jill Wadlington. Chris Wakely. Jeremy Walsh. mW er Watson. Sarah Wellman. Charlene Wheeler. 
Essla Wheelock. George White. Bruce Whitney. Bridgett Wiley. Christy Wilkes. Jamie Willette. Y dbury. · ht. Chris Wright. Tim Wright. Debra 
Yates. Eric York. Allen Zeigler. Nathaniel Achorn. Caterina Anderson. Kence Anderson. Serena ew A ·ni. Jeremy Ashe. Emily Ayer. Paul 
Banville. Jessica Barker. Scott Baxter. Melissa Beebe. Ben Bigney. Sean Birkel. Terry Bogan. Nicole Bo ier. tep otitwA Mark Bower. Jared Bowman. Jerry 
Bradford . Wanthani Briggs. James Brown. William Bruns. Joseph Bushey. John Butterfield. John Campb ti. itric: Carlisle. Nekia Carr. Chris Carroll. 
Heather Carter. Casey Catell. Matt Chadbourne. Karen Clark. Katie Clark. Craig Coffin. Dawn Colson. Ai Coltar an Comer. Darryl Commeau. Matt Cook. 
Mike Cooper. Joel Cough. Robert Couturier. Ben Cyr. Jesse Cyr. Jeff Dauphinee. Steven Dauphinee. Shem t. Kelly Davis. Robert Davis. Melissa Day. 
Richie Day. Nicole Dayton. Wendy LaRoche. Erika Desjardins. Andrea Devoe. Esia Do. Tim Dodge. Nicole Doherty. May Dorr. Tubba Dorr. Jason Drake. Kevin 
Dunton. Angela Edger. Andrew England. Rob Ervin. Brad Eslin. David Estey. Leah Fader. Heather Fairbrother. Chris Falk. Michael Fay. Jonathan Ferland. Matt 
Ferrell. Matt Fessenden. Sean Fidler. Craig Fishburn. Matt Foley. Andrew Ford. Shawn Foren. Kate Fortier. Kim Fournier. Sean Fowle. Ryan Franklin. Terri Free. 
Amy Freidenberg. Kim Fye. Chad Gagnon. Crystal Gans. Abel Gleason. Jason Goldsmith. Angela Gowen. Andy Graham. Ana Granado. Kyle Grey. Katherine 
Griffin. Sara Grover. Carrie Gruber. Jamie Guevera. Tricia Guiggey. Erika Haley. Kellie Hancock. Pat Haney. Julie Harris. Jennifer Harrison. Brian Hartery. Jarrod 
Harvey. Christopher Haskell. Matt Haskell. Heather Haslam. Adam Hathorn. Shawn Hewes. Sheena Hoyt. Alicia Hughes. Jesse Hunnefeld. Christina Hunt. 
Christina Hurd. Heather Hurd. Jodi Hynes, Toby Inman. Julie Ivers. Cirene Jackson. Abby Johnson. Matthew Johnston. Tim Karam. Maria Karris. Shawn Keenan. 
Jillianne Kinkead. Becca Kinney. Julie Kirstein. Danielle Knowlton. Andrea Kristiansson. Brian Lang. Alison Langen. Justin Langlais. Casey Larcombe. Nicole 
Larson. Tari Lawless. Crystal Leathers. James Lee. Michelle Leen. Samuel Lenfest. Eric Libbey. Monika Libby. Sarah Limberis. Kevin Lindstam. James Lorenzen. 
Jason Lowe. Shawna Lydick. Holly MacKay. Josh Madore. Christopher Mahan . Niki Makris. Jody Malley. Jennifer Malmstrom. Mark Manowski. Reta Margaronis. 
Mack Marquis. Gavin McCarthy. William McDougal. Richard McGouldrick. Lindsay McGrath. Molly McLean . Glen Mclellan . Eric McManus. Whitney McManus. 
Taryn McNichol. Maria Mendoza. Michelle Merrill. Jessica Michaud. Christopher Miller. Kate Moore. Isaac Moran. Liz Morse . Josh Morse. Tony Mosca. Julie 
Murray. John Nadeau . Shana Nelson. Michelle Nill. Matt O'Connell. Justine Owen. Megan Owen. Jonathan Peithman. Mike Pelkey. James Pelletier. Caroline 
Perryman. Steve Philbrook. Megan Phillips. Monica Pires . Angela Pooler. Ginger Pressey. Tim Rexrode. Toni Richardson. Andy Robichaud. Angela Robinson. Jill 
Robinson . Timothy Rolland. Douglass Rolnick. Kari Rosenthal. Eric Rutherford. Jeremy Ryan. Nicole Ryan. Matt Ryder. Micah San Antonio. Gary Sargeant. Phil 
Savage. Summer Schafer. Kate Schlegal. Heidi Seger. Wayne Slade. Dale Small. Joel Smith. Kate Spearing. Michael Spinney. Christopher Sprague. Kathryn Squire. 
Scott St. Louis. Brandi Starbird. Josh Stevens. Katie Stevens. Ryan Stevens. Jamie Stitham. Jill Svoboda. Ian Swett. Audrey Tarr. Galen Tewes. Vi Thai. Julie Thayer. 
Jenn Thompson. Amy Townsend. Brian Tracy. Andrew Travers. Keith Turner. Bill VanDorn. Charles Villard . Albert Violette. Damon Vogell. Jill Wadlington. Chris 
W~kely . Jeremy Walsh. Tom Ward. Heather Watson. Sarah Wellman. Charlene Wheeler. Essla Wheelock. George White. Bruce Whitney. Bridgett Wiley. Christy 
Wiikes. Jamie Willette . Amy Woodbury. April Wright. Chris Wright. Tim Wright. Debra Yates. Eric York. Allen Zeigler. Nathaniel Achorn. Caterina Anderson. 
Kence Anderson. Serena Andrews. Matthew Antini. Jeremy Ashe. Emily Ayer. Paul Banville. Jessica Barker. Scott Baxter. Melissa Beebe. Ben Bigney. Sean Birkel. 
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Class of 1996 
Junior Class Council 
The 1994-1995 Junior Class Council, 
under the supervision of Coach Morse 
and Ms. Martin, started off this school 
year very busy. The Class Council mem-
bers were kept occupied during the fall 
with plans for a dance and preparing for 
Homecoming. Also this year we held a 
successful bottle drive and a car wash 
which helped us on the road to gradu-
ation. We look forward to our senior year 
and all it has to bring ... . 
Nathaniel Thomas Achorn 
Caterina Francesca 
Anderson 
Kence Mccurtis Anderson 
Serena Elizabeth Andrews 
Matthew Lee Antini 
Jeremy Brian Ashe 
Emily Kathleen Ayer 
Paul B. Banville 
Jessica Lynn Barker 
Scott Nicholas Baxter 
Melissa Kaye Beebe 
Benjamin Scammon Bigney 
Sean David Birkel 
Terence John Bogan 
Nicole Sky Boutilier 
Stephen Travis Boutwell 
Mark Allen Bower 
Jared Michael Bowman 
Row 1: Ms. Martin, Jill Svoboda, Michelle Leen, Wanthani Briggs, Julie Kirstein Row 2: Mark Bower, 
Jeremy Ashe, Andy Robichaud, Pat Haney, Scott St. Louis, Katie Clark, Matt Cook 
Jerome Keith Bradford 
Wanthani Lin Briggs 
James Allen Brown 
William Herbert Bruns, IV 
Joseph Patrick Bushey 
John C. Butterfield 
Anthony Maurice Caristi 
Eric Carlisle 
Nekia Jo Carr 
Christopher Anthony 
Carroll 
Heather Jo Carter 
Casey Maurice Catell 
Matthew James Chadbourne 
Karen Suzanne Clark 
Katie Whitman Clark 
Craig Arnold Coffin, II 
Dawn Marie Colson 
Aimee Astera Coltart 
Sean Michael Comer 
Darryl Robert Commeau 
Matthew G. Cook 
Michael Anthony Cooper 
Joel D.: Cough 
Robert' Michael Couturier 
Benjamin J. Cyr 
Jesse James Cyr 
Jeff Allen Dauphinee 
Steven Edward Dauphinee 
Sherri Lynne Davenport 
Kelly Ann Davis 
Robert Lee Davis 
Melissa Ann Day 
Richard Bond Day 
Nicole Serene Dayton 
Wendy Lynn DeRoche 
Erika Devon Desjardins 
Andrea Dawn Devoe 
Ha (Esia) Ngoc Do 
Timothy James Dodge 
Nicole Ann Doherty 
May Lisa Dorr 
Arthur Michael Dorr, Jr. 
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Jason Keith Drake 
Kevin James Dunton 
Angela Nicole Edger 
Andrew Colin England 
Robert Woodcock Ervin 
Bradford Collins Eslin 
Paul David Estey 
Leah Christeen Fader 
Heather Mae Fairbrother 
Christopher Barkley Falk 
Michael Troy Fay 
Jonathan Perry Ferland 
Matthew August Ferrell 
Matthew David Fessenden 
Sean Andrew Fidler 
Craig Michael Fishburn 
Matthew James Foley 
Andrew Jason Ford 
Shawn Eugene Foren 
Kathryn Anne Fortier 
Kim Marie Fournier 
Sean Holland Fowle 
Ryan Lee Franklin 
Terri Free 
Amy Beth Friedenberg 
Chad Stephen Gagnon 
Abel Prescott Gleason, II 
Jason William Goldsmith 
Angela Marie Gowen 
Andrew 1-eighton Graham 
Ana Maria Granado 
Kyle Logan Grey 
Katherine Elizabeth Griffin 
Sara Ann Grover 
Carrie Lynn Gruber 
Jamie Lynn Guevara 
Patricia M. Guiggey 
Erika Rae Haley 
Kellie Lea Hancock 
Patrick Casey Haney 
Julie Ann Harris 
Jennifer Lynn Harrison 
Brian Patrick Hartery 
Jarrod Ryan Harvey 
Christopher James Haskell 
Matthew Brian Haskell 
Heather Ashton Haslam 
Adam Neil Hathorn 
Kimberly Dawn Howard 
Sheena Jane Hoyt 
Alicia Lyn Hughes 
Jesse Eban Hunnefeld 
Christina Lynn Hunt 
Christina Ann Hurd 
Heather Marion Hurd 
Jodi Lynn Hynes 
Toby Arthur Inman 
Julie Ann Ivers 
Cirene Alicia Jackson 
Abigail Langan Johnson 
Matthew Eric Johnston 
John William Johnston 
Timothy Richard Karam 
Maria-Alexis Karris 
Shawn Michael Keenan 
Jillianne Denise Kinkead 
Re?ecca M. ~nney 
Juhe Rose Kirstein 
Danielle Dawn Knowlton 
Andrea M. Kristiansson 
Brian Anthony Lang 
Alison Mae Langen 
Justin James Langlais 
Nicole Tara Larson 
Tari Ann Lawless 
Crystal Rae Leathers 
James Adam Lee 
Michelle Ann Leen 
Samuel James Lenfest 
Eric Michael Libbey 
Monika J. Libby 
Sarah Bea Limberis 
Kevin Roy Lindstam 
James Allen Lorenzen, Jr. 
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Jason Mattheew Lowe 
Shawna L. Lydick 
Holly Beth MacKay 
Joshua Edward Madore 
Christopher Allen Mahan 
Niki Makris 
Jodi Marie Malley 
Jennifer A. Malmstrom 
Mark Christopher 
Manowski 
Reta Maria Margaronis 
Mack Gregory Marquis 
Gavin G. McCarthy 
William Cochran McDougal, 
IV 
Richard Joseph McGouldrick 
Lindsay M. McGrath 
Molly Evelyn McLean 
Glenn Evan Mclellan 
Eric Brian McManus 
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Whitney O'Brien McManus 
Taryn Anne McNichol 
Maria Theresa Mendoza 
Michelle A. Merrill 
Jessica Dawn Michaud 
Christopher Alan Miller 
Katherine Chipman Moore 
Isaac Patrick Moran 
Elisabeth Mary Morse 
Joshua Randle Morse 
Anthony Robert Mosca 
Julie Ann Murray 
John Thomas Nadeau 
Shana Wynn Nelon 
Michelle Lr,nn Nill 
Matthew Rogan 0 Connell 
Justine Janet Owen 
Megan Elizabeth Owen 
Jonathan Daniel Peithman 
Michael Brian Pelkey 
James Patrick Pelletier 
Caroline Jennifer Perryman 
Steve Hollis Philbrook 
Megan Claire Phillips 
Monica C. Pines 
Angela Lynn Pooler 
Ginger Louise Pressey 
Timothy Fredrick Rexrode 
Toni Nichole Richardson 
Andrew Joseph Robichaud 
Angela Ruth Robinson 
Brocke Adam Robinson 
Jill A. Robinson 
Timothy John Rolland 
Douglass Emerson Rolnick 
Kari Lee Rosenthal 
Eric Baxter Rutherford 
Jeremy Russell Ryan 
Nicole A. Ryan 
Matthew Ian Ryder 
Micah A. San Antonio 
Gary Lee Sargent, Jr. 
Philip Martin Savage, Jr. 
Summer Jo-an Schafer 
Kate Christine Schlegel 
Heidi Lynn Seger 
Wayne Homer Slade, Jr. 
Dale Douglas Small 
Joel Robert Smith 
Kathryn Lois Spearing 
Michael Paul Spinney 
Christopher Ryan Sprague 
Kathryn Ann Squire 
Scott Michael St. Louis 
Brandi Lynn Starbird 
Joshua Lester Stevens 
Katharine Ann Stevens 
Ryan Ray Stevens 
Jamie Katherine Stitham 
Jill Anne Svoboda 
Ian Douglas Swett 
Audrey jean Tarr 
Galen Tristan Tewes 
Vi Trung Thai 
Julie Leah Thayer 
Jenn Lynn Thompson 
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Amy Lee Townsend 
Brian David Tracy 
Andrew Scott Travers 
Keith Daniel Turner 
William Rolly VanDorn 
Charles Edmond Villard, II 
Albert P. Violette 
Damon Edward Vogell 
Jillian Rochelle Wadlington 
Christopher Kenneth 
Wakely 
Jeremy Rolen Walsh 
Thomas Phillip Ward 
Heather Marie Watson 
Sarah Nicole Wellman 
Charlene Rose Wheeler 
Essla Rae Wheelock 
Bruce Michael Whitney 
Bridgett Marie Wiley 
Christy Anne Wilkes 
Jamie Lynn Willette 
Amy Marie Woodbury 
April Jean Wright 
Christopher Arlo Wright 
Timothy Flynn Wright 
Debra Lynn Yates 
Eric J. York 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
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Carpe diem. J 
Tomorrow at 
the latest. 
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School is just a place 
to rest between 
weekends. 
Lukas Abbott. Katrina Abell. Jeremiah Abeyta. Dan Acheson. Heather Adams. Jonathan Adams. Nathaniel Albee. Anna Alzerrreca. Meaghan Anderson. Joseph 
Andrade. Kristin Aniapam. Benjamin Asay. Allyson Ashe. Micah Ayer. Aimee Babineau. Brian Baker. Brian Ballanger. Tiffany Barker. Rebecca Barnstein. Anthony 
Becker. Iain Becker. Rodney Belanger. Melissa Benedict. Christopher Bennett. Matt Benton. William Beyenberg. Eric Bishop. Allan Bishop. Christopher Black. 
Marie Blanke. Jon Boehmer. Justin Booker. Edwin Borbe. Brian Borja. Angela Bouchard. Carl Boutilier. Kristy Bowden. Jason Bracy. Heather Braden. George 
Bragdon. Alicia Brown. Becky Brown. Gloria Bryant. Richard Bryer. Marcus Burpee. Amy Butterfield. Daniel Byram. Bodean Byther. Ryan Cahill. Aaron Caldwell. 
Ryan Calgero. Brandy Cameron. Nick Carlisle. Seth Carlisle. Frankie Caruso. Matt Case. Marie Cattelle. Jake Civiello. Ian Cohen. Lindsay Combellick. Carly 
Combs. Kate Comeau. Melissa Comer. Jeb Cook. April Cormier. Michelle Cormier. David Cote . Kimberly Cote. Devin Cough. Amy Craig. Jon Crichton. Chrystal 
Cross. Marc Curtis. Juliann auna Cyr. Tori Daniels. Allen Davis. Bradley Davis. Gabriel Davis . Graham Davis. Jason Davis. Clare Davitt. Laurie Day. Mike 
Deane. Sara Dennis . Step 1e De a. Samuel Diaz. Shannon Dickinson. Keith Dorr. Elizabeth Downey. Angela Dubois. Harry Dunfee. Earl Eberhart. Becca 
Edson. Adam Elmor Aa Emery .• andi Emmons. Amanda Esposito. Pat Estey. Matthew Ewings. Stephanie Fairbrother. Angela Farmer. Christy Farris. Jay 
Faulkner. Steve F s. Rick ssenffrn. Ethan Field. Cathy Flemming. Patrick Fogarty. Karen Foley. Heather Fortin. Jason Foss. Sarah Gagnon. Brianne Gaige. 
Joshua Gallagher. Ryan Gass. Travis Gass. Aaron Gauthier. Andrew Geissler. Anna Gellerson. David Gelonese. April Gephart. Walter Gibbons. 
Mike Giles. Michael omes. Jesse Gordon. Jessica Gormley. Laura Granado. Andrew Grant. Rob Grant. Amanda Gravelle. Matt Grondin. 
Tara Groshek. Jeff Guere e. H n Hamm. Brandon Haney. Holly Hansen. Hollie Harnish. Tonya Harper. Carrie Harvey. Eric Harvey. Shafe 
Heistand. Adam Henckler. Ro ss. Shannon Hess. Joshua Hessert. Jeff Hichborn. Melanie Hill. Vicki Hoelzer. Nicole Hoffman. Kristy Holland. 
Peter Holman. Aaron Horvat ard Hughes. Shawn Hughes. Adele Inferrera. Albert Jackson. Jon Jenkins. Tim Johnston. Darius Jonason. Ken 
Jordan. Jennifer Joy. Phillip Jo r. Rebecca Kennedy. Rob Kimball. Jessie Kingsbury. Joel Kipfer. Emily Kornfield. Rebecca Krupke. Joel Kydd. 
Kimberly Landry. Mike Lavin. by Leach. B · thers. Meaghan Lee. Molly Lee. Tammy Levesque. Billy Joe Lingley. Andrew Littlefield. Michelle Lopez . 
Erin Lowe. Tina Lucas. Johanna L Charles MacGregor. Brian Macleod . Heather Mallory. Scott Mannke. James Martin. Tara Martzial. Kristi 
Mauger. Alan McCann. Michael Mc a . achel Christopher McCue. Laurie McGill. Sherry McLean. Kevin Meier. Bradley Merrill. Jennifer Minott. 
Timothy Moon. Tammy Morales. Noreen Mu y. Sharon Nevells. Shawn Nevins. Adam Nickerson. Regan Norton. Sarah Oldenburg. Gardiner 
Page. Holly Page. Wayne Pagnozzi. Bet . Adam Parker. Dawn Parsons. Justin Payson. Matthew Pearson . Scott Peddicord. Mckayla Peers. 
Marcy Pelletier. Courtnee Peters, Jaime ott Philbrick. Daniel Pincus. Ryan Pinham. Amber Poole. Evangeline Pratt. Shawn Puiia. Jill 
Quirk. Stacey Rager. Michael Randall. Rebe a Rea. Rebecca Re red Reeves. Erik Remsen. Matthew Richie. Tarsha Rideout. Rebecca Ridlon. Trop Riley. Tom 
Ritter. Jason Rockett . John Rogerson. Amy Rooney. Renee · ael Roy. Josh Rubin. Aiko Rudell. Nicholas Sagall. Molly Salkin. Brenda Sampson. Jennifer 
Sarjeant. Pat Sarto. Theodore Schultz. Jim Seal. Adam Jason Shaw. Kim Shaw. Zach Shubert. Jessica Shumaker. Michael Simpson. Kristi Skipper. Brian 
Slaven. Tavia Smith. Michael Solis. Aaron Soucie. . Pi . Alliso taples. Amanda Stevens. Mark Stewart. Vanessa Storer. Darren Stover. Britta Strong. 
Robert Strong. Amy Stubbs. Jeffrey Stubbs. Pierre merton. ·sa S . Amanda Swartz. Chris Tanis. Dustie Tate. Meredith Theeman. Jonathan Thomas. 
Joseph Thompson. Sara Thorne. Kristi Titcomb. Jess ca Tuzzloli 1a tterback. Ryan Vigue. Jaida Wade. Barry Walker. Meghan Walsh. Justin Warner. 
Michelle Washburn. Sara Wickware. Kate Wiebe. Mike Wilcox. I iley. Mary Wiley. Leslie Wilkes. Shauna Willoughby. Tonda Wilson. Rachael Wood. Melissa 
Woodward. Kyle Wooley. Benjamin Worster. Michael Wo ew W · Zolper. Laura Zwanziger. Lukas Abbott. Katrina Abell. Jeremiah Abeyta. Dan 
Acheson. Heather Adams. Jonathan Adams. Nathaniel Albe Anna han Anderson. Joseph Andrade. Kristin Aniapam. Benjamin Asay. Allyson 
Ashe. Micah Ayer. Aimee Babineau. Brian Baker. Brian Ballanger becca Barnstein. Anthony Becker. Iain Becker. Rodney Belanger. Melissa 
Benedict. Christopher Bennett. Matt Benton. William Beyenberg. op. Christopher Black. Marie Blanke. Jon Boehmer. Justin Booker. Edwin 
Borbe. Brian Borja. Angela Bouchard. Carl Boutilier. Kristy Bowd her Braden. George Bragdon. Alicia Brown. Becky Brown. Gloria Bryant. 
Richard Bryer. Marcus Burpee. Amy Butterfield. Daniel Byram. Bod ahil aron Caldwell. Ryan Calgero. Brandy Cameron. Nick Carlisle. Seth 
Carlisle. Frankie Caruso. Matt Case. Marie Cattelle. Jake Civiello. Ian Y Co lick. Carly Combs. Kate Comeau. Melissa Comer. Jeb Cook. April 
Cormier. Michelle Cormier. David Cote. Kimberly Cote. Devin Cough. raig. J ton. Chrystal Cross. Marc Curtis. Julianna Cyr. Shauna Cyr. Tori 
Daniels. Allen Davis. Bradley Davis . Gabriel Davis. Graham Davis. Jason Davis . C t. Laurie Day. Mike Deane. Sara Dennis. Stephanie DeRosa . Samuel 
Diaz. Shannon Dickinson. Keith Dorr. Elizabeth Downey. Angela Dubois. Ha nfee rl Eberhart. Becca Edson. Adam Elmore. Aaron Emery. Sandi Emmons. 
Amanda Esposito. Pat Estey. Matthew Ewings. Stephanie Fairbrother. Angel arme hristy Farris. Jay Faulkner. Steve Ferris. Ricky Fessenden. Ethan Field. 
Cathy Flemming. Patrick Fogarty. Karen Foley. Heather Fortin. Jason Foss. Sarah Ga . B · oshua Gallagher. Chris Gasper. Ryan Gass. Travis Gass. 
Aaron Gauthier. Andrew Geissler. Anna Gellerson. David Gelonese. April Gepha e Giles. Michael Gillis. Alex Gocze. John Gomes. Jesse 
Gordon. Jessica Gormley. Laura Granado. Andrew Grant. Rob Grant. Amanda Gravelle. Mat din. Tara Groshek. Jeff Guerette. Hollie Hallett. Leann Hamm. 
Brandon Haney. Holly Hansen. Hollie Harnish. Tonya Harper. Carrie Harvey. Eric Ha afe H · am Henckler. Ronald Henry. Julia Hess. Shannon 
Hess. Joshua Hessert. Jeff Hichborn. Melanie Hill. Vicki Hoelzer. Nicole Hoffman. Kristy lland olma aron Horvath . Tegan House. Richard Hughes. 
Shawn Hughes. Adele Inferrera. Albert Jackson. Jon Jenkins. Tim Johnston. Darius Jonas n . Joy. Phillip Joy. Kristopher Kaehler. Rebecca 
Kennedy. Rob Kimball . Jessie Kingsbury. Joel Kipfer. Emily Kornfield. Rebecca Krupke. Joel Ky Mike Lavin. Abby Leach. Benjamin Leathers. 
Meaghan Lee. Molly Lee. Tammy Levesque. Billy Joe Lingley. Andrew Littlefield. Michelle L Lucas. Johanna Lydick. Kellie MacDonald. 
Charles MacGregor. Brian Macleod. Heather Mallory. Scott Mannke. James Martin. Tara Ma ial. Kristi n McCann. Michael McCarty. Rachel 
McClure. Christopher McCue. Laurie McGill. Sherry McLean. Kevin Meier. Bradley Merrill . Jenm n. Tammy Morales. Noreen Murphy. 
San Murray. Sharon Nevells. Shawn Nevins. Adam Nickerson. Regan Norton. Sarah Oldenburg. Gard1 ge. Ho ayne Pagnozzi. Beth Pancoe. Sarah 
Parcak. Adam Parker. Dawn Parsons. Justin Payson. Matthew Pearson. Scott Peddicord . Mckayla Peers. Marer, nee Peters, Jaime Peters. Rebecca 
Petros. Scott Philbrick. Daniel Pincus. Ryan Pinham. Amber Poole. Evangeline Pratt. Shawn Puiia. Jill Qui el Randall. Rebecca Rea. Rebecca 
Reed. Jared Reeves. Erik Remsen. Matthew Richie. Tarsha Rideout. Rebecca Ridlon. Trop Riley. Tom Ritte son gerson. Amy Rooney. Renee 
Ross. Michael Roy. Josh Rubin. Aiko Rudell . Nicholas Sagall. Molly Salkin. Brenda Sampson. Jennifer Sarjean . Pat ultz. Jim Seal. Adam Shaw. 
Jason Shaw. Kim Shaw. Zach Shubert. Jessica Shumaker. Michael Simpson. Kristi Skipper. Brian Slaven. Tavia Sm· on Soucie. Jason St. Piere. 
Allison Staples. Amanda Steven~. Mark Stewart. Vanessa Storer. Darren Stover. Britta Strong. Robert Strong. Am ubbs. J tubo ierre Summerton. Lisa ' 
Sutcliffe. Amanda Swartz. Chris Tanis. Dustie Tate. Meredith Theeman. Jonathan Thomas . Joseph Thompson. Sa T b. Jessica Tuzzlolino. 
Alicia Utterback. Ryan Vigue. Jaida Wade. Barry Walker. Meghan Walsh . Justin Warner. Michelle Washburn. Sara e. Mike Wilcox. Jason 
Wiley . Mary Wiley. Leslie Wilkes. Shauna Willoughby. Tonda Wilson. Rachael Wood. Melissa Woodward. Kyle Wooley. njami · ael Worster. Stew 
Wright. Carey Zolper. Laura Zwanziger. Lukas Abbott. Katrina Abell. Jeremiah Abeyta . Dan Acheson. Heather Adams. J ath ·el Albee. Anna 
Alzerrreca. Meaghan Anderson. Joseph Andrade. Kristin Aniapam. Benjamin Asay. Allyson Ashe. Micah Ayer. Aimee B eau . Bri ·an Ballanger. 
Tiffany Barker. Rebecca Barnstein. Anthony Becker. Iain Becker. Rodney Belanger. Melissa Benedict. Christopher Bennett. Ma · Jia yenberg. Eric 
Bishop. Allan Bishop. Christopher Black. Marie Blanke. Jon Boehmer. Justin Booker. Edwin Borbe. Brian Borja. Angela Boucha . Carl B 'lier. Kristy Bowden. 
Jason Bracy. Heather Braden. George Bragdon. Alicia Brown. Becky Brown. Gloria Bryant. Richard Bryer. Marcus Burpee. Amy B rfie niel Byram. Bodean 
Byther. Ryan Cahill. Aaron Caldwell. Ryan Calgero. Brandy Cameron. Nick Carlisle. Seth Carlisle. Frankie Caruso. Matt Case. Ma telle. Jake Civiello. Ian 
Cohen. Lindsay Combellick. Carly Combs. Kate Comeau. Melissa Comer. Jeb Cook. April Cormier. Michelle Cormier. David Cote. Kimberly Cote. Devin Cough. 
Amy Craig. Jon Crichton. Chrystal Cross. Marc Curtis. Julianna Cyr. Shauna Cyr. Tori Daniels. Allen Davis. Bradley Davis. Gabriel Davis. Graham Davis. Jason 
Davis. Clare Davitt. Laurie Day. Mike Deane. Sara Dennis. Stephanie DeRosa. Samuel Diaz. Shannon Dickinson. Keith Dorr. Elizabeth Downey. Angela Dubois. 
Harry Dunfee. Earl Eberhart. Becca Edson. Adam Elmore. Aaron Emery. Sandi Emmons. Amanda Esposito. Pat Estey. Matthew Ewings. Stephanie Fairbrother. 
Angela Farmer. Christy Farris. Jay Faulkner. Steve Ferris . Ricky Fessenden. Ethan Field. Cathy Flemming. Patrick Fogarty. Karen Foley. Heather Fortin. Jason Foss. 
Sarah Gagnon. Brianne Gaige. Joshua Gallagher. Chris Gasper. Ryan Gass. Travis Gass. Aaron Gauthier. Andrew Geissler. Anna Gellerson. David Gelonese. April 
Gephart. Walter Gibbons. Mike Giles. Michael Gillis. Alex Gocze. John Gomes. Jesse Gordon. Jessica Gormley. Laura Granado. Andrew Grant. Rob Grant. Amanda 
Gravelle. Matt Grondin . Tara Groshek. Jeff Guerette . Hollie Hallett. Leann Hamm. Brandon Haney. Holly Hansen . Hollie Harnish. Tonya Harper. Carrie Harvey . 
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Class of 1997 
Sophomore Class Council 
The Class of 1997 had a very productive --" 
year raising money for graduation by 
holding dances, selling candy, and a car 
wash in the spring. The Sophomore 
Class Council, advised by Mrs. Jones 
and Mrs. Kornfield, look forward to two 
more years before graduation. 
Lukas James Abbott 
Katrina Marie Abell 
Jeremiah Abeyta 
Daniel Acheson 
Heather M. Adams 
Jonathan A. Adams 
Nathaniel Leroy Albee 
Anna-Michelle Alzerreca 
Meaghan Lynn Anderson 
Joseph Andrade 
Kristin Lea Aniapam 
Benjamin M. Asay 
Allyson Newell Ashe 
Aimee Marie Babineau 
Brian Patrick Baker 
Brian M. Ballanger 
Tiffany J. Barker 
Rebecca Lynn Barnstein 
In tree: Nick Carlisle, Kenny Jordan Row I: Kate Wiebe, Carey Zolper, Becca Edson, Liz Downey, Beth 
Pancoe, Tara Martzial, Kate Cornrneau, Katrina Abell, Allyson Ashe, Britta Strong Row 2: Meaghan Lee, 
Lisa Sutcliffe, Jake Civiello, Michelle Washburn, Emily Kornfield 
• 
Anthony Searl Becker 
Iain MacLeod Becker 
Rodney Belanger 
Melissa Anne Benedict 
William Beyenberg 
Eric Scot Bishop 
Allan Ray Bishop, Jr. 
Christopher R. Black 
Marie Luise Blanke 
Jonathan M. Boehmer 
Justin Booker 
Edwin L. Borbe 
Brian C. Borja 
Angela Lee Bouchard 
Car1 Johnston Boutilier 
Kristy Marie Bowden 
Jason Bracy 
Heather Anne Braden 
George Sterling Bragdon 
Alicia Marie Brown 
Becky Ann Brown 
Glona Alice Bryant 
Richard Sampson Bryer 
Marcus James Burpee 
Amy Ruth Butterfield 
Bodean A. Byther 
Ryan M. Cahill 
Aaron John Caldwell 
Ryan Anthony Calogero 
Brandy Lee Cameron 
Nicholas S. Carlisle 
Seth Alexander Carlisle 
Frankie Caruso 
Matthew Lent Case 
Marie Louise Cattelle 
Jacob Frank Civiello 
Ian Edward Cohen 
Lindsay Rene Combellick 
Carly Jeanne Combs 
Kate Marie Comeau 
Melissa Ann Comer 
Jebediah Stephenson Cook 
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Af>ril Marie Cormier 
Michelle Lee Cormier 
David J. Cote 
.Kimberly Ann Cote 
Devin E. Cough 
Amy Marie Craig 
Jon David Crichton 
Chrystal Lee Cross 
Marc Ryan Curtis 
Julianna Jayne Cyr 
Shauna S. Cyr 
Tori Lynne Daniels 
Allen Paul Davis 
Bradley McCalman Davis 
Gabriel A. Davis 
Graham Wade Davis 
Jason A. Davis 
Clare Eileen Davitt 
Laurie A. Day 
Michael Edward Deane 
Sara Dennis 
Stephanie Leigh DeRosa 
Samuel Alma Diaz 
Shannon Marie Dickinson 
Keith Leo Dorr 
Elizabeth W. Downey 
Angela May Dubois 
Harry Jamison Dunfee 
Earl LeRoy Eberhart 
Rebecca Monroe Edson 
Adam Winston Elmore 
Aaron Lavoott Emery 
Sandi Lynn Emmons 
Amanda Raylene Esposito 
Patrick Robert Estey 
Matthew James Ewings 
Stephanie Marie Fairbrother 
Angela May Farmer 
Christy L. Farris 
Jasper Walton Faulkner 
Steven Norman Ferris 
Ricky Kirk Fessenden 
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Ethan D. Field 
Catherine Teresa Flemming 
Patrick Joseph Fogarty 
Karen Marie Foley 
Heather Melissia Fortin 
Jason A. Foss 
Sarah Jo Gagnon 
Brianne Elizabeth Gaige 
Christopher J. Gasper 
Ryan Robert Gass 
Travis Allen Gass 
Aaron Anderson Gauthier 
Andrew James Geissler 
Anna Marie Gellerson 
David B. Gelonese 
April Ann Gephart 
Walter Arthur Gibbons 
Michael B. Giles 
Michael Todd Gillis 
Alexander Thomas Gocze 
John Gomes, III 
Jesse Ellen Gordon 
Jessica Lynn Gormely 
Laura D. Granado 
Andrew S. Grant 
Rob E. Grant 
Amanda Grace Gravelle 
Matthew Gregory Grondin 
Tara Groshek 
Jeffrey C. Guerette 
Hollie Jane Hallett 
Brandon Jacob Haney 
Holly Ann Hansen 
Holhe Helen Hamish 
Tonya Harper 
Carrie Ann Harvey 
Eric Frank Harvey 
Shafe Lea Heistand 
Adam Andrew Henckler 
Ronald T. Henry 
Julia May Hess 
Shannon Taylor Hess 
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Joshua David Hessert 
Jeff Daniel Hichborn 
Melanie Lynn Hill 
Vicki Marie Hoelzer 
Nicole E. Hoffman 
Kristy Marie Holland 
Peter Holman 
Aaron John Horvath 
Kristi Jean Howard 
Richard Joseph Hughes 
Shawn Hughes 
Adele M. Inferrera 
Albert Carl Jackson 
Johnathan Michael Jenkins 
Timothy C. Johnston 
Darius Leonicas Jonason 
Kenneth Peter Jordan 
Jennifer Lea Joy 
Phillip W. Joy 
Kristopher Eric Kaehler 
Rebecca Ellen Kennedy 
Robert David Kimball 
Jessica Lynn Kingsbury 
Joel Thomas Kipfer 
Emily C. Kornfield 
Rebecca Rae Krupke 
Joel Douglas Kydd 
Kimberly Susan Landry 
Mike Sean Lavin 
Abby Lynn Leach 
Benjamin Clayton Leathers 
Meaghan M. Lee 
Molly Jo Lee 
Tammy Lynn Levesque 
Billy Jo Lingley 
Andrew James Littlefield 
Michelle Marie Lopez 
Erin Kathleen Lowe 
Tina Marie Lucas 
Johanna Lydick 
Kellie MacDonald 
Charles A. MacGregor, III 
• 
Brian C. Macleod 
Heather Leah Mallory 
Scott A. Mannke 
James Michael Martin 
Tara Rose Martzial 
Kristi Lorraine Mauger 
Alan Clarence McCann 
Michael McCarty 
Rachel Irene McClure 
Christopher J. McCue 
Laurie Suzanne McGill 
Sherry Ann McLean 
Kevin Robert Meier 
Bradley Warren Drummond 
Merrill 
Jennifer Leigh Minott 
Timothy E. Moon 
Tammy Marie Morales 
Noreen Frances Murphy 
Sean Patrick Murray 
Sharon Nevells 
Shawn Patrick Nevins 
Adam Nickerson 
Regan James Norton 
Sarah Elizabeth Oldenburg 
Gardiner Steven Page 
Holly Michelle Page 
Wayne Thomas Pagnozzi, 
Jr. 
Beth E. Pancoe 
Sarah Helen Parcak 
Adam William Parker 
Justin Joseph Payson 
Matthew Robert Pearson 
Scott Stephen Peddicord 
Mckayla Courtney Peers 
Marcy Laura Pelletier 
Courtnee C. Peters 
Jaime Lyn Peters 
Sarah Louise Peters 
Rebecca Diane Petros 
Nicole Tracey Petty 
Scott Ryan Philbrick 
Daniel Aaron Pincus 
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Ryan M. Pinkham 
Amber Autumn Poole 
Evangeline Claire Pratt 
Shawn F. Puiia 
Jill Suzanne Quirk 
Stacey Jo Rager 
Michael Edward Randall 
Rebecca Arie Rea 
Rebecca Lynn Reed 
Jared Thayne Reeves 
Erik Stetson Remsen 
Matthew Charles Richie 
Tarsha Marie Rideout 
Rebecca Mae Ridlon 
Troy M. Ripley 
Thomas Ritter 
Jason M. Rockett 
John David Rogerson 
Amy Sue Rooney 
Renee Lynn Ross 
Michael George Roy 
Josh Adam Rubin 
Aiko Ito Rudell 
Nicholas P. Sagall 
Molly Salkaln 
Brenda Lurraine Sampson 
Jennifer Lynn Sarieant 
Patrick Anthony Sarto 
Jay Michael Saucier 
Theodore R. Schultz 
Jim P. Seal 
Adam Michael Shaw 
Jason T. Shaw 
Kim Laura Shaw 
D. Zachary Shubert 
Jessica Lynn Shumaker 
Michael H. Simpson 
Kristi Skipper 
Brian W. Slaven 
Tavia Claire Smith 
Michael Pedro Solis 
Aaron Benjamin Soucie 
• 
Jason Allen St. Pierre 
Allison Jayne Staples 
Amanda Libby Stevens 
Mark R. Stewart 
Vanessa Lynn Storer 
Darren David Stover 
Britta K. Strong 
Robert A. Strong, Jr. 
Amy Louise Stubbs 
Jeffrey Allen Stubbs 
Pierre Rodney Summerton 
Lisa Jerome Sutcliffe 
Amanda L. Swartz 
Christother Tyler Tanis 
Dustie . Tate 
Meredith Leigh Theeman 
Jonathan Ricnard Thomas 
Joseph Thomas Thompson 
Sara Grace Thorne 
Kristi Lynn Titcomb 
Jessica L. Tuzzolino 
Alicia Louise Utterback 
Ryan John Vigue 
Jaida Wade 
Barry Clark Walker 
Meghan Michelle Walsh 
Justin E. Warner 
Michelle Lynn Washburn 
Sara Terese Wickware 
Kate McDermott Wiebe 
Michael David Wilcox 
Michael John Wilcox 
Jason Lewis Wiley 
Mary Ann Wiley 
Leshe Diane Wilkes 
Shauna Ann Willoughby 
Tonda Marie Wilson 
Rachael Deidre Wood 
Melissa Leigh Woodward 
Kyle R.R. Woolley 
Benjamin Ryan Worster 
Michael Emery Worster 
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Stewart Berry Wright 
Carey Isabelle Zolper 
Laura Zwanziger 
_ ((Remember, 
no one like 
you will ever 
happen 
again" 
Banana 
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Andrew Adams. Aaron Albee. Robert Alley. Sadie Alley. Heidi Alzerreca. Andrew Ambrose. Morgan Ammerman. Katwren-Jane Anderson. Tiffany Anderson. 
Kristina Andrade. Shannon Apt. Barbara-Jean Archibald. Rae-Ann Armstrong. Mike Arsenault. Nathan Arsenault. Shane Ashe. Terry Ashlock. Kimberly Babcock. 
Jonathan Badger. Whittney Bailey. Thomas Baker. Ian Barker. Patricia Barrett. Jennifer Barry. Crystal Bassett. Mark Benjamin. Melissa Bickford. Corey Bobb. 
Jennifer Booth. Chrissy Bouchea. Timothy Braden. Leslie Bradford. Holly Brookings. Barry Brown. Danielle Brown. Jason Brown. Michelle Brown. Ryan Brown. 
Erika Bruns. Jarad Bryant. Sarah Burke. Jamie Bushey. John Cahoon. Sara Caldwell. Sarah Cameron. Kimberly Campbell. Timothy Campbell. Valerie Campbell. 
Joseph Capehart. Thomas Carey. Joey Caristi. Adam Camey. Malcolm Carr. Sherri Carr. Melissa Caruso. Jodi Caswell. Tama Catell. Keith Caven. Ryan Channell. 
Gene Charette. Candace Cipollina. Jenell Cipollina. Angela Coffin. William Coffin. Kristin Cole. Julie Commeau. Mac Cook. Sean Corbett. Nicole Crawford Kevin 
Crowe. Peter Currie. Brian Curtis. Kerry Darling. Jeffrey Davis. Chuck Day. Sandy De Hate. Melanie Deyone. Matthew Dickey. Sarah Diecidue. Thomas Driscoll. 
Carey Dube. Donald Dun n. Sonya Dunton. Jodie Dyer. Jason Edgecomb. Mandy El-Begearmi. Autumn Eldridge. Amy-Marie Ellis. Perrin Ellis. Kristine Emerton. 
Joseph Ervin. Karen Este tie Falk. David Farren. David Farthing. Bernard Fergerson. Jeremy Ferris. Jodi Ferris. Andrew Fessenden. Ian Fidler. Mo9ica Field. 
Peter Fitzgerald. Sha o Colleen Francis. Eric Francis. John Franklin. Stephany Gaige. Jamie Gallant. Lori Gallant. Pamela Gans. Zachary Gardner. Joshua 
Garland. Margo G . Spen Garrett. Josha Gass. Christopher Gauthier. Amanda Getchell. Jennifer Ghergia. Stephanie Gifford. Crystal Gildred. Alison 
Glanville. ·col ·sa G d. eidi Gowen. Blaine Green. Bonita Grindle. Jessica Grindle. Brooke Goss. Kristen Guerin. Robert Gustin. Catherine Hale. 
Kimberly Ha ·ton. Kimberly Hammil. Jennifer Harriman. Geoffrey Harrison. James Hartford. Karen Harvey. Matthew Harvey. James 
Hawks. Brooke ayes. shua Higgins. Janine Hightower. Jennifer Hill-Snyder. Ryan Hodge. Jennifer Hodgkins. Dena Houmani. Joshua Hunter. 
Nicole Huchinson. Khang H nd. Ryan Jarrell. Carrie Jenkins. James Johnston. Brandon Jones. Brett Jones. Ethan Jordan. Amanda Joy. Christopher 
Junkins. Corey Junkin E · Kates-Chinoy. John Kelleher. Cassie Khavari. Sarah King. Darci Kingsbury. Katherine Kosiba. Lewis Kotredes. Paul 
Lafollette. Danielle Lar e. e. Ad Lawson. Elizabet Leathers. Nicholas LeBlanc. Tim LeBlanc. Steven LeCiair. David Leighton. Stephen Leture. 
Gabriel Lewis. Jessica Lib y. Je a Libby. B · dsay. Kris Lindstam. Benjamin Lippit. Brock Littlefield. Katie Lizzotte. Amanda Lord. Kara Lux. Brandon 
MacKay. Kellie Madore. Corey er. Sha an Julie Makris. Krist Mallory. Juliette Malmstrom. Amie Malo. Kenneth Mansfield. Sarah Marble. Melissa 
Marszalek. Abigail Martin. Luc y Matth s Johanna McDougall. Shaun McGillicuddy. Dennis McGrath. Adam McKay. Chris McLean. Jonathan 
McLeod. Griffin McManus. Kara e r. Daniel Melanson. Michael Melochick. Joseph Merrill. Merico Meucci, Elizabeth Miller. Josh Mooers. 
Christina Moon. Lisa Moores. Matth ulie-J . on. Holly Morrison. Ben Morse. Emily Morse. Erica Morse. Sarah Mullen. Christina Nelon. John 
Nelson. Crystal Nersessian. Jamie Ness. ephen Neve en. Chris Nill. Mark Owens. Joseph Page. Chris Pappas. Travis Penny. Jason Perry. Elizabeth 
Peters. Melissa Philbrook. Leigh Phillips. h Plou . Adam Porter. David Potter. Samuel Pressey. Paul Preyer. Susan Price. David Proctor. Ryan 
Proctor. Abigail Pullen. Chester Quimby. James ym d. Michael Reid. Rebecca Rexrode. Christopher Richardson. Thomas Richmond. Michael 
Rines. Christopher Robertson. Michael Robins Rocco Rowe. Adrian Rushton. Elizabeth Russell. James Russell . Ryan Russell . Dana Ryder. 
Sara Sabattus. Judi Sampson. Jill Savage. Jody Sc andon Scott. Sheila Sheedy. Anne Shepherd. Joshua Shirley. Brooke Shubert. Emily 
Shubert. Jeffrey Shulkosky. Robert Sickles. Andy s· rian min. Justi Small. Allison Smith. Caleb Smith. Eddie Smith. David Smith. Matthew Smith. 
Nichole Smith. Richard Smith. Sarah Smith. Sarh Smith Ra ·e. Saran earing. Rebecca Staples. Christina Steeves. Amy Stolz. Adam Stone. Eugene 
Stubbs. Dennis Sullivan. Eric Summerton. Andy Summer. n Svobo ngsirilak. Phu Thai. Fred Thibodeau. Christopher Thompson. Tara Thurlow. 
Lyndsay Tower. Chad Tracy. John Tran. Justin Travers. T.J. e. Jason ner. April Umble. Michelle Umble. Sara Urquhart. Stephen Vanidestine. 
Torvic Vardamis. Ricard Vazquez. Adam Violette. Helen Vo. Eric Vo . Laura Walker. Kevin Walsh. Benjamin Ward. George Warren. Tom 
Waterman. Angela Watson. Timothy Watts. Brian Webber. Dou heelden. Danielle White. Pamela White. Jamie Whitney. Erin Willette. 
Josiah Willey. Rae-Lynn Willey. Carie Williams. Logan Williams. Mi arah Witham. Sarah Woodsome. Zach Woodward . Katherine Work. Wai 
Kue Yee. Andrew Adams. Aaron Albee. Robert Alley. Sadie Alley. H i drew Ambrose. Morgan Ammerman. Katwren-Jane Anderson. Tiffany 
Anderson. Kristina Andrade. Shannon Apt. Barbara-Jean Archibald. R 7\nn strong. · rsenault. Nathan Arsenault. Shane Ashe. Terry Ashlock. 
Kimberly Babcock. Jonathan Badger. Whittney Bailey. Thomas Baker. Ian Bar er. r Barry. Crystal Bassett. Mark Benjamin. Melissa Bickford. 
Corey Bobb. Jennifer Booth. Chrissy Bouchea. Timothy Braden. Leslie Bradfor y Broo s. Barry Brown. Danielle Brown. Jason Brown. Michelle Brown. 
Ryan Brown. Erika Bruns. Jarad Bryant. Sarah Burke. Jamie Bushey. John Cahoon. Sara C I. Sarah Cameron. Kimberly Campbell. Timothy Campbell. Valerie 
Campbell. Joseph Capehart. Thomas Carey. Joey Caristi. Adam Carney. Malcolm Ca ri Carr. Melissa so. Jodi Caswell. Tama Catell. Keith Caven. Ryan 
Channell. Gene Charette. Candace Cipollina. Jenell Cipollina. Angela Coffin. Willia Coffin. Kri ulie Commeau. Mac Cook. Sean Corbett. Nicole 
Crawford Kevin Crowe. Peter Currie. Brian Curtis. Kerry Darling. Jeffrey Davis. Chuck elanie Deyone. Matthew Dickey. Sarah Diecidue. 
Thomas Driscoll. Carey Dube. Donald Dunton. Sonya Dunton. Jodie Dyer. Jason Edgecomb. ndy rmi. Aut n Eldridge. Amy-Marie Ellis. Perrin Ellis. 
Kristine Emerton. Joseph Ervin. Karen Estey. Katie Falk. David Farren. David Farthing. Bernard Ferg n. Jeremy ·s. Jodi Ferris. Andrew Fessenden. Ian 
Fidler. Monica Field. Peter Fitzgerald. Shannon Ford. Colleen Francis. Eric Francis. John Franklin S any Gai ie Gallant. Lori Gallant. Pamela Gans. 
Zachary Gardner. Joshua Garland. Margo Garnett. Spencer Garrett. Josha Gass. Christopher Gaut Aman ll . Jennifer Ghergia. Stephanie Gifford. 
Crystal Gildred. Alison Glanville. Nicole Goss. Lisa Gould. Heidi Gowen . Blaine Green. Bonita Grin · Je e. Broo Goss. Kristen Guerin. Robert 
Gustin. Catherine Hale. Kimberly Hall. Scott Hall. Megan Hamilton. Kimberly Hammil. Jennifer Ha · arrison. es Hartford. Karen Harvey. 
Matthew Harvey. James Hawks. Brooke Hayes. Joshua Hiatt. Molly Higgins. Janine Hightower. Jennifer · 1-Sny . Rya odge. Jennifer Hodgkins. Dena 
Houmani. Joshua Hunter. Nicole Huchinson. Khang Huynh. Erika Ireland. Ryan Jarrell. Carrie Jenkins. James Johnst Br on Jones. Brett Jones. Ethan Jordan. 
Amanda Joy. Christopher Junkins. Corey Junkins. Eric Jutkiewicz. Sara Kates-Chinoy. John Kelleher. Cassie Khav rah King. Darci Kingsbury. Katherine 
Kosiba. Lewis Kotredes. Paul Lafollette. Danielle Larcombe. Lance Lavoie. Adam Lawson. Elizabet Leathers. Nichola lane. Tim LeBlanc. Steven LeClair. David 
Leighton. Stephen Leture. Gabriel Lewis. Jessica Libbey. Jessica Libby. Brian Lindsay. Kris Lindstam. Benjamin Lipp1t. Brock Littlefield. Katie Lizzotte. Amanda 
Lord. Kara Lux. Brandon MacKay. Kellie Madore. Corey Maher. Shannon Maher. Julie Makris. Krist Mallory. Juliette Malmstrom. Amie Malo. Kenneth Mansfield. 
Sarah Marble. Melissa Marszalek. Abigail Martin. Lucas Martin. Jeremy Matthews. Johanna McDougall. Shaun McGillicuddy. Dennis McGrath . Adam McKay. 
Chris McLean. Jonathan McLeod. Griffin McManus. Kara McManus. April Meier. Daniel Melanson. Michael Melochick. Joseph Merrill. Merico Meucci, Elizabeth 
Miller. Josh Mooers. Christina Moon. Lisa Moores. Matthew Morgan. Billie-Jo Morrison. Holly Morrison. Ben Morse. Emily Morse. Erica Morse. Sarah Mullen. ' 
Christina Nelon. John Nelson. Crystal Nersessian . Jamie Ness. Stephen Nevells. Son Nguyen. Chris Nill. Mark Owens. Joseph Page. Chris Pappas. Travis Penny. 
Jason Perry . Elizabeth Peters. Melissa Philbrook. Leigh Phillips. Peper Pitula. Leigh Plourde. Adam Porter. David Potter. Samuel Pressey. Paul Preyer. Susan Price. 
David Proctor. Ryan Proctor. Abigail Pullen. Chester Quimby. James Quimby. Brian Raymond. Michael Reid. Rebecca Rexrode. Christopher Richardson . T~omas 
Richmond. Michael Rines. Christopher Robertson . Michael Robinson. Rocco Rodriguez. Nicole Rowe. Adrian Rushton. Elizabeth Russell . James Russell. Ryan 
Russell. Dana Ryder. Sara Sabattus. Judi Sampson. Jill Savage. Jody Scammon. Amanda Scott. Brandon Scott. Sheila Sheedy. Anne Shepherd. Joshua Shirley. 
Brooke Shubert. Emily Shubert. Jeffrey Shulkosky. Robert Sickles. Andy Silver. Brianne Slamin. Justin Small. Allison Smith. Caleb Smith. Eddie Smith. David 
Smith. Matthew Smith . Nichole Smith. Richard Smith. Sarah Smith. Sarh Smith. Rachael Soucie. Sarah Spearing. Rebecca Staples. Christina Steeves. Amy Stolz. 
Adam Stone. Eugene Stubbs. Dennis Sullivan. Eric Summerton. Andy Summer. Logan Svoboda. Prayut Taengsirilak. Phu Thai. Fred Thibodeau. Christopher 
Thompson. Tara Thurlow. Lyndsay Tower. Chad Tracy. John Tran. Justin Travers. T.J. True. Jason Tuck. Luke Turner. April Umble. Michelle Umble. Sara 
Urquhart. Stephen Vanidestine. Torvic Vardamis. Ricard Vazquez. Adam Violette. Helen Vo. Eric Vogel. Heather Wain. Laura Walker. Kevin Walsh. Benjamin 
Ward . George Warren. Tom Waterman. Angela Watson. Timothy Watts. Brian Webber. Doug Westman. Lindsay Wheelden. Danielle White. Pamela White . Jamie 
Whitney. Erin Willette. Josiah Willey. Rae-Lynn Willey. Carie Williams. Logan Williams. Michelle Winchester. Sarah Witham. Sarah Woodsome. Zach Woodward. 
Katherine Work. Wai Kue Yee. Andrew Adams. Aaron Albee. Robert Alley. Sadie Alley. Heidi Alzerreca. Andrew Ambrose. Morgan Ammerman. Katwren-Jane 
Tiffany Anderson. Kristina Andrade. Shannon Apt. Barbara-Jean Archibald. Rae-Ann Armstrong. Mike Arsenault. Nathan Arsenault. Shane Ashe. Terry Ashlock. 
Kimberly Babcock. Jonathan Badger. Whittney Bailey. Thomas Baker. Ian Barker. Patricia Barrett. Jennifer Barry. Crystal Bassett. Mark Benjamin. Melissa Bickford. 
Corey Bobb. Jennifer Booth . Chrissy Bouchea. Timothy Braden. Leslie Bradford. Holly Brookings. Barry Brown. Danielle Brown. Jason Bro~n . Michelle Brown. 
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Class of 1998 
Freshmen Class Council 
The Class of 1998 is a high-spirited, 
power-driven group. Ready to pull 
together with a moment's notice, they 
have started their quest to raise money 
for graduation. Advisors for the Fresh-
man Class are Mr. Ylagan and Mrs . An-
drei. 
Andrew Q. Adams 
Aaron Philip Albee 
Robert Alley 
Sadie Marie Alley 
Heidi G. Alzerreca 
Andrew Jay Ambrose 
Morgan M. Ammeman 
Katwren J.M. Anderson 
Portia Lee Anderson 
Tiffany A. Anderson 
Kristina Andrade 
Barbara-Jean Pauline 
Archibald 
Rae-Ann Armstrong 
Michael Dwayne Arsenault 
Nathan F. Arsenault 
Shane S. Ashe 
Syrenata N. Ashley 
Terry Dean Ashlock 
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Row I: Phu Thai, Chrissy Bouchea, Cassie Khavari, Dena Houmani . Row 2: Mr. Fennimore, Mike Reid, 1 
Susan Price, Erica Morse, Cara McManus, Brooke Hayes, Emily Morse, Sarah Mullen, Katie Falk, Lindsay 
Wheelden, Tama Catell, Mr. Sponberg. 
Kimberly J. Babcock 
Jonathan H. Badger 
Whitney Sue Bailey 
Ian M. Barker 
Patricia Barrett 
Jennifer Barry 
Crystal Ann Bassett 
Mark Aaron Benjamin 
Melissa Bickford 
Core):'. James Bobb 
Jenmfer Booth 
Christine M. Bouchea 
Timothy Daniel Braden 
Leslie S. Bradford 
Joshua P. Branscomb 
Holly Brookings 
Barry Brown 
Damelle Cherie Brown 
Jason Walter Brown 
Michelle Denise Brown 
Ryan Shawn Brown 
Erika K. Bruns 
Jarad Thomas Bryant 
Sarah J. Burke 
Jamie P. Bushey 
John Robert Canoon 
Sara M. Caldwell 
Sarah B. Cameron 
Kimberly Faith Campbell 
Timothy S. Campbell 
Valerie Camrbell 
Joseph Capenart 
Thomas Carey 
Joseph F. Caristi 
Adam M. Carney 
Malcolm E. Carr III 
Sherri L. Carr 
Melissa Ann Caruso 
Jodi Caswell 
Tama F. Catell 
Keith A. Caven 
Debra Jean Chambers 
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Ryan S. Channell 
Gene Charette, Jr. 
Candace M. Cipollina 
Jenell R. Cipollina 
Angela A. Coffin 
Williams J.S. Coffin 
Kristin A. Cole 
Julie Commeau 
Mac A. Cook 
Sean M. Corbett 
Nicole Crawford 
Kevin P. Crowe 
Peter Currie 
Brian J. Curtis 
Kerry Darling 
Jeffrey F. Davis 
Charles Day 
Sandy DeHate 
Melanie J. Deyone 
Matthew Lee Dickey 
Sarah E. Diecidue 
Thomas Anthony Driscoll, IV 
Carey Lynn Dube 
Donald Dunton 
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Sonya M. Dunton 
Jodi Dyer 
Jason L. Edgecomb 
Mandy M. El-Begearmi 
Autumn D. Elaridge 
Amy-Marie A. Ellis 
Perrin Alonzo Ellis 
Kristine Emerton 
Joseph W. Ervin 
Karen Estey 
Katie Falk 
David Adam Farren 
David Farthing 
Bernard Fergerson 
Jeremy Ferris 
Jodi A. Ferris 
Andrew Ryan Fessenden 
Ian C. Fidler 
Monica Amy Field 
Peter Fitzgerald 
Shannon Ford 
Colleen Francis 
John M. Franklin 
Mindy Froehlich 
Stephany M. Gaige 
James Gallant 
Lori Gallant 
Pamela Gans 
Zachary J. Gardner 
Joshua Garland 
Margo Garnett 
Spencer Paul Garrett 
Joshua Gass 
Christopher G. Gauthier 
Jennifer Elizabeth Ghergia 
Stephanie Jeanne Gifford 
Crystal Gildred 
Ahsan Glanville 
Nicole Ann Goss 
Heidi Gowen 
Blaine Green 
Bonita Grindle 
Jessica R. Grindle 
Brooke Gross 
Kristen Guerin 
Robert Paul Gustin 
Catherine Hale 
Kimberly Anne Hall 
Scott Hall 
Megan Hamilton 
Kimberly C. Hammill 
Jennifer Lynn Harriman 
Geofrey Thomas Harrison 
James R. Hartford 
Karen Harvey 
Matthew Joseph Harvey 
James W. Hawks, Jr. 
Brooke Hayes 
Joshua T. Hiatt 
Molly Rae Higgins 
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Janine Hightower 
Jennifer Hilf-Snyder 
Ryan B. Hodge 
Jennifer Hodgkins 
Dena Houmani 
Joshua Hunter 
Nicole Hutchinson 
Khang N Huynh 
Erika Kristen Ireland 
Ryan Jarrell 
Carrie M. Jenkins 
Jaime Lee Johnson 
James Johnston 
Brandon Jones 
Brent J. Jones 
Ethan Jordan 
Amanda Joy 
Christopher Junkins 
Corey Junkins 
Eric J. Jutkiewicz 
Sara Kates-Chinoy 
John Christopher Kelleher, III 
Cassie Omid Khavari 
Sarah Anne King 
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Darci L. Kingsbury 
Katherine Anne Kosiba 
Lewis Kotredes 
Paula Lafollette 
Danielle Marie Larcombe 
Lance Lavoie 
Adam Lawson 
Elizabeth Leathers 
Nicholas Leblanc 
Timothy Leblanc 
Steven LeClair 
David Leighton 
::>tepnen Leture 
Gabriel Lewis 
Jessica Lynn Libbey 
Jessica Lynn Libby 
Brian Lindsay 
Kris A. Lindstam 
Benjamin Lippitt 
Brock Littlefield 
Ka tie Lizzotte 
Amanda Campbell Lord 
Kara Michelle Lux 
Brandon J. MacKay 
Kellie Madore 
Martha Elizabeth Madore 
Corey Ronald Maher 
Shannon Mary Maher 
Vay a (Julie) Makris 
Juliette Malmstrom 
Amie Rose Malo 
Kenneth Mansfield 
Sarah Marble 
Amy A. Marcous 
Melissa L. Marszalek 
Abigail Martin 
Lucas Martin 
Jeremy Matthews 
Johanna E. McDougall 
Shaun McGillicuddy 
Denise McGrath 
Adam McKay 
Christopher McLean 
Jonathan David McLeod 
Griffin McManus 
Kara McManus 
April Lynn Meier 
Daniel john Melanson 
Michael Melochick 
Joseph E. Merrill 
Menco Jason Meucci 
Elizabeth Miller 
Joshua Mooers 
Christina Moon 
Lisa Moores 
Matthew Cyrus Morgan 
Billie-Jo Morrison 
Holly Ann Morrison 
Ben Scott Morse 
Emily Morse 
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Erica Morse 
Sarah E. Mullen 
Christina S. Nelon 
John Nelson 
Crystal R. Nersessian 
Jamie Lynn Ness 
Stephen Gus Nevells 
Son Nguyen 
Chns Nill 
Mark J. Owens 
Joseph Dale Page 
Christopher Pappas 
Travis Wade Penny 
Jason Joseph Perry 
Elizabeth J. Peters 
Melissa L. Philbrook 
Leigh Phillips 
Peter Kevin Pitula 
Leigh Plourde 
Adam Porter 
David Potter 
Samuel Pressey 
Paul Preyer 
Susan Price 
David Proctor 
Ryan Proctor 
Abigail Pullen 
Chester A. Quimby, III 
James P. Qmmby 
Brian Raymond 
Christopher Mick Raymond 
Michael Reid 
Rebecca Louise Rexrode 
Christopher Robert 
Richardson 
Thomas John Richmond 
Michael Rines 
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Scott Allen Roberts 
Christopher Robertson 
Michael Robinson 
Rocco A. Rodriguez 
Nicole Rowe 
Adrian Nicholas Rushton 
Elizabeth Russell 
James Russell 
Ryan Russell 
Dana Ryder 
Sara Sabattus 
Judi Sampson 
Shylo E. Sargent 
Jill Savage 
Jody Lynn Scammon 
Amanda Scott 
Brandon J. Scott 
Sheila Sheedy 
Anne M. Shepherd 
Joshua Shirley 
Brooke Shubert 
Emily Shubert 
Jeffery Mark Shulkosky 
Robert Sickles 
Andy Silver 
Brianne Slamin 
Justin Small 
Allison Smith 
Caleb Smith 
Carl "Eddie" Smith 
David R. Smith 
Nichole Lynn Smith 
Richard A. Smith 
Sarah Smith 
Rachael Soucie 
Sarah Spearing 
Angela Rose Spencer 
Reoecca Staples 
Christina Steeves 
Amy Stoltz 
Adam Stone 
Eugene M. Stubbs 
Dennis P. Sullivan 
Eric S. Summerton 
Andy Sumner 
Logan Svoboda 
Prayut Taengsirilak 
Phu Thai 
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Fred Thibodeau 
Christopher Thompson 
Tara Thurlow 
Lyndsay Tower 
Chad I. Tracy 
Josh Tran 
Justin M. Travers 
Thomas True 
Jason Aaron Tuck 
Lucas Turner 
April A. Umble 
Michelle Marie Umble 
Sara J. Urquhart 
Stephen Vanidestine 
Torvic Vardamis 
Ricardo A. Vazquez 
Adam Viofette 
Helen Vo 
Eric J. Vogel 
Heather M. Wain 
Laura Walker 
Kevin Paul Walsh 
Benjamin M. Ward 
George Bearce Warren 
Thomas Waterman 
Angela M. Watson 
Timothy Watts 
Brian John Webber 
Doug Anthony Westman 
Lindsay Wheelden 
Pamela K. White 
James Roland Whitney, Jr. 
Erin Willette 
Josiah Willey 
Rae-Lynn Wiley 
Carie Williams 
Logan Linn Williams 
Michelle Winchester 
Sarah Witham 
Sarah W oodsome 
Zachary Woodward 
Katherine Work 
Wai Kue Yee 
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ACTIV 
Of all of the things that we will re 
years at Bangor High School, the ac-
are sure to be among the most memo-
a l ways set Bangor High School 
avid involvement in school activities, 
the past few years the number of ac-
so that every student might have an 
ests and talents, and to give to the 
The friends that we have made, ex-
and all that we have learned have 
each student has put into their activity 
time here at Bangor High School The 
ITIES 
member when looking hack upon our 
tivities that we have participated in 
rahle. One of the many things that has 
students apart from the rest is their 
events, and in the community. Over 
tivities that are offered has nwltiplied, 
arena in which to express their inter-
school a glimpse of who they truly are. 
periences that we have undergone, 
made all of the time and energy that 
seem worthwhile and had nwde our 
Time of our Lives 
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Student Council 
The 1994-1995 student council has enjoyed a very productive and active year. Following the council elections in the fall, 
we held a successful homecoming week. The homecoming dance and numerous other fund raisers allowed the student 
council to be involved with various projects. 
The council sent forty-four representatives to a leadership conference at Brewer High School and sponsored seven to 
attend the regional convention at Old Town High School. The student council prided itself on its participation with 
various school projects such as the mock election in November. Involvement in school functions is an integral part of 
student council. We were able to make a donation to benefit the senior section of the yearbook, sponsor a boy and a girl 
to attend Boy's and Girl's State, helped with funds for close-up, sponsored the fourth annual faculty breakfast, and 
ushered at the academic awards night. As a result of our hard work and fund raising we presented a scholarship to a 
graduating senior. 
The 1994-1995 student council prides itself on a wonderful year. We lent a great amount of support to other clubs and 
organizations at Bangor High School. As the senior council members bid farewell, we wish the councils to come 
continued success. 
Officers (left to right): Sara Parker {Secretary) Jill Gardner {Vice President), Dan Reid (President), Brian Long (Treasurer). 
Row 1: Susan Price, Maria Karris, Jill Gardner Row 2: Mr. Monk, 
Kaleem Clarkson, Chris Wright, Mark Bower, Wanthani Briggs Row 3: 
Nat Clark, Stewart Wright, Nick Carlisle, Fred Moore. 
Row 1: Beth Pancoe, 
Allyson Ashe Row 2: 
Kate Comeau, Sarah 
Oldenburg Row 3: Jessica 
Libbey Row 4: Brooke 
Hayes Row 5: Mike Reid, 
Emily Ayer Row 6: Brian 
Long, Dan Reid 
t:t:Leadership and learning 
are indispensable 
to each other" 
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Key Club 
Key Club began the year with well over 100 mem-
bers. Eager to work in the community, in the fall 
members participated in fund raising efforts for the 
Shaw House, MPBN, and the Kiwanis Club lunch-
eon. They also helped area children carve Hal-
loween pumpkins, distributed health information 
for St. Joseph's hospital, shopped for Thanksgiving 
food baskets, and took area children Christmas 
shopping. Spring semester brought several spring 
fairs that called on Key Club to pitch in as did the 
drama club at the regional One Act competition. 
The year ended with a fun trip to Springfield, Mas-
sachusetts and the induction of new officers . 
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Officers (From Left to Right): Taryn McNichol, Hea ther Boehmer, Pat Griffin , Wanthani Briggs, 
Jessie Michaud 
Fresh men: Row I: Margo Garnet, Brooke Gross, Darcie 
Kingsbury, Chrissy Bouch ea, Cassie Khavari , Holly Brook-
ings, Jenny Barry Row 2: Johanna McDougal, Ca rrie Jenkins, 
Leslie Brad ford, Racheal Soucie, Erica Bruns, Emily Morse, 
Cara McManus, Nicole Hutchinson, Erika Morse, Jodie Cas-
well , Sarah Spearing, Susan Price, Ben Morse, Katie Faulk, 
Monica Field, Erika Ire land, Sarah Mullen, Janelle Cipollina, 
Jenine Hightower, Jenn Harriman 
Sophomores: Row I: Stacey Rager, Julia Hess, Shanna 
Hess, Beth Pancoe, Rebecca Kennedy, Jennifer Minott 
Allison Staples, Liz Downey, Meredith Theeman, Lis 
Sutcliffe, Michelle Washburn, Sarah Parcak, Britt 
Strong, Sarah Oldenberg, Katrina Abell, Ally Ashe 
Meaghan Lee, Row 2: Marie Blanke, McKayla Peers 
Adelle Inferera, Karen Foley, Amanda Esposito, Steph 
anie DeRosa, Brianne Gaige, Sarah Wickware, Ryan Gass 
Jon Boehmer, Jesse Gordon, Mike Lavin, Peter Holman 
Ian Cohen, Aaron Emery, Josh Rubin 
Seniors: Row I: Marisha Ouellette, Leah Ba&ley, Jill Gard-
ner, Sarah Trafton, Row 2: Heather Boenmer, Aimee 
Soucie, Sara Sabal, Carla Peavex. Natalie Lavin, Amanda 
Raker, Christina Query, Heidi Steeves, Brooks Deering, 
Liza Watts 
Juniors: Row I : Emily Ayer, Michelle Leen, Angela Pool-
er, Whitney McManus, Christy Wilkes, Jamie Guevera, 
Katie Stevens, Kate Spearing, Christina Hunt Kari 
Rosenthal , Liz Morse, Row 2: Joel Cough, Scott St. Louis, 
Jeremy Ashe, Mark Bower, Bill McDougal, Chris Falk, 
Matt Cook, Josh Madore, Matt Haskell, Ian Swett Sarah 
Limberis, Sarah Grover, Abby Johnson, Jamie Stitham 
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National Honor Society 
The National Honor Society, a national organization rec-
ognizing student academic achievement, had a success-
ful year promoting service and leadership, providing 
peer tutors, and selling lollipops. Members are chosen by 
the school faculty, and all sophomores, juniors, and sen-
iors with a 3.0 grade point average or higher are eligible 
for election. Membership is an honor as well as an obliga-
tion. This year's officers were Kristen Johnston (Pres-
ident), Emily Bragg (Vice President), Anju Rozario (Sec-
retary), Christine Bragg (Treasurer), and Dan Reid (Par-
liamentarian). 
Standing: Aimee ?oucie, Sarah Glanvile, Owen 
King, Heather Arsenault, Kyna Pitula, Jon 
Halperyn, Jill Gardner, Brett Cough, Leah Bagley, 
Meaghan Hannan, Sara Parker, Dan Silver, N"ate 
Pusey, Travis Godsoe (not pictured) Sittin$ Erika 
Bailey, Lyzzi Teixeira, Anya Lewis, Beth Lote 
(left to right): Megan Owens, Megan Phillips, Justine 
Owens, Kate Schfegel, Liz Morse, Wanthani Briggs, 
Kari Rosenthal, Jeremy Walsh, Sara Grover, Jan Swett, 
Jen Malmstrom, Maria-Alexis Karris, Mark Bower, 
Jason Goldsmith, Gavin McCarthy, Chris Wright 
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National Merit 
Semi-Finalists and 
Commended Scholars 
The National Merit Scholar Awards are presented to students who scored exceptionally high on the PSAT during their junior year. 
This year the number of students receiving the award was extremely high . 
Row 1: Mike Hetley, Tobias Petros, Brett Cough, Meaghan Hannan, Beth Cote, Aimee Soucie, Kirk Allen; Row 2: Kristen Johnston, Erika Bailey, Anya Lewis, Dan 
Silver, Nate Pusey. 
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S.E.E.D. 
SEED activities this year included 
fall and spring clean-ups of the school 
grounds and in the city. We also ex-
panded our recycling program within 
the school. We were fortunate to 
sponsor guest speakers, highlighted 
by Thai environmentalist Tuenjai 
Deetes. A five hundred dollar dona-
tion from Wal-Mart's "green fund" 
helped us to develop recycling pro-
grams, purchase materials for bat 
boxes, and explore areas ranging from 
composting to energy conservation to 
organic farming. 
"I went to the woods because I wished to live 
deliberately . .. " 
-Thoreau 
Ro.w ~ : Ms. Benoit, Danielle Knowlton, Chrissy Bouchea, Sarah Glanville, Emily Bragg, Christine Bragg, Lyzzi 
Teixeira, Anju Rozario, Cassie Khavari, Laurie McGill, Leslie Wilkes, Becky Rea, Sara Spearing, Row 2: Christina 
~unt, Christy Thomas, Jen Harrison, Maria Mendoza, Cady Brerkel, Caroline Perryman, Afiison Staples, Dan 
Pincus, Saran Parcak, Susan Price, Katie Stevens, Holly Brookings, Katie Falk, Dana Ryder, Niki Hutchins, 
Darcy Kingsbury, Brooke Gross, Row 3: Monika Libby, Shawna Lydick, Cara McManus, Afison Glanville, Aaron 
Emery, Andy Grant, Josh Rubin, Matt Fessenden, Erika Ireland, Liz Miller, 
Michelle Washburn, Jane Doe, Lisa Sutcliffe, Jane Doe, Meredith Thee-
man, Becca Edson, Britta Strong, Erik Remsen, Peter Holman, Stacey 
Rager, Erica Bruns, Abby Pullen, Erika Morse, Andrew Crawford 
Officers: Top left: Britta Strong, Top right: Peter Holman, Bottom left: Meredith Thee-
man, Bottom right: Becca Edson 
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Envir·othon 
This year's group of students participating in the Envirothon competition was one of the strongest ever. The Envirothon competi-
tion is a statewide contest testing the group's knowledge of the environment - from general topics such as the ecosystem to 
specific areas including forestry, oceanography, and other environmental concerns. The students represented BHS well in the state 
competition and hope to come back next year to participate again. 
Row 1: Alicia Utterback, Holly Hansen, Heather Carter Row 2: Mr. Harrington, Brooke Shubert, Dan Acheson, Nicole Boutelier, Chris Winstead, Leslie Wilkes, 
Becky Rea, Jennifer Harrison, Ben Bigney, Maria Mendoza, Justine Owen, Mr. Morgan, Mrs. Harrison 
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Student A.l.D.S. Committee 
The purpose of the Student AIDS Committee 
is to raise awareness of AIDS in our community, 
and this year was no exception. This year the 
committee's fifth year of existence, members 
handed out red ribbons in recognition of World 
AIDS Day, participated in the annual AIDS walk, 
and held educational nights for the community. 
This year was the committee's largest group 
ever, and members hope to continue their suc-
cess for years to come. 
Officers: Julie Kirstein (treas.), Kari Rosenthal (VP), Sarah 
Grover (Pres.), Katherine Griffin (sec.). 
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Row I: Natalie Lavin, Amanda Raker, Maggie Michaud, Tena Young, Kristie Denner, Holly Brook· 
ings, Martha Bolduc, Sara Spearing, Julie Hams, Amy Freidenberg. Row 2: Enca Morse, Angela 
Pooler, Liz Morse, Julie Malmstrom. Row 3: Skye Healey, Michelle Washburn, Taryn McNichol, 
Allison Staples, Abby Johnson, Angie Dubois, Eric~ Hailey, Lisa Su~cliffe, ~ate Schl~gel, Rebecca 
Kennedy, Whitney McManus, Britta Strong, Jamie Guevera, Christy Wilkes, Emily ~yer, J~n 
Malmstrom, Sonja Benson, Carolyn Perryman, Becky.Rea, Ca~y Berke!, Sarah L1mbens, Leshe 
Wilkes, Katie Stevens, Emily Morse, Mike Lavin, Jessi Goldsmith. 
AFS 
Officers: Louise Mallory, Caroline Perryman, Sarah Glenville, Christina Mallett 
AFS is an international organizational that promotes intercultural learning 
through worldwide exchanges. In the AFS club students meet new people 
from countries around the world as well as from their own community. 
In the AFS club this year, members were involved in educational, fund-
raising, and fellowship activities. There were "country presentations" on 
Ecuador, Paraguay, Germany, Switzerland and Japan. Also during the year, 
AFS members organized a welcome pizza party, a Halloween get-together, a 
Christmas party, and a number of fund-raising activities including a bottle 
drive and a spaghetti dinner. Many club members also participated in a day 
exchange with Orono High School. 
Clockwise from left: Maria Mendoza, Andrea Kristenson, Paulina Bedoya, Ken Allen , Christina Mallett, Becky Millar, Matthias Busch, Silvia Eberhard t, Mayumi 
Miyachi, Winnie Huynh, Caroline Perryman, Anju Rozario, Sarah Glanville, Louise Mallory 
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Girls' and Boys' State 
Row One: Sarah Glanville Row Two: Brooks Deering, 
Meaghan Hannan, Jill Gardner, Lyzzi Teixeira, Jen 
Maher (Absent) 
This 
p a s 
L 
summer, 
Boys State, a 
week long gov-
ernment seminar, 
E 
was held at Maine 
Maritime Academy in 
Castine. Delegates spent 
the week learning about the 
A 
workings of government on the 
local, state, and national levels, and 
were a part of a mock government. The 
BHS delegates grasped every opportunity 
D 
to involve themselves and came away from 
the week with a new understanding of our gov-
ernmental system. 
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E Girls State, a week long government seminar, was held at Husson college this past summer and included among its delegates five BHS students. During the week, the 
students were involved in a mock government R which held town meetings, passed bills, and in-volved themselves in a number of heated po-
litical discussions. The girls came away 
from the experience with a new appre-s ciation and knowledge of our gov-ernmental system. 
In Front: 
Da n Reid , 
Kevin Pa rke, 
Ben Robertson In 
Back: Jon Halperyn, 
Sa m Mo ring, Travis 
Godsoe 
H 
I 
p 
Odyssey of the Mind 
OM is a competition of both knowledge and skill among teams consisting of students at the elementary, middle school, and high 
school levels. Students select a long term problem to solve and present their solutions in a given amount of time to a panel of judges 
during the competition. Winning teams pass on from city level competition to regional, state and national levels. 
Row I : Ben Bigney, Caterina Anderson, Audrey Tarr, Amy Freidenberg, Jon Ferland 
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Debate 
The Debate Team had an exceptional year, competing successfully in eight tournaments that were held all over the state. Led by 
Captain Jenn Malmstrom, the relatively young team consisting of mostly sophomores and freshmen competed in both Lincoln-
Douglas and Policy style debates. In addition to the two traditional styles of debate, the Debate Team sent several students to the 
Maine Student Congress. The Student Congress is a mock parliament/U.S. Senate which gives students the opportunity to pass 
and dissolve laws that affect Maine and the nation. 
Row One: Dan Pincus Row Two: Julie Malmstrom, Sarah Parcak, Jen Malmstrom, Row Three: Lyndsay Combellee, Jason Rockett, Courtney Peters, Kim Landry 
Mr. Pelletier, Tim Dodge 
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Speech 
The Speech Team gained many new members this year, as well as a new coach. They have been very successful and, though few 
in number, they have been large in impact. With seniors Lyz Teixeira and Chris Winstead leaving, the team will be in good hands as 
Cat Anderson, Serena Andrews, Amy Freidenberg and Amy Stubbs continue next year. 
Row 1: Serena Andrews, Lyzzi Teixeira, Amy Freidenberg; Row 2: Bethany Ridell, Chris Winstead, Amy Stubbs, Hollie Hallett, Caterina Anderson, Mrs. Sirois 
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Latin Club 
Latin Club members participated in Maine 
Junior Classical League where they earned re-
cognition through academic competition on with 
other schools in the state. To add to our funds to 
cover convention costs and to initiate a scholar-
ship there were several money raisers: leaf rak-
ing, a classical dinner open to the public and a 
Latin T-shirt sale. Through various activities 
members strive to share and spread their 
common interest in the Classics. 
Row 1: Michelle Leen, Angela Pooler, Amy Woodbury. Row 
2: Mrs. Poole, Ian Swett, Kari Rosenthal, Chris Falk, Silvia 
Eberhard, David Cote, Jen Harrison, Jennifer Glathar, An-
drew Grant, Jamie Owens, Tavia Smith, Liza Watts, Leah 
Bagley, Sarah Smith, Rachel McClure, Lindsay Combellick, 
Heather Carter. 
Mrs. Poole, Anju Rozario, Alison Manowski, Ian 
Swett, Jill Gardner, Kari Rosenthal 
Math Team 
Officers: Dave Cote, Ian Swett, Jerry Hess, Marie Blanke 
The Math Team is a member of a state-wide organization which promotes 
mathematical study and competition. The team enters five regional meets and 
one state meet. At each meet there are five topics on which the students are to 
concentrate. This provides an opportunity for each student to look at topics in 
math, such as triangles, which he/she has studied in more than one course. The 
meets also provide an opportunity for students to enjoy competing against 
each other. 
In the last five years, the team has done so well that it has been asked to go to 
the New England Invitational Math Competition near Boston. Before and after 
this meet team members have enjoyed the Boston area. The practices after 
school, at Governor's and at Pat's paid off. 
Left to right: Karl Remsen, Lewis Kotredes, Justine Owen, Christi Thomas, Jerry Hess, Ian Swett, Dave Cote, Megan Owen, Jeremy Walsh, Mrs. Small , Maria 
Blanke, Mrs. Craig 
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Lit House 
Lit House, a literary magazine created, written, and illustrated by students of BHS, had a strong and successful ninth publication. 
The magazine houses original and creative works, in various genre, by the current BHS student body. The Lit House accepts 
submissions all year, and the pieces are selected and edited by advisor Dianna Christakos' Creative Writing class. This year's editor 
was Christina Query. Illustrations for the magazine are provided by the BHS Art classes. 
Row L Tim Ogden, Mrs. Christakos, Amy Guyett.e, Audrey Tarr; Row 2: Jason Drake, Winnie Huynh, Louise Mallory, Theresa Mendoza, Julie Thayer, Steve 
Boutwell; Row 3: Laurie Day, Roy Collum, Chnstma Query 
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Ram-Page! 
The Ram-Page! is a Bangor High School student newspaper which combines articles from the Journalism Club as well as the 
Journalism class. The Ram-Page! is published four times a year and is now in its sixth year of publication. It has brought national 
and school news to the BHS student body. This year's class guided by Mrs. Drisko and Ms. Bellow, is using Pagemaker which is a 
computer program that students use to design and lay out each page of the paper. BHS is one of the first schools to try out this new 
technique. This new process will cut down on the long hours that the students previously spent after school working on the paper. 
This year's editor-in-chief is Erika Illingworth. 
Row 1: Mrs. Drisko, Danielle Knowlton, Maggie Michaud, Erika Illingworth, Ben Robertson, K.C. Kinney, Ken Allen , Row 2: Kirk Allen, Winnie Huynh, Bre tt 
Cough, Chris Sprague, Matt Snow, Jarad Bryant 
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Art Club 
The purpose of the Art Club is to provide a place and 
time for motivated students to work on independent and 
group art projects. The primary goal is studio enrichment 
for students. Students in the Art Club, have worked on 
murals, class assignments, independent projects, and 
have also participated in some special art activities. Some 
of the activities included were Fimo jewelry, paste paper, 
tie-dyed paper, and marbled paper. 
The Art Club held a poster sale in November. The club 
members helped to paint a backdrop for a high school 
theater production. The Art Club members contributed 
art work to several local exhibits and also organized a stu-
dent art exhibit and sale. Every year the Bangor High 
School Art Club provides awards for graduating seniors 
who are continuing their art education in college. 
Row One: Matt Dickey, Amy Townsend, Louise Mallory, Mayumi Miyachi, Charles Wellman; Row Two: Mike 
Libby, Samara Rollins, Sarah Peters, Shawna Cyr, Kirsten Froelich, Laura Swanziger; Row Three: Carly Combs, 
Rebecca Krupke, Aiko Rudell, David Whitney; Row Four: Erika Haley, Tasha Rideout, Frances Thibodeau, 
Kevin Mourneault, Mike Hetley; Row Five: Pat Fogarty, Travis Gass; Row Six: Rickey Lovely, Matt Constantine, 
Andrew Crawford 
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Drama Club 
Officers: Katie Szal (Treas.), Geno Carr (Pres.) Beth Cote (V.P.), Matt Ferrell (Member at Large), 
Hollie Hallet (Sec.) 
This year, the Drama Club's second year of operation, there were many excit-
ing productions, fundraisers, and events the Club was involved in. The musi-
cal, "The Unsinkable Molly Brown", was a huge success when it was per-
formed in December, and was fun for all involved. The One-Act was a success 
and BHS did very well in competition. The Spring Dinner Theatre was fantastic 
fun and raised a lot of money for the Drama club's Second Annual Awards 
Banquet. All of the candy sales and wreath sales raised lots of money for the 
Club, and many thanks to all who supported The Drama Club this year. 
(At Left) Miss Hirch; (At Left) Miss Hirsch, Geno Carr; (Sitting) Laura Walker, Patricia Barrett, Jennifer Maher, Amy Friedenberg, Cat Anderson, Molly Mclean 
Aimee Coltart; (Kneeling) Brian Ballanger, Meghan Walsh, Audrey Tarr (Standing) Amanda Espisito, Caroline Perryman, Paul Bandille, Lyzzi Teixeira, Beth Cote, 
Emily Bragg, Shawn Fitzgerald, Christine Bragg, Mac Carr, Sean Fidler, Lewis Snyder, Ken Kelly, Amy Stubbs, Matt Ferrell, Pat Spekhardt 
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jazz Choir 
First Row (L to R): Abby Leech, Geno Carr, Ma.tt Ferrell, Adele lnferrara, Meaghan Hannan . Second Row (L to R): April Cormier, Jen Hill-Snyder, Karen Estes, 
Meghan Walsh, Esia Do, Nicole Crawford. Third Row (L to R): Brooke Gross, Gmger Pressey, Lindsay McGrath, Monika Libby, Melissa Comer. 
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Chorus 
141 
Orchestra 
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Violin I 
Natalie Lavin 
Angie Dubois 
Katwen Anderson 
Danielle Knowlton 
Anju Rosario 
Violin II 
Laurie Day 
Alison Glanville 
Catie Hale 
Hollie Hallett 
Becky Rexrode 
Cello 
Sarah Glanville 
Taryn McNichol 
Elizabeth Miller 
Bass 
Bucky Melanson 
Amber Poole 
Viola 
Marie Blanke 
, Matt 
Farth-
Saxophones: Kence -p;_ 
Cohen, Jennifer Gher 
Jeff Shulkovsky, Josh 
field, Steve Page, Carri 
Band 
mery, Mike 
k Manowski 
r, Doug Wert-
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Cast (In Order of Appearance) 
Molly Tobin 
Micheal Tobin 
Aloysius Tobin 
P.ttrick Tobin 
father Aynn 
Shamus Tobi.n 
Char be 
Burt 
Christmas Morgan 
Johnny Brown 
Mrs. McCraw 
Monsignor Ryan 
Roberts 
Profrs50r Gardella 
Princess Delong 
Prine. Delong 
Duchess of Burlingame 
Duke of Burlingame 
Baron of Auld 
Baroness of Auld 
The Grand Duchess 
Makolm Broderick 
Dancing Saloon Girls/ 
Monie Carlo Girls 
Miners 
Saloon Girl• 
Mrs. Wadlington 
Mr. Wadlington 
Waiter 
Maitre O 
Tango Dancers 
Mlle PHsengers 
Wounded Sailor 
Mothtt 
Hysterical Woman 
Patria.a Barrett, Meghan Walsh 
Ben Bigney 
Kenn Kelley 
lewis Snyder 
Sean Fidler 
Pat Sprkhardt 
Paul Banville 
Sn.an Ballenger 
Matt Ferrell 
tAno Can 
Erika Bailey 
Shawn Fitzgerald 
Ben Sign~ 
Matt Harvey 
Hollie Hallett 
Chad Gagnon 
Audrey Tarr 
Kenn Kelley 
Lewis Snyder 
Jenn Maher 
Kalle SZiil 
Mac Can 
Chnsbne Bragg. Emlly Bragg, 
Lyzzi Teixeira 
Sean Fidler 
Mau Harvey 
Bri•n Ballenger 
Paul Banville 
M.iic Can 
Lewis Katredes 
Ben Bigney 
Lew Snyder 
Kenn Kelley 
Kenny Condon 
Gabe Lewis 
Cat Ander!On 
Margo Garnett 
Almtt Colt.i.rt 
Molly Mclean 
U.ura W •Iker 
Amanda Espl!lito 
Knsten Johnston 
Dana Ryder 
Amy Fnedenberg 
Clare Davitt 
Molly Di.eodue 
C.une Williams 
Gibe Lewis 
Sean Fidler 
Mau H.iirvey 
Lew Kotredes 
Jenn M•her 
Emily Bragg 
Christine Bragg 
Patricia Barrett. Megh•n Walsh 
Se.iin Fidler 
Kenny Condon 
Simon Wesley 
Christineo Br•gg, Lewis Snyder 
Emily Bragg, Ben Bigney 
Lyzzi Teixeira. Shawn F1ugerald 
Gibe Lewis. M•U Harvey 
Lew15 Kotredes 
Came WllHams 
Amanda E..!p15ito 
The Unsinkable 
Molly Brown 
Technical Crew 
Set Design 
Lighting Design 
Stage manager 
Technical Director 
Assistant Technical Director 
Props 
Wardrobe Coordinator 
Wardrobe/Dressers 
Makeup 
Flyrail 
Light Board Operators 
Spot Operators 
Running Crew 
Publicity and Program 
Set Construction 
Red Room Paintings 
Logo Design 
Choreographer 
Carlene j . Hirsh 
Geno Carr 
Alison Manowski 
L yzzi Teixeira 
Eric Libbey 
Abby Leach 
Jenn Maher 
Hollie Hallett, Aimee Coltart 
Courtnee Peters 
Eric Libbey, Brian Ballenger 
Ryan Norton, Mike Hart 
Michael Hart, Darius johnason 
j.j Fidler, Tony Mosca, 
Shawn Foren, John Franklin, 
Chris Carroll, Eric Libbey, 
Tavia Smith 
Pam Carr 
Mr. David Manowsk.i, Theater 
Classes, Mr. Krupke, Paul Gockel, 
Julie Gockel, Kai Elmore's Art Classe. 
Carlene Hirsch 
Rebecca Krupke 
Mike Libbey 
Timothy Bragg 
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R.O.T.C. 
"A" .Company: Back row: Boutilier, Pressey, Meier, Baker, Caruso, Cahoon, Brown, Ritter, 
Coffin. 4th .row: Bracy_. Eberhart, Beyenberg, Guerette qason), Ellis, Jutkiewicz, Hodgkins, 
Sargent, Wilkes, Martin. 3rd row: Hightower, Peters, Richardson, Landry, Bishop, Campbell, 
Go~ely, Petty, Harvey. 2nd row: DeWate, Philbrook, Page, Guerrette, White (Pam), Hartery, 
Davis (Bradley), Rushton. Front row: Sarto, Gray, McGoufdrick. 
"B" Company: 5th row: Moon, Steeves, Blazier, Lang'. Robinson, Giles, Commeau, Peithman, 
Watts. 4th row: Davis (Graham), Swartz, Charette (Shirley), Fessenden, Dnscoll, Mernll, 
Banville, Larson. 3rd row: LaGross, Ridlon, Dickinson, Cote, Sampson, Babcock, Branscomb, 
Brown (Ryan). 2nd row: Quimby, Granado (Laura), Worster, Wheeler (Charlene), Walsh. 1st 
row: White (Peter), Ogden, Gleason. 
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Battalion leaders: Ron Lawson, Tim Wright. 
Color Guard: Petros, LaGross, Peithman, Peters 
(Courtnee), Starbird, Gibbons. 
Lawson, Wright, Petros, Speck, Ogden, Gibbons. 
Lieutenant Colonel Jackson R. Kurtzman 
Starbird, Gibbons, Speck, Willoughby, Petros 
Hartery, Davis (Brad), Ridlon, Davis (Graham), 
Lang, Willoughby, Commeau. 
Sergeant First Class Charles Waggoner 
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A Message 
from 
Mr. James F. Doughty, 
Superintendent of Schools 
I am most pleased to extend my personal congratulations to the graduating class of 1995. 
Your individual efforts and the support of family, friends and teachers will have provided you with the gift 
of an education. June 1995, while it brings to an end your public education, is really a beginning. Receiving 
your diploma from Bangor High School certifies that you will be prepared to participate in a world of opportu-
nities. 
Be proud of your educational achievement. Continued effort provides a future full of opportunity. I wish 
each of you continued success. 
·uR PATRONS 
ithout whom we would not exi t -
Mr. and Mrs. Merle Abbott 
Jane and Frank Bragg 
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Clark and Family 
Allan and Linda Currie 
Dan and Betsey Field 
Robert and Rita Gallon 
Thom and Patti Johnston 
Jerome S. and Jo-Ann R. Kirstein 
Ruth Martin 
George and Ann Parke 
Evelyn and Warren Silver 
Russell and Judith Smith 
Lt. Col. and Mrs. Michael Spekhardt 
Paul and Christine Szal 
Thank you! 
addi "onal patrons on page 207 
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CONGRATULATIONS! 
CLASS OF 1995 
The Student Council 
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728 STILLWATER AVE. 
BANGOR, MAINE 04401 
TEL (207) 945-0742 
FAX (207) 947-2541 
ROBERT GOULET 
DEBRA GOULET 
Congratulations 
Graduating Class of "95" 
,, .. 
~
 
Sawyer Environmental 
Services 
NATIONAL SELEC TED MORTICIANS 
133 C&nl&r Street . Bangor Ma•na 04401 
2071942·8815 
BAOOKINGS·SMITH 
Bangor. Ma.ne 
LaBEAU CHAPEL 
Orono, Maine 
CLARK-PIPER CHAPEL 
Brewer, Maine 
Telephone 
947-5801 
1-800-499-5801 
DK. WILLIAM V. COPPOLA 
DK. SHEILA M. COPPOLA 
Eyes Examined 
Contact Lenses 
OPTOMETRISTS 
1365 BROADWAY 
BANGOR, ME 04401 
Office Hrs. 
By Appointment 
SEMBA.· EPSTEIN 
REAL ESTATE 
• Commercial • Sales & Leasing 
• Industrial • Management 
• Investment • Consulting 
6 STATE STREET • BANGOR, ME 04401 • 297-945-6222 
THE NAME 
YOU CAN 
DEPEND 
ON. 
• llome hea ting specla lts ts 
• Quall!y healing oil at the 
lowest p r1cc 
• Propane sales & equipment 
• Complete bu rner deaning 
and re liable service 
• 24 hour emergency 11crvlcc 
and repa ir 
Serolng the Bangor communllyfo,. oue,. 50 yea,.s. 
~-.... DEAD RIVER COMPANY 
.,~ 103 South Main St. • Brewer• 989-2770 
S~ith 
I][!][!]~() 
Professionally Servicing the Food Industry 
ENTIRE STATE OF MAINE 
Professionally Servicing the Food Industry 
ENTIRE STATE Of MAINE 
945.9479 
BOO·B2B·FOOD 
FAX 945·0259 
GJocene•, P1odi.tee, Meob, e = 
frozen. Pope< Good1. Jonilo<iol Supplio1. ..,. M 
fable lop 1 .. ma, and Mor• 
189 
190 
:::v.,r:.3· ~~ \-.~: ~ ,~ 
if.1~~(\rfl 
~ 
-fl(\ 
• ,(\0 N. H. BRAGG & SONS 
~, 'f.# 92 Perry Road, PO Box 927 
Bangor, Maine 04402-0927 
(207) 947-8611 1-800-432-7925 
FAX (207) 947-6752 
AUTOMOTIVE • INOUSTHIAL • WELDING SUPPLIES 
Compliments 
of a 
Friend 
Congratulations 
Class of 
1995 
from 
P~RK.EWAV 
' TRANSPORT 
614 BROADWAY 
BANGOR. ME 04401 
PHONE 207-947-8631 
1-800-924-9393 
Quality Affordable 
Furniture 
572 ODLIN ROAD • BANGOR. ME 
941-8814 
572 ODLIN ROAD• BANGOR, ME 
941-8814 
I Wickes Lumber 
We've Got All It Takes To Build All You Need 
• Plywood 
· Rootinll 
• lnsulal1on 
• Siding 
~I *WICKES 
j ~ O•U•Od 
· Hardware · Doors & • Trusses 
• Elecincal • Windows • Pain! 
• Fencing • Cabinels • Ho! Waler 
• Paneling • Plumbing • Heaters 
1087 HAMMON ST. 
BANGOR 
945-9416 
DAWSON oBRADFOR.D 
REAL ESTATE & INSCRANCE 
417 Ma in St. 
Bangor 
947-6788 
~ 
E?J 50 Main St. Orono 
866-5571 
DFllVE<Y ~-i,_7. A o~~ TAXE-Otrr 
'fl Specializing in large orders for: I\' 
Fund.raising • Bwiness Functions • Parties 
947-2771 ~ Raena Everett 33 Uncoln Street 
Owner Bang~,Maine04401 
Congratulations Class of '95 
market research strategic planning advertising public relations 
CONGRATULATIONS 
CLASS OF 1995 
Plisga and Day 
Land Surveyors 
Conqratulat ions 
Class 
of 
1995 
M Merrill Merchants Bank 
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Congratulations 
to 
The Class of 1995 
DOWN EAST 
ORTHOPEDIC 
ASSOC., P.A. 
Jordan J. Shubert, M.D. 
Garrett R. Martin, M.D. 
947-8381 
P. Gregory Askins, M.D. 
John Pyne, M.D. 
941-9550 
404 State Street 
Bangor, Maine 04401 
CANTEEN 
Congratulations 
and Best of Luck 
to the Class of 1995! 
CANTEEN Yj;.f...._.._. ~c---u0c: ... 0~ec:RevEo 9-~~~~ GAMIE!:!I SIC TY GAMU 
POOL I SO CCU 
FOR 5 OR MORE ·~~:~.~;~u 
.._ ________ 2M,EAAYAOAO BANGOR l•!!i!!i ... 
Congratulations Meaghan! 
We are so proud of the person 
you've become and all that you 
have accomplished. 
Best of Luck to the 
Class of 1995! 
Love, Mom, Eddie and 
Ryan 
;~ii Northeast 
- Cardiology 
Associates 
Robert P. Allen, M.D. Matthew \V. Rowe, M.D. 
Robert M. Hoffmann, M.D. M. Theodore Silver, M.D. 
John H. Jent:z:er, M.D. Peter N. Ver Lee, M.D. 
Robert P. Rosenthal, M.D. Paul R. vom Eigen, M.D. 
Joe R. Wise Jr. , M.D. 
William Head, P.A. Craig Pedersen, P.A. 
Susan Phillips-Workman, P.A. John Raymond, P.A. 
Theresa T us:z:ynski, P.A. Now you're cookin: 
1 Evergreen Woods 700 Mt. Hope Avenue Bangor Congratulations graduates. 
Shop'nSave 
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94i-·fi21 
Lougee~ frcdcrick's 
florisl 
~6 IL\HMO~D oTRECT 
BANGOR. ~L\IN[ 04401 
Bill Sheehan 
TERRI SLEEPER 
81QBJ!~JIR~5 
V IDEO PRODUCTIONS 
353 MAIN STREET II! BANGOR, MAINE 04401 
207) 942-0004 • 1-800-924-3356 (ME) • 1-800-531-3004 (US) 
DOUGLAS REYNOLDS. DPM 
DOCTOR OF PODIATRIC MEDICINE 
SPECIALIZING IN FOOT SURGERY & SPORTS MEDICINE 
IAYLORRENTAL. ~ 
W.'re ITIOIW 11-1 /vSf ~UClll at -11. -
FAX 989-RENT 
390 W1tsoN SmEET 
BREWER . MAINE 04412 
989-6202 
1-800-287-6202 
i._Benjamin Moore 
942-9500 
Open Mon.-Sat. 
I Bangor Paint & Wallpaper 
732 Broadway.·Bangor 
Corner ol Husson Avenue 
Across From Ross Manor 
MAYNARD HAWES 
Manager 
Ray 
Pete 
"'TO'UC9f of"t.Fu PAf'T 
(jifts ant! CofUcti6fe.s 
TWIN CITY PLAZA 
256 State St., Brewer, Maine 04412 
Tel. (207) 989-7520 
Telephone 947-4481 Office Hours by Appointment 
DR. THOMAS H. DWELLEY 
Optometrist 
674 MOUNT HOPE AVENUE BANGOR. MAINE 04401 
DAVID BROWN 
PHOTOGRAPHER 
54 COLLMBIA ST 
BANGOR. ME 04401 
·BY APPOINTMENT 
(207) 947-4590 
HELP'NG TO OlEATE "-t'MOlllES THAI LAS! A LIFfT!Mf AND BEYONC 
RLL m~JOrL BfLfHJOS ~1tee1 tO. JB2 ST7Jr<£ 
rnn DO AL '&J y I tJfr Tuwe Q_ t;_,[)A R IHJ rE E s y D () 
LDW'PRIUS. () L ? -0111 
10liy CEffioLJt -1 <A · 
compliments 
of a 
friend 
Congratulations, Class of 1995! 
:11: .... 
I~ 
I 
We're right down the road 
to your future. 
~ ~ 
Where service means evervthing. 
Mainway Food Stores • Big Stop Truck Stops 
Heating Oil • Service Stations • Lubricants 
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Congratulations to 
The Class of 1995 
Fairmount Market 
662 Hammond ·St. 
Bangor, ME 
947-7338 
Congratulations 
Class of 1995 
And 
Best Wishes 
Bruce D. Fowle, CPA 
44 Central St. 
Bangor, Maine 
(207) 990-5407 
NORTON & WEEKS 
LAW OFFICE 
Gary J. Norton, Esq. Paul A. Weeks, Esq. 
Key Plaza 
Suite 203 
Bangor, Maine 04401 
CONGRATULATIONS 
RYAN NORTON !!!! 
~·-
572 ODLIN ROAD • BANGOR. ME 
941-8814 
572 ODLIN ROAD • BANGOR, ME 
941-8814 
SEMBA·EPSTEIN 
REAL ESTATE 
• Commercial 
• Industrial 
• Investment 
• Sales & Leasing 
• Management 
• Consulting 
6 STATE STREET • BANGOR, ME 04401 • 297·945-6222 
CANTEEN W'...__.. cuo~ .. o~~ReVED 9.~~!::!!! GAMIE!:~¥SIC 
~ TVGAMH I 
'00L I SOCCUI 
FOR S OR MORE ARCADE GA•nl JUllE IOIUS 
------------1 2M 'IERRY ROAD BANGOR 1•5 5111 
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Fleet Bank 
A Member of n.eet ftnanct.al Group 
We're here to 
make a 
difference. SM 
tf"1~0GRAM~ 
VJih1=--· _d) 
Monogramming and Apparel 
Monograms Plus of Bangor Mall 
Bangor, ME 04401 
207-942-1184 
¥ FROM THE • OF MAINE • FROM THE • OF M/\INF. • 
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Congratulations 
Class of 1995 
from 
MY MAINE BAG 
BANGOR MALL, BAR HARBOR, FREEPORT 
.. 
.. 
.. 
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0 
• 
.. 
.. 
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c 
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¥ FROM THE ¥ OF MAINE ¥ FROM TllE ¥ OF M/\INF. ¥ 
Robert M. Kassa, D.M.D., P.A., IALD; Heather Pratt, COA; Judy E. 
Tuttle, COA; Wendy Tracy, CDPNA; Ron Eddy, ROH; Joseph W. 
Brown 
Cenler '"' 
Advanced 
Denlal Technolo8)' 
, l.a~r [)cnli&r• 
Wes1ga1e Mall 
Banoor Mame 
* 
(207) 947-8686 
Congratulations Class of "95" 
Bangor 
947-1168 
GOLDSMITH'S 
SPORTING GOODS 
TEAM SPECIALISTS 
581 RT. 1, SCABOROUGH, ME 04074 
1-800-287-1145 
Presque Isle 
769-5021 
Auburn 
784-4933 
SUPPORTING OUR 
STUDENTS AND SCHOOLS 
IS SOMETHING 
SPECIAL AT 
" Nhacus 
Scarborough 
883-1532 
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26 Main Street • Bangor. Moine 0&101 
(207)Qd7-7052 • rax (207) Q.17 6615 
Congratulations to 
The Class of 1995 
The Employees of 
SEARS 
Bangor, Maine 
Congratula 
:::::::::----~~~ he ~-------
ot 
---..... lL---- a 
-~...,..,d Ram Pride. 
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CIONGRATULATIONS 
SENIORS 
Good luck in your endeavors 
A.S.F.Y.A., BANGOR 04401 
Good Luck 
Seniors 
Corner Variety 
Bangor, Maine 04401 
Congratulations, 
Seniors! 
Your New Journey begins 
today. 
Our best wishes 
~· go with you! 
The faculty and staffs of Bangor High 
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ADDITIONAL PATRONS 
You have earned our most heartfelt appreciation! 
Jack and Pam Carr 
Dennis and Lynette Cough 
Paul and Nancy Dudley 
Carolyn Gardner 
Patricia Hannan 
Susan and Melissa McEwen 
Julia and Drew Milliken 
Rodney and Selina Rozario 
Jay and Phyllis Sh 
Thank you! 
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